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PREFACE
This cloud cover study is the only known work designed especially
. for earth oriented space missions. Being a first effort, the conditioned
statistics are particularly weak in some cases; however, judicious use of
the study should produce reasonable results.
@ J
It must be emphasized that these data should not be used for pur-
poses other than those for which they were designed. In particular, the
statistics should not be used for detailed cloud climatologies for
specific locations.
The research described in this report was performed by the Geophysics
Division of Allied Research Associates, Inc. under sponsorship of the
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Aerospace Enviromnental Division
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of Messrs. $. Clark
Brown, 0. E. Smith and William Vaughan of Marshall throughout the per-
formance of this study.
We also wish to express our thanks to Mr. C. William Rogers for his
, analysis in the selection of prototype stations for each region, and to
Hr. James Pike for his assistance in the preparation of this report.
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PABSTRACT
Probability distributions for world-wide cloud cover .tmve been pre-
pared for use in the simulation of earth-orlented observations from space.
Five cloud groups, including one for clear and one for overcast skies,
are presented for 29 cloud climatological regions, for eight times of
day and for each month of the year. In addition: conditional distribu-
tions were prepared to represent the temporal and spatial conditionality
of the cloud cover 24 hours later or 200 nm away. These data are con-
talned on 1740 punched cards. An additional 140 cards define the mar
regions in latitude/longitude coordinates_
Marked changes in the cloud cover distributions corresponding to
changes in the sampled area size are demonstrated. Techniques are pre-
sented to allow the ground observations (representing approximately a
30 nm circular area) to be transferred into dls_ribu_ions representing
enlarged sample areas. Mathematical procedures are also presented to
scale the conditional distributions _o other tlme,_and distances.
Engineering and simulation applications of the cloud data bank are
#
discussed, and tw¢ examples are given. One example demonstrates a Monte
Carlo approach for establishing the sighting probability of a given set
of landmarks. The other example uses an analytical approach to deter-
mine probable cumulative area coverages for a photographic mission using
N orbital passes.
Printouts of the data, discussions of the data collect_on effort,
and suggested subroutines for using the data are presented in the
append ices.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud cover is a ._ignificant operational element in all earth-oriented space
experiments. The experimental success fcr many space missions is almost wholly
dependent on the amount of obscuri.lg cloudiness and on the operational proc,_dures
adopted to cope with it. Future earth-oriented experiments, especially those con-
cerned with multiband synoptic photography, multichannel radiometry, infrared
spectroscopy, and laser systems are all known to be extremely sensitive to the
earth's cloud cover. In addition, proposed passive microwave systems are prob-
ably affected by certain cloud covers and certainly by rainfall intensities greater
than ._ few millimeters per hour.
To perform proper mission analysis and simulation during the planning of
future missions, and to determine the probable success of already planned earth-
oriented space missions, statistical data on world-wide cloud distributions are
required. These cloud statistics muss be in a form that permits their easy use in
• computer sttbrot_tine in missi.m analysis or simulation computer programs.
I. I Objectives
The basic objective of the study reported in this document was the creation of
a master file of tabu_-ated cloud statistics and cloud distributions on a world-wide
q
basis. A reo :irement was that these statistics be tabulated and made available either
on IBM punched cards or magnetic tape such that statistical analyses of cloud amounts
could _asiiv be performed for monthly, seasonal, and annual reference periods for
selected sta_.ons on the earth.
In addition, conditional statistics have been generated to take adequate ac-
count of the time and space dependence of the cloud regime at one point on that of
anothe-" point which is nearby in either space or time. The tabulated statistics
must include provisions for taking account of the diurnal variation in cloud cover
throughout the day and night.
Several secondary objectives are also apparent. For example, • comparative
J
analysis is desirable to determine the relationship between cloud cover as it might
be viewed from a satellite versus that observed from the ground, so that the probability
R%,
.',
that the earth's surface can be observed from a satellite can be inferred from ground-
observed data. An engineering interpretation of the tabulated cloud statistics and
cloud distributions in tcrms of requirements for an earth satellite sensor operation
should be performed as a demonstration of the use and validity of the tabulated
stati_tics.
Several guidelines were pro_,ided in the contractual statement. These included
the following: J
I. A mini.hum number of stations should be selected for the purpose of
characterizing the monthly, seasonal, and annual distributions of cloud types for
selected regions which, typify the diverse cloud types and frequenciev.
2. The statistical data will be drawn from existing records, where possible.
and extrapolated, interpolated and evaluated for appropriate areas over the earth.
3. Day-night and monthly reference periods may be feasible.
In addition to these stated guidelines, itbecame obvious early in the perfor-
mance of the work that much could be gained from trLps to NASA centers and to var-
ious NASA contractors to determine requirements for cloud cover data in current
mission planning and simulvtio., endeavors. This task has been included as a re-
Quirement and objective ot the contract.
1.2 Specific Tasks
Certain specific tasks were involved in meeting the objectives. Five major
tasks _vere defined. These included: (l) the definition of homogeneous cloud climatic
regions: (2_ the survey and collection of appropriate conventional and satellite cloud
statistics; (3) the definition of mission simulation requirements; (4) the data tabula-
tion; and (5) the assessment of engineering applications with a validation or test of
the tabulated statistical d_ta.
In the first task, earlier x'.,orkon cloud climatology was reviewed to assess
whether large-scale homogenous cloud regions could be defined such that the statistics
from a single station within the region would adequately represent the entire region.
This task led to the selection of 29 regions to represent the world-wide cloud clima-
tology. ,
The second task was to survey and collect data to validatz and establish that
the regions did indeed represent homogenous cloud climatological regions. It was i
ialso necessary to determine whether representative data of _ufficient record length
could be obtained for all the chosen cliznatic regions. Where such conventional
2
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Icloud climatological data did not exist, procedures for suitably synthesizing the data
had to be established. In addition, itwas determined that the cloud climates of certain
Southern Hemisphere regions were replicated by a seasonal reversal of Northern
Hemisphere stations, and that such Northern Hemisphere stations had a more reliable
data base than any of the stations within the givclJ Southern Hemisphere regions. In
particular, many Southern Hemisphere stations had periods of record shorter than
five years and many had only daylight observatiuns.
• During the mission simulation requirements definition study, effort was con-
centrated on visiting contractors and NASA centers directly involved in the simulation
of manned and unmanned earth-oriented experiments from space. As a result of these'
visits, the simulation requirements for cloud cover data were established and a cloud
model was defined. Data formats were defined and certain procedures for data
manipulation were also developed. These data manipulation techniques principally
involve the requirement for varied sampling area size associated with different
sensors and different orbital heights. It was determined that cloud cover distributions
are very dependent on viewed area size and thus some provision had to be madt to
allow the proper cloud cover probability distributior., to be derived depending upon
the viewed area size requirement. It was determined that conditional statistics for
points near in time or distance to an initial point were also required.
1. 3 Data Types
Q
As indicated in the tasks outlined above, we ha_,e assembled two types of
cloud cover data for use in computer simulations. Unconditional cloud cover statis-
tics are frequency distributions of fractions of the sky covered, expressed in per-
cent frequency. Because the diurnal and annual variations of cloud cover are im-
portant in most regions, the unconditional data are stratified or subdivided into
• distributions for each month and for 3-hour intervals throughout the day.
: Conditional distributions are required for many potential applicetions of the
data. These answer questions like, "What is the probability that the cloud cover over
a cert-_in area is 10/10 if it has already been observed that the cloud cover over a
similar area 200 miles away is 10/10?" This probability _= clearly higher than the
unconditional probability of 10/10 at either point. We have assembled estimates of
• statistics from which such conditional probabilities can be generated, both in the
space and time domains. Insulficient data were available to stratify these by time
of day. A seasonal stratification has been provided.
Later sections of this report will elaborate on the nature and uses of these i
two types of statistics. 1
3 I
-$
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Z. REQUIREMENTS FOR CLOUD DATA
Nearly all earth-oriented experiments from space, whether they be photo-
graphic, manned sightings, or experiments using other electromagnetic sensors,
are cloud sensi:ive to some degree. For example, if an experiment involves use
of a camera-bearing orbiting platform as a means of photographing a specific area
of the world to determine growth of some particular crop, the mission must operate
during a particular season or month and succeed in photographing the desired area _,
through cloudless skies. It stay be possible to accept a photographic montage of the
required area made up of pieces taken on a number of successive orbital passes
some time apart; here the ar_Lount of film that must be expended to assure coverage
becomes important, along with the e'apsed time between adjacent pictorial segments.
Since space experiments are necessarily expensive and require a great deal
of planning and operational control, computer simulation has become common. These
simulations permit organization Of orbits, coiT_nunicatlons, power profiles, and time
lines for the conduct of experiments and of multi-experiment missions. Many simu-
lation programs permit the inclusion of contingencies on a statistical or Monte Carlo
basis. The presence of cloud over a ground target represents a contingency of more
frequent occurrence than most; however, the incorporation of the cloud cover con-
+.ingency has had to await the generation of suitable statistics and suitable procedures.
The present study represents a first effort to provide an adequate set of data and
procedures.
2. I Simu)ation Requirements
Computer simulation may be used for a variety of purposes. A number of
generic examples are described below.
2. I. 1 Experiment Feasibility
Once the feasibility of sensers and azssciated equipment is establis_"1, it
still remains to be demonstrated that experimental objectives have a reasonal_l,
chance of success in the real cloudy world. It is not sufficient to know that the earth
is about 4590 cloud covered if the sensing system requires a cloud-free area of con-
siderable size; far fewer than 5590 of c_.:didate targets will be cloud free, and those
"19680228"10-0"16
that qualify w ill tend to cluster in a few climatologically cloud-free areas. Deter-
" ruination of the number and area distribution of such cloud-free areas to be encountered
on the mission, and the statistical variability of that number, requires the _.pplica-
tion of suitably organized cloud statistics. (A sample solution is given in Section 9.2
of this report.)
2. 1.2 Experiment Equipment Design I
If the results of feasibility determination appear favorable, it is next desirable
to specff 7 appropriate features of the experimental equipment in such fashion that the
experimental r, turn is maximized. Continuing our example of the experiment requiring
a large clear area, it may be desired to choose the activation of the experiment by:
(1) an onboard time:', operating at regular intervals w ithout consideration of the cloud
field; (2) a controllee programmed to activate the experin_-.nt at certain specific times
derived from forecasts based on independently acquired meteorological satellite data;
(3) an optical cloud sensor that activates the experiment when conditions are right;
(4) ar astronaut, al>_rted by forecast, us;rig optical gear to identify and verify freedom
from cloud. A cost-performance trade-off analysis would have to consider that
alternatives (1) and (2) require some means of determining that the field of view was
in fact cloud free if it is not obvious from the data themselves. Alternative (3) may
be unsuitable if the sensor threshold results in experiment activation under the mar- •
ginal conditions that would be encountered just before the spacecraft moves over a
truly clear area. Here the question becomes one of establishing a suitable delay to
maximize the probability of success.
It ie clear that the alternatives have been listed in order of probable coat and
o," probable yield of good data. Cost effectiveness can only be judged by actual
simulation of the performance of the experiment in each mode.
2.1.3 Experiment Time Line Preliminary Profiles (looking at one
experiment at a time} i
Continuing the example of the experiment requiring a large cloud-_ree area,
let us assume that alternative (4), requiring astronaut attention for each executionj
has been tentatively chosen. As a first approach to mission planning_ simulating the
performance of this experiment as if it did not compete for astronaut attention can
give a clear idea of frequency and duration of calls for attention and of the interaction
: ¢
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betw sen the astronautes physical capabilities and experiment performance. A pos-
sible outcome of this situation would be a decis:on to r_turn to alternative (2) with
a capability for astronaut override when he is available.
2. I. 4 Experiment Integration (time line profiles looking at many
instruments which comprise a single rrission)
• Some spacecraft systems, notably manned missions, must be organized so _"
thatnot allexperiments can be operated simultaneously. This restrictionmay result
from mutual interference, peak power restrictions,limitationof on=board recording,
telemetry capacity, or simply competition for attentionof astronauts or ground con-
trollers. A part of experiment integrationthen involves the establishment of timc
linerules which permit reasonable data yieldswhile conforming to all constraints.
A firstapproach might be to establish a set of fixed time lines thatobey the constraints
and then by simulation to evaluate the datz return expected; ifsatisfactory,tl,etime
lines can stand. A more sophisticated approach, certainly essential in manned mis-
sions, is by simulation to evolve a set of objective techniques for the day-by-day or
orbit-by-orbitconstruction of time linesbased on cbservation and/or prediction of
cloud cover. The data return from such fluidtime linesis likelyto be materially
greater thr.nfrom a more rigid system. The requirement for suitable cloud statistics
in either case is self-obvious.
2. I.5 Mission Analysis and Optimization (thisinclude3 such items as
logistics,data handling, sleep cycles, communications, integration
with other contingencies, fuel stores, etc.)
The finalsynthesis of a manned mission occurs t,_.oughthe "mission simula-
tionprogram" or a hierarchy of such programs. Itis here that required adjustments
can be made to make the mission reach itsobjectives within the constraints of saftey,
payload, and the other system limitations. The complexity of such programs suggests
thatcloud-contingent elements be simulated o_ a sampled basis rather than through-
out the mission. Ifpossible, the results of the time linegenerator should be included.
%
7
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7. I.6 Dynamic Programming (thereal-time reprogramming of future
mission activitiesbased on cumulative mission accomplishment,
current statusr_and a simulation of future activitiesto determine
the optirmlm program)
A truly sophisticatedmission simulation program will include simulation of
dynamic programming. At any given point in the mission, the differentexperiments
will have satisfiedvarious fractions of their mission objectives as a result of cloud _ _.
and other contingencies encountered. Simulation of the remainder of the mission can
lead to an optimized strategy to maximize the total mission achievement. The same
set of strategies can then be transferred to the real time dynamic programming of
the mission. Here, a mixture of short-range forecast and cloud climatology provides
the cloud background for simulation.
Simulation thus can be seen to require a set of cloud climatological data of
fairly universal application. While other uncertainties in simulation preclude the
necessity of extreme accuracy, the climatological data should have at least the fol-
lowing properties:
I. Provide global coverage
2. Provide cloud cover distributionsin a readily useable, standard form
3. Give distributionsby season, time of day, an_ some readily defined
climatological region or grid
4. Provide expression of the spatialand temporal coherence of cloud a
C ore r
5. Provide for the expression of cloud cover distributions on a variety
of scales of observation.
/
2. 2 Design Objectives 7
The design objectives of the study discussed in this report were the prepara-
tion of a set of cloud statistics, on a world wide basis, for use in simulation of
earth oriented experiments. To accomplish these objectives, we have performed
a statistical analysis of cloud amounts for monthly, seasonal and annual reference
periods, f_," various times of day, for selected stations which typify the various
cloud types and frequencies over the globe. In addition to the task of assembly of
8
• ! m Im
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such a bank of statisticaldata, we have also collectedfor each of the selected cloud
climatological regions a set of both time and space conditionalprobabilities. Pre-
liminary techniques for modifying these distributionsfor variable distances, times,
and scales have been established.
?
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3. DESIGN OF CLOUD CLIIviATOLOGICAL REGIONS
The practical use of cloud statisticsin computer simulation routines dictates
the subdivision of the earth intonominally homogeneous cloud climatic regions. The
number of such regions is arbitrarilyset by consideration of the data volume that
must be handled by the computer and by the amount of suitabledata availableto us.
Since tabulationsare required of the diurna! variation of cloud cover, of spatial con-
- difionalcloud distributions,and _f temporal conditionaldistributions,the number of "
regions was kept relativelysmall.
This section describes how 29 regions were defined from standard climatol-
ogy. This ;.nformationwas obtained from general cloud summaries, both conven-
tionaland satelliteobservations, and cloud data from selected sLations.
3.I Climatological Systems and Cloud Cover Information Used
3.I.l Stmndard Climatological ClassificationSystems:
I. "Climatic Types of the Earth, " after K6ppen, (Haurwitz and Austin, (1944)).
2. "Climates of the Earth," Trewartha (1943).
3. "Distribution of the Principal'CZimates of the Earth," Thornthwaite (1941).
3. 1.2 General Cloud Summaries:
I. "Mean Monthly Cloudiness in Percentage of Sky Cover, " (based on con-
ventional data). Landsberg (1945).
2. "Global Cloud Cover for Seasons," (based on satellite data), Clapp {1964).
3. "Northern Hemisphere Monr.hly Cloud Charts, " (based on all available
data), USAT -ETAC (1967).
4. "Analysis of Mean Cloud Amounts for "illLandmarks, Winter and Summer
Seasons," (based on satellitedata), Barnes, et al (1967).
5. "Average Monthly Cloud Cover for the Global Tropics," (based on satel-
litedata), Sadler (1966).
11
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3. I.3 Cloud Data for Individual Stations
1. "Mean Sky Cover, Sunrise +.o Sunset, Monthly and Annual, for the United
States," (based on conventional data), United States Weather "Yureau (Office of Clima-
tology, 196l).
2. "The Annual and Diurnal Variations of Cloud Amounts and Cloud Types
at Six Arizona Cities," (based on conventional data), Sellers (1958). "_
3. _'Mean Monthly Cloud Cover Over the USS/_, " (based on conventional data),
Elliott (1960).
4. "Uniform Summary of Surface Weather Observa?:ons, " for selected sta-
tions (conventional data summaries), National Weather Records Center.
3.2 Design Procedares
The procedures employed in the design of the cloud climatological regions
are summarized below: I_,
1. The climatological classification system of KSppen was transposed to a
"_ large base map of the earth.
2. Climatological boundaries determined by criteria based on temperature
alone were deleted.
3. Over land areas, the regions were redrawn to conform mere closely v, ith
the systems designed by Trewartha and Thornthwaite. These systems are some-
what simpler than KSppen's, and the Thornthwaite system is based more strongly on
precipitation differences, which would be related (at least to some degree)with
cloudiness. The KSppen system was the only one extending over ocean areas.
4. Boundaries of the !,nitial map, based on _he above general climatological
considerations, were :.edrawn with reference to world-.wide maps of mean monthly
cloud amounts.¢
' 5. Further modifications were made in tropical areas, based primarily on
the satellite observations summarized by Sadler. Sinre conventional data are par-
txcularly sparse throughout the extensive tropical ocean areas, the climatological
regions were redrawn to conform closely with those derived from the satellite data.
_. These regions were derived from mean monthly cloud amount charts by differen- -
tiating regions with considerable, moderete, and littlecloudiness throughout the
_! year, and regions with various magnitudes of ;easonal change in cloud amount.
'_'_ 12
¢
#,
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6. Similar but less extensive modifications were made in extratropical areas.
based on the ETAC cloud summaries. Seasonal distributions of mean monthly cloud
amounts were plotted for several grid points in areas where climatological region
boundaries were uncertain. From comparisons between these distributions, the
boundaries were redrawn.
7. Final adjus(ment.q ".o the climatological region boundaries were made in
selected areas from co,.-_'.parisons of the seasonal distributions of mean monthly
cloud amounts for individual stations. For example, the design of the -egions within
the United States was completed in this way.
8. To facilitate computer program.n_ing, the climatological region map was
adjusted to consist _f straight line boundaries, falling on even degrees of latitude
and longitude. The resulting regionalization is shown in Figure 3-].
9. Predominant cloud types and estimated diurnal cloud amount distributions,
based on general climatological conside_ations, were assigned to each region.
"I0. The cloud climatological regions were numbered consecutively from 01
through Z9. As seen In Figure 3-I, most regions are repeated two or more times
throughout the world.
For the interested reader, eac_ of these procedures are discussed in some
detail in the paragraphs below.
3.2. l Use of Standard Climatological Classification Systems
The initial procedure in the design of the climatological regions was the pre-
paration of a preliminary climatological map based on the standard classification
systems. A combination of the Trewartha (1943) and Thornthwaite {1941) systems
was used over land areas; K_>ppen's more complex system (Haurwitz and Austin, 1944)
provided the only information over the oceans. The Thornthwaite system is based
more strongly than the others on precipitat1"_n differences, and so is more applicable
to the design of a cloud climatology. In any c,,se, ,-.lassifications based on,tempera-
ture differences alone were disregarded.
3.2. Z Modifications Based on Cloud Cove_ Information
The preliminary climatological map was modified tl_rough information pro-
vided by exi._ting cloud amount summaries, based both on conventional and satellite
data. These modifications were limited, in general, to the area between 60°N and
13
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60°S, the area of primary intere._t. Furthermore, few cloud data were available from
the polar regions. World-wide charts of mean monthly cloud amounts, prepared by
Landsberg (1945), and seasonal charts from Clapp (1964), were used as referem.es. •
Further modifications i'_ tropic,,,-' areas were derived from Sadler=s data (Sadler, 1966)
and in extratropical areas from the ETAC (USAF, 1967) data. Detailed studies over
limited areas (Office of Climatology, 1961), (Sellers, 1958), (Elliot, 1960) and data
summaries for individual stations provided the information for final adjustrrtent of
boundaries.
Dt,e to the large anaount of ocean in tropical areas, cloud summaries based
on conventional data are of limited value. Therefore, the design of the climatological
regions in tropical areas was based primarily on satellite-observed cleudiness, as
studied by Sadler (1966). Results of the study by Barnes, et al (1967) were also
referred to in specific areas.
Sadler determined the mean cloud cover for each 2-I/2 ° block between 30°N
andB0°S froln once per day satellite observations from May 1966 through February
1967. The cloud amounts were extracted from nephanalyses, and since TIROS data
.. were used for the earlier months, complete daily global coverage was seldom avail-
able. Mean monthly cloud amounts for each block were computed from the daily
values. In the de.sign of the climatological regions, global analyses of these mean
monthly cloud amounts were used.
Limitations to the use of the Sadler study include the relatively short data
• period, the availability of only one observation per day, and the large size of the
areas from which cloud amounts were extracted. The significance of the Z-1/2 °
: blocks, as compared to the smaller area viewed by a ground observer, will be dis-
cussed further in Section 7. Despite these limitations, however, this study was
believed to provide the most meaningful data available for the design of cloud clima-
tological regions in the tropics.
Since no satellite cloud studies of the scope of the Sadler study were available
for extratropical areas, studies based on conventional data were referred to for mod-
ification of the original climatological regions. Northern Hemisphere cloud charts,
obtained from ETAC (USAF, 1967) provided the principal data source. These charts,
prepared from the Global Weather Central daily analyses for 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT,
give monthly mean cloudiness and frequency of occurrence of clouds at each of the
" 1977 GWC grid points.
15
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].Z. 3 Application to Simulation Programs
For application to cor_putea simulation programs, the climatological region
mapwas adjusted tG consist of straight-l:.ne boundaries. To accomplish this, the
earth's surface was considered to be made up of 2°x2 ° blocks, and the boundaries
were draw,_ to conform to the blocks. This trade-off for simplification of program-
ming significantly affects climato!ogical accuracy only in areas where the natural . f
boundaries are deterrr, i_led by coastlines or mour_tain barriers. Among such areas
are the west coasts of Nortn and SLuth America (see Figure 3-1).
The mean monthly cloud cover was the principal factor in differentiating be-
tween climatological regions. The absolute cloud amount, the season of maximum
cloudiness, and the n,agnitude of the seasonal change were all taken into account.
Some consideration was also given to cloud type, w;th each region being designated-
as having predominantly convective cloudiness (tropics) or predominantly synoptic-
scale cloudiness (extratropicalareas). For example, areas off the west coasts of
continents where widespread stratus is common, were so designated. Studies such
as those by London (1957)and Seide {lq54) provided some guidance in assigning cloud
types. Through general climatological considerations and cloud summaries for spe-
cific stations, the probable diurnal variation in cloud amount was also determined for
each region. ::
Separate climatological regions have generally been designed fox' land and
,
ocean areas. Certain regions, however, such as numbers 03 and 04, contain mostly
ocean, but also some continental land areas and many islands. Since these are trop- :_
ical regions, considerable difference in the cloud regimes, particularly in the ;, i
diurnal variations, might be expected. In such regions the input statistics were i
necessarily derived from land stations, and, therefore, properly apply to land areas.
In extratropical areas, statistics for -cean regions were summarized from ocean "i
ship stations. Also, in the design of the climatological regior_s, mountainous areas t
were not designated. In such areas, cloud regimes could be significantly dxfferent
(generally greater cloud amounts) than indicated by the statistics for that particular
region.
As can be seen in Figure 3-l, many regions have a relatively narrow merid-
ional dimension, a reflection of more rapid ehar.ges in cloud climatology with lati-
s
rude than with longitude. The results of the conditional probability computations
for a north-south group of stations, discussed in Section 4, ,_. 4, tend to confirm the
choice of narrow regions.
16
3.3 Descriptions of Regions
A description of each cloud climatological region is given in Table 3-I. It
must be remembered that these descriptions are generalizations, based primarily
on seasonal di©tributions of mean monthly cloud amount. The final cloud statistics
for each region were derived from a representative station, as discussed in Sections
4 and 5. These statistics involve cioud amount frequency distributions, and therefore
• are in a more detailed form than is p_'esented by the general descriptions given in I
Table 3- I.
t
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Table 3- l
General Description of Climatological Regions
I
Z 3 4 5 6 7 8 I ?
I
: ,. .... o_ E
_oli ,=. - o= _:'_
._ _ :_:_ _
I '0l Essenlially Major Desert Smell J < 20 < Z0 -- Small I ....Clear Area I ]
02 Liltle Sub-Desert Small <40 < 40 -- Small ....
Cloudiness Areeo !
03 Tropical Near Equator Small >00 >60 Convective I Large i I(_00
Cloudy _ I
I!
04 Tropical North or South Small _50 _50 Convective I Larp.,- i 1600
Moderate of Region 03 ]
C,oudine,, I I ',
05 Desert Over Ocean - Small I _50 _50 S*.ratiform [ Large 0800
Marine off West Coasts I
i
06 Desert Over Ocean - Extreme >';0 < 30 Stratiform r I._rge I 0800
Marine West of Peru
Cloudy I
Winter i
! I ,,
07 Desert Over Ocean- Extreme >70 <30 Stratiform : Large I 0800
Marine West of Beja !
Cloudy California i !I
Summer i !
08 Mid Latitude North America Extreme <40 -..70 Synoptic : Small r ....
- Clear Scale
Summer
I
09 High Latitude North America. Moderate _70 _50 Synoptic I Small ....
- Cloudy Asia Scale ,i
Stlnlmer !
I
I0 High Latitude Asia, Extreme _70 <30 Synoptic I Sm_ll ....
- Clear North Amezica Scale
Winter
I l. Mid Latitude Northern Moderate --50 _70 Synoptic Smell ....
- Land Hemisphere Scale
I Z Tropical - North of Moderate >60 _50 Convective Large 1600
Cloud'), Region 03
"_._mmer
I "1 ) Mid Latitude Northern Moderate ,._0 >70 Synoptic Small ....- Ocean Hemisphere Scale
18
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Table 3-1 Conttd
I 2 _ 4 s 6 7 g ! 9
, i _ ,,
High Latitude Northern Moderate >80 ,,-70 Synoptic Small l ....
- Ocean Hemisphere Scale
! 5 Polar Northern Small _60 _60 Synoptic
Hemisphere Scale Small ....
16 Tropical - North of Extreme >70 _-40 Convective Large Ib00
Seasonal Region 0 _ I p
C ha nge
17 Tropical - Northern Moderate .-.50 <30 Convective Large ! :,00
Clear Hemisphere
Winter Neal Region 16
18 Mediter- Northern Extreme _30 -- Convective "Small ....
ranean Hemisphere
Europe, Western o- _60 Synoptic Small ....
North America Scale
I Q Sub Tropical Northern Moderate <_0 -- Convective Large 1600
Hemisphere -- _b0 Synoptic Small ....
_30N Scale
Z0 Sub Trop,cal Northern Moderate --50 -- Convective Small ....
- Ocean Hem':sphere -- >60 Synoptic Small ....
_30N Scale
21 Tropical - South of Moderate _0 :>bO Convective Large I (,00
Cloudy Region 03
Summer
ZZ Mid Latitude Southern Moderate >70 _ 60 Synoptic Small ....
Ocean Hemisphere Scale
23 High Latitude Southern Moderate ,,-70 > 80 Synoptic Small ....
- Ocean Hemisphere Scale
Z4 Polar Southern Small _60 _ b0 Synoptic Small ....
Hemisphere Scale
Z5 Tropical - South of Extreme <40 > 70 Convective Large 1600
Seasonal Region 03
Change
Z6 Tropical - South of Moderate <30 _50 Convective Large I 1600
S
Clear Region 25;
VYinter Africa.
A_0tralia
27 Mediter- Southern Extreme .. _30 Convective Small I ....
ranean Hemisphere I
Australia. Chile _b0 -- Synoptic Small I ....
Scale I
28 Sub Tropical Southern Moderate -- < 50 Convective Large I 1600
Land Hemisphere _60 -- Synoptic Small I ....
_)OS Scale I
29 Sub Tropical Southern Moderate -- _S0 Convective Small I ....
- Ocean _30S >60 -- Synoptic Small I ....
I Scale [ 1
,9
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4. DATA SOURCES
4. I Unconditional Distributions
4. I. I Data Search
Following completion of the initial climatological region selection, discussed
" in Section 3, _ata were obtained for approximately 100 observing stations distributed r
throughout the world. For e s many regions as possible, single representative sta-
tions were selected from Lhis sample, and unconditional cloud statistics were derived
from the data summaries for this stations. As discussed more fully in Section 5,
the cloud climatologies for several Southern Hemisphere regicns were taken as beir, g
seasonal reversals of sin-Jar Northern F2emisphere regions. For some regions,
where representative data could not be obtained, these statistics were modified from,
those of other regions, based on climatological considerations.
An initial selectlon of stations was mad_ to obtain data to represent the
cloud climatic regions. The initial search was based on station locations indicated
on Northern and Southern Hemisphere upper air Raob and Rawinsonde network charts
(_WRC, 1962, and NWRC, 1963. Station names and coordinates were checked in the
Weather Station Index (U. S. Na,-al Oceanographic Office, 1964). A visit to the
NationaJ Weather Records Center, revealed that useable data were not available for
• several of the originally selected stations. Wherever possible, nearby stations wer_
substituted. The final data sample consisted of 108 stations.
4. I. Z Data Form
Cloud observations from different parts of the world are summarized in various
forms. In addition, observational times, and even observing techniques, vary from
place to place. The data summaries from which the unconditional distributions were
deri_.,ed where three basic forms: (I) Revised Uniform Summary of Surface Weather
Observations (A-F), (Z) Original Uniform Summary of Surface Weather Observations
• (A and B), and (3) HIS*or N-Summary. Of the 108 stations, the Revised Uniform
Summaries were available for 33, the Original Uniform Summaries for Z3, and the
" NIS Summaries for 5Z stations. Most of the NIS Summaries were designated as Old
Type N-Summaries. In addition, ten years of raw data (on magnetic tape) were obtained
for six ship stations. Unconditional distributions were derived directly from these data
_i National l_ntelligence Survey
i
Zl
I
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fThe Revised Uniform Summaries provided the most useable data. For these
stations, cloud amounts are summarized in tenths by percentage frequency; frequen-
cies are given for three-hourly groups for all months. The stations for which the
Revised Uniform Summaries are available are concentrated in only a few climatoic-
gical regions, particularly those within the United States. These summaries also
exist, however, for several United States Air Force bases throughout the world.
Original Uniform Summaries for most stations are in a simile- _orm, except ,,
the number of observations is given instead of the percentage. Zor some stations,
however, the cloud amounts are not broken down by tenths, but by categories such
as clear, scattered and low broken; for these summaries, it was necessary to assign
a cloud al.nount to each category.
The N-type Summaries were in the least useable form, s_,n_e the summarizing
procedures vary from station-to-station. The most common form gives the mean
number of days per month with the following sky covers: 0-I/8, 0-2/8, 3-6/8; a.nd
6-8/8. Moreover, the data are generally available for only a few hours of the day.
These summaries, therefore, required considerable reworking to be of use for the
intended application.
4. 1.3 Representative Stations
The stations representative of each region, from which the unconditional statis- •
tics were derived, are given in Table 4-1 _. The t_pe of data summary available and
the number of years of observation are also given. The climatological regions for
which the statistics were modified from other regions are so indicated.
4. 2 Conditional Distributions
Cloud statistics conditional with regard to time and to space were compiled
for each clirnatological region. Fx'om the temporal conditional distributions, the
cloud amount probabilitydistributionfor "tomorrow" can be determined given a cloud
o
amount -today. ,t Simil_ rly, from the spatialconditionaldistributions,the cloud i
amount probabilitydistributionfor a location at a specifieddistance from a base loca-
tion can be determined for a given cloud amom_t at the base location, i
J
•_ Validation of represevrativeness of the stations can be found in Section 5.I.3 _and
Appendix A.
zz !|
,i
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Table 4-I
Representative Stations for Unconditional Distributionc
STATION ,, , CO_RDINA TES DATA RECORDI ii l i |
Dhahran, SaudiArabia 26-17N 50o09E 2 II
(Airfield)
Tripoli, Libya 32- 54N 13-17E I 19
_Wheelus AFB)
3 Angeles, Luzon, P.I. 15-11N 120-33E I 21
(Clark AFB)
4 Tampa, Florida 27-51N 82-30W l 23
(MacDill AFB) s
5 LJs Angeles, California 33-56N ll8-Z3W l 19
(WBAS) Hours I0-19 (May-October)
Modified
6 Talara, Peru 04-32S 81-14W 2 5
01 and 22 Hours-Synthetic
7 Synthetic Data -
8 Mountain Home, Idaho 43-03N I15-51W l 20
(AFB)
9 Fort Yukon, Alaska 66-35N 145-18W 2 18
(WB)
10 Harbin, China 45o45N 126-38W 3 7
I I Belleville, Illinois 38-3JN 89-51W I 27
(Scott AFB)
12 Ban Me Thuot, Vietnam 12-41N I08-07E I I0
(City Airport)
13 Ship D 44-00N 41-00W 4 10
(A_untlc )
14 _dak, Alaska 51-53N 176-38W l 25
(NS)
15 Resolute, N_T, Canada 74-41N 94-55W 2 7
16 Fort Kobbe, Canal Zone 08-55N 79-3bW 1 19
(Howard AFB)
17 Bangalore, India 12-57N 77-38E 3 7
(Hindustan Airport)
18 San Francisco, California 37-37N 122-23W I 18
(WBAS)
19 Shreveport, Louisiana 3_.°30N 93-40W _ 27
(Parksdale, AFB)
20 ShlpV 31-00N |64-00E 4 10
{Pacific)
21 Seasonal Reversal of Region 12 I L...e.egendfor Type of Data: I
J ('_ Revised Uniform Summary (A-F) I22 Seasonal Reversal of ReJton 13 j (2) Original Uniform Summary (A and B)25 Seasonal Reversal of Region 14 [ (3) NLS Summary24 Seasonal Reversal of Rejion 15 L._ (4) Raw Data (Ship Stations)
25 Seasonal Reversal of Region 16; Hours : ._, 13, 16 for May - September Modified
26 Selseonal Reversal of Region 17
2T Seesonal Reversal of ReJion 18|g as l s l f jion 9
a9 Seesonsl Reversal of Rejton ZO
23
-, _:....: : . . . - _-_ '_ ,_-_-_-............... '" ._'_"_4,f¢_.._"'" ',:,:-"-'_ 7,. .-
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Satellite o.)served cloud amounts were used to derive the conditional statistics
because the effort involved in summarizing raw conventional cloud data from various
parts of the world would have been prohibitive. Satellite observations were obtained
for most of the climat_1ogical regions; probability distributions for the remaining
regions were adopted from the statistics available for hopefully comparable regions.
4. 2. 1 Data
I
For tropical areas, betnveen about 30°N and 30°S, little new data extraction
was necessary, a_ use could be made of data on hand from previous studies. From
a study of the cloud obscuration of terrestrial landmarks to be used in the Apollo
Navigation System (Barnes, Beran, and Glaser, 1967), daily satellite-observed cloud
amounts were available for 100 landmarks (stations) in the tropics. Although these
stations were not evenly distributed, observations were available for most tropical
climatological regions. The cloud amounts in this data sample were extracted from
within circular areas of one degree latitude diameter.
Data collected in the study by Sadler (1966), see Section 3. 2. 2, were also
examined for possible use in deriving the cor.ditional probability statistics. As dis-
cussed in Section 4.2. 2, these data were found to be not useful for these purposes.
In extratropical areas, cloud amounts were extracted for several locations
(stations) within each major climatological region. The statistics for some regions,
particularly those of smaller s,:ze, were modified from the results ior other regions.
The stations for which data were extracted, generally five to ten for each region,
were usually oriented along an east-west line providing uniform distributions for the
computations with regard to d_.stance. As in tropical regions, the cloud amounts
were for one degree circular areas.
Summer and winter (Northern Hemisphere) data samples were obtained. The
summer sample, obtained from Nimbus II AVCS photography consisted of all available
observations during June, Jul7, and August 1966, the period of operation of thissatel-
lite. The winter s_.mple consisted of observations taken during December, January,
and February, 1966-67, by the ESSA-3 satellite. A limited data sample was also
obtained from the ESSA-5 satellite,for June, July, and August 1967. For discussions
of short sample periods, etc., see Section 5.I.2. .
..... ?.,, •
-n
' |
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Although tne nominal camera resolution of the Nimbus AVCS photography is
0. 5 miles, compared v'_.th two miles for tne ESSA satellites, the improved picture
quality of the ESSA photography provided data of at least comparable value. The
summer 1967 sample from ESSA-5 provided an opportunity for a limited comparison
with the Nimbus data for a similar period in 1966.
mr
4. 2. 2 Temporal Conditional Distributions
I
Computations for temporal conditional distributions were carried out for time
periods of 24 and 48 hours. Observations from several stations within the same cli-
matological region were combined to provide a more meaningful data sample. In
most regions, frorr, five to seven stations were used. Ir addition, probabilities
were computed ex_ a seasonal rather than monthly basis, to further increase the sam-
ple size. Even so, samples were materially smaller than desirable.
The results indicated little conditionality past 24 hours, therefore, only the
24 hour probabilities were included in the final statistics. Methods were developed
for computing temporal conditional statistics in other increments of time (see See-
, tion 6). f
For regions 13 and 20, temporal conditional distributions have been compiled
from ).'aw ocean ship observation data during processing of these data for uncondi-
tional distributions. It is reassuring to find that these co_npilations are similar in
kind to those obtained from much shorter samples of satellite data.
The statistics derived from the Sadler satellite data sample were strongly
biased toward middle cloud amounts (3, 4, 5 octas), and therefore, were not used.
ThesL, results *,mphasized the magnitude of the sampling area size problem, dis-
cussed in detail in Section 7.
4. 2. 3 Spatial Conditional I_istribution.'
i In each regional group of stations, a "base" station was selected to become the
' "give_" for each of the other stations in the group. In the tropical data sample the
statior,s were not evenly distributed. The stations selected for tl:e_x+ratropical
regioes were evenly distributed in an east-west direction. In both samples, distances r
between srations varied from approximately I00 to I, 000 nm. As with the temporal
distributions, seaoonal compilations were made to incr :ase. the size of the da_a sample.
I ,5
-I
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In addition to the compilation of conditic, n._l cloud frequency distributions,
correlation coefficients weT'e completed as a guide to the significance of the statistics.
In general the correlations were found to decrease rapidly with distance, characteris-
tically reaching a value of 0. 6 at an average distance of about ZOO nm.
4.2. 4 North-South Data Sample
As discussed above, the spatial condit_.onal data points for most of the clima-
tological regions were oriented in a.n east-west direction. To examine Lh-: effect of
this orientation,, a sample was also obtained for a group of five stations oriented north-
south, from region 11 for a single season. The data were extracted from ESSA-5
photo E raphy for the summer of 1967.
The resulting unconditional cloud frequency distribution for the five stations
cor_bin,_d is, of course, very similar to that obtained for a group of east-west stations
in the same region. Temporal conditional distributions are also similar to those
romputed for the east-west sample. In the spatial domain, however, the correlation
between stations apF -ars to decrease with distance more rapidly in the north-south
group of stations..While the correlations are similar in the two groups for stations
about IZ0 nm apart, a much lower correlation w_s obtained in the north-south sample
for stations about 300 nm apart (a correlation coefficient of 0. 14, compared to 0. 64
for the east-west e]roup), o
The decrease in" correlation in the north-south direction probably reflects the
more rapid changes in cloud climatology with latitude than with longitude. This re-
sult tends to confirm the choice of a narrow latitudinal dimension for many of the
climatological re_lons.
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5. DESCRIPTION OF DATA
5. I The Basic Statistics - Unconditional Distributions
5. I. 1 Discussion of Data Sources
For purposes of simulation of earth observation from space on _ _,,|oe, al b_-::.,
the earth's surface has been divided into Z9 regions, chosen to have r_a_anabjv s
homogeneous cloud cover distributions. The problem5 of delineate, on _ h,_1_u_©n©o_
regions are discussed in Section 3. Region boundaries have been arbitrarily sot to
fall on even 2 ° lines of latitude and longitude to simplify computer determination of
the region in which a selected surface point occurs.
A single observing station with a reasonable length of good record is used to
characterize the region, even where areas of the same regional designation occur
widely separated from each other about the gIobe. Tests indicate that this is a
reasonable procedure if th_ chosen station is in fact representative of the region
(see Section 5. I. 3). However, in some regions the paucity of summarized data
makes necessary the adoption of cloud cover distributions without validation.
Cloud cover distributions, as discussed in Section 4. I, are summarized in
different ways by the various meteorological services, and there are somewhat
varying instructions to the observeA-. As will be appreciated from the considerations
of Section 7, a major factor affecting representativeness of individual distributions
is the field of view available to - or used by - the observer. Restricted fields will
tend to produce more U-shaped distributions.
Because of the problems of representativeness and of probable cloud amount
overestimation (see Section 5. I. Z) it seems unnecessary to present cloud cover dis-
tributions in much detail. Reduction of the number of classes into which the cover
is distributed permits greater data compaction and speedier computation. Five
cloud cover categories have been designated, as displayed in Table 5-1. The allo-
cation of cloud to category is based on consideration of simulation requirements
(see Section Z).
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°Table 5-1
Cloud Category Designation
Category ]] Tenths Eighths (Octas)
1 0 0
2 1,2,3 1,2
3 4, 5 3, 4
4 6,7,8,9 5,6,7
5 10 8 I
It will be noted that the intervals are unequal _n size and that the categorization
from data in tenths differs slightly from that from data in eighths. The bulk of the
data available was expressed in tenths of sky cover; about 25_ of the summaries were
expressed in eighths. It is possible to adjust distributions to make the data expressed
in eighths absolutely comparable to ,*hose expressed in tenths, but this involves some
assumption as to the distribute.on of cloud cover within a c!oud cover group. More-
over, the magnitude of any adjustment would surely be smaller than the error in-
herent in assuming that a chosen station is representative of its region.
In the two regions with N-type summaries (see Table 4-1), the available data
are not only expressed in eighths but in a grouped form that does not explicitly give
_-he frequency of dear or overcast. In these cases, the _requencies were estimated
by plotting and extrapolating the available data (also see Appendix A).
Other than cloud climatological region, the factors having the greatest effect
on cloud cover distribution are season and so!at time. Accordingly, the cloud dis-.
tributions are given fcr each month of the year and at three-hour intervals in the
solar day. In those cases where an equivalent cloud cllmatological region occurs in
both hemispheres, the seasons are inverted by shifting sSx months, and a new re_ional
designation is provided. Validation tests have shown thi:_ to be a reasonable proce-
dure, better than accepting data from a location known Io be unrepresentative.
5. 1.2 Data Quality
Cloud cover data obtained from surface observations are not strictlycompar-
able to cloud cover as itwould be seen from space {see:Section 5.5). The surface
observer usuall_ h,,sa limited fieldof view, maxirrmm radius of about 30 miles,
dependent upon ambient visibilityand obstructions. However, the observer tends
to weight the inner few miles rather heavily, as he is toldthat halfof the dome of
the sky occurs above au elevationangle of 30°.
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%.
The observer's view ol cloud sides, particularly in the half of the dome of
the sky below 30 ° , causes him to ov_.c:stimate the cloud cover in most types of scat-
tered or broken cloud sltnations. Studle_ of the degree of overestimation have been
made by Appleman (1962), Lund (1965 and 1966), McCabe (1965), and Watson (1965),
among others.
Because of the heterogene:.ty of our data sources and the lack of useful data
on cloud type versus cloud cover, we have made no effort to compensate for this
known overestimation. The degree to which the mean cloud cover is affected by _"
overestimatiol :, very much dependent upon the nature of the observed cl:)ud distri-
bution. Region_, Lhat exhibit "U" or "J" shaped distributions, with low probability of
broken cloud, will not be greatly overestimated. Regions of bell-shaped cloud cover
distribution, where broken cloud is preponderant, will s_fer significantly more
overestimation than other regions.
Certain compensating factors make it undesirable to attempt broken cloud-
amount correction in any event. Photographic-type observation is perturbed by cloud
shadows. The amount of shadow extending beyond the vertical projection of the cloud
is controlled by many of the same factors that lead to the observer's overestimate of
cloud amount.
Wide-angle photography or infrared scanning will also suffer reduced c_verage
from views of cloud side._ in the portions of the field of view removed from the space-
,:raft subpoint, h_ this case, other atmospheric effects that accompany partial cloud
_:over may work to reduce coverage even more sharply than the ground observerBs
ch_ud cover overestimate wo_:Id indicate.
Coverage by radiometers or radars v¢ill be limited by the interaction of the
wings of the acceptance beam (beyond the half-power points) with clouds. Charac-
teristic earth surface spot sizes are sufiiciently large in most cases to compare
with inter-cloud gaps, so that the fraction of the surface available uncontamhlated by
cloud may be distinctly smaller than the cloud cover would indicate.
In manned experiments where it is required that the astronaut find a ground
target, it is usually necessary that the target be acquired when it has approached a
depression angle of about 45 °. This gives a sufficient opportunity for study or in-
, ._trumental observation as the spacecraft passes overhead. The combined effects of
the perspective view of cloud sides and the cordusion resulting from fl_e diflerixlg rel-
ative motion of cloud layers and the ground, very likely reduce the probab_i_ty of
successful acquisition and trackin._ to a value comparable to that predicted f,.'om the
ground observerWs overestimate of cloud cover. We hope that contro1-1ed e:_periments
can be performed in the Apollo Applications program to evaluate these ef_'ects,
29
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5. 1. 3 Data Validation
I_
Certain assumptions have been made in laying out our appzc_ch to ".he data
presentation. We here will examine their validity.
5. 1. 3. 1 Regional Homogeneity
Wherever possible, cloud cover distributions for all stations available within
a region have been compared with samples of the tabulated statistics of the chosen
statians. Usually, comparisons were made _o:: a winter and a summe_ month, and
for two times of day, usually early morning and late afternoon. Such comparisons
were made for 15 of the Z0 basic regions.
Figure 5-1 shews the cloud distribution for Region 11, which covers the
northeastern United States and North Central Europe. Distributions for six stations
are shown, ranging in apparent climate from that of Minot, North Dakota, through
Kennedy Airport at New York City, to Furth, Germany. The "prototype" we have
chosen for the region is Scott AFB, at ]JeUeville, Illinois. It can be seen that winter
cloud cover is remarkably simila_ at all stations; summer cloud cover is more
variable, particularly in the incidence of clear and overcast skies. However, the
character of the summer distributions are quite similar.
Figure 5-2 shows distributions for Region 1, domprising desert areas.
Dhahran is the "prototype. " The data have been graphed in the only common form
available. Distributions are so similar the year around that we did not reverse the
seasons for Alice Springs, Australia, _ '- ough a slight improvement in representa-
tiveness would have resulted from such a reversal.
Appendix A presents all distributions used for validation.
5. 1.3. 2 Seasonal Reversal
In 9 cases, prototype data from the Northern Hemisphere, avsilable in suitable
form, were used to define the clouo climatologies of Southern Hemisphere regions,
where suitable data were not available. The other 11 regions either occur in only
one hemisphere, or occur in both hemispheres without need of seasonal transposition.
We have verified the validity of the procedure in three of the seasonal reversal cases.
Figure 5-3 compares the cloud cover distribution of Adak, in the Aleutians, with
Campbell Island, South of New 7ealand, and Laurie Island, in the South Orkneys east
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of the tip of South America. Daytime observations were also available from Stanley,
in the Falkland Islands. It can be seen that with the possible exception of Laurie
Island and Stanley in the winter, exposed to Antarctic polar outbreaks, agreement is
excellent.
Appendix A gives the distributions used for validation of the seasonal reversal.
5. 1. 3. 3 Length of Record s
One criterion for the selection of the prototype station for a region was that,
if possible, it have a record of at least I0 years duration. _ Since single months
were summarized, this implies a target of 300 observations for each time of day.
About half of the stations used had hourly observations, which were averaged in
groups of three adjacent hours, to give the eight 3-hourly distributions.
The necessity of long record was made amply clear by an experiment per-
formed with satellite aata read from the mosaics of ESSA-5 and Nimbus If. Cloud
cover was read from 60-mile diameter circles centered on the stations shown in
Figure 5-4, for the summer season (June, July and August). Data from ESSA-5
were observed at 15C" localtime, the Nimbus II data at noon. Ground-based obser-
vations indicate only iLttle diurnal change between these hours. Yet, as seen in
Figure 5-4, the distributions are fairly dissimilar. A sample application of the
XZ-test shows it improbable that distributions were drawn from the same population.
The dissimilarity may come front any of several sources. First, it may be
that resolution difference between ESSA-5 and Nimbus II affects the distribution.
However, it would be expected chat resolution difference would principally effect the
relative number of clear days, wh'ch are not greatly different.
Each sample consists of 85 observations (a few days are missing). Distr_.bu -
tion of this number of observations into 5 groups would of course give a certaiL ex- I
_ected variability. However, the effective number of independent observations is
fewer than 85 because of the day-to-day persistence of the weather, so tk_t increased
sample-to-sample variability may be expected.
The year-to-year variability in cloud cover is also significant. We suspect
it may be the principal contributor in cloud cover variability, since we find the vari-
ability within the same year from one point to another in the same region to be fairly
small. This is typified by the distributions shown in Figure 5-5 drawn from marginal
totals of joint distributions leading to spatial conditional distributions.
* Four of the stations used did not meet the l0 year data criterion. However, only one
of these four stations had less than 7 years record, and that station (Bangalore, India)
had a 5 year record.
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5. Z Conditional Distributions
5. 2. 1 Condit onal Probabilities
The conditional probability of the occurrence of event x zf event y is already
known to have occurred is written as P (x[ y) and is defined as
I
K'(xly) : Pixy)/ P(y)
where P(xy) represents the probability of the joint occurrence .M the events x and y
and P (y) is the marginal total E P Ix y).x
Presentation of the conditional probabilities _ _.he form ot an h times n
entry table, n being the number of cloud categories (5 in the present case). Charac-
teristically, the diagonal elements of the table, representing the probability of the
same cloud group occurring in both the given and the dependent location, are the
largest.
5. 2. 2 Spatial Conditionals
Figure 5-6 gives a schematic of the variation of conditional cloud probability
of clear skies (cloud gro,,p 1) as a function of aistance from the given station. At
zero distance, the probability is zero for other given cloud groups, 100{ for cloud
group 1. As the distance between locations increases, the probability tends toward
the unconditiona' probability of clear sky. Some difficulty occurs in defining the
conditional probability in .qituations where the areas over _.hich th,: cloud cover i_
described o_erlap; however, _lost applications do not require informat;.on at this
range.
Figure 5-6 has _een drawn to illustrate effects that are noted, not universally
in real data. When the distance between points somewhat exceeds the probable radi,._,
of clear areas in the re_,on, the conditional probability P (1 [ 1) may fall below the
unconditional level, to return at some later point. In a few cases, oscillations occur
out to some distance, which may result either from insLffficient data or from svv.optic
scale waves. Similarly, the conditional probability' of clear skies in the vicinity of
an area of scattered cloud may exceed the unconditional probabil;.ty of clear. Some
of the conditional relationships found are _,omewhat mystifying and can most easily
be ascribed to chance variatxons resulting from data insufficiency (see Section 5. 2. 5. 1).
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5. 2. 3 Use of Spatial Conditional Distributions
We are not prepared at this time to define a generalized mathematical function
deser;.bing the decay of conditional probability with distance. In !ts place we have
adopted a simplified procedure to permit general use of the data w_thout invoking data
volumes and computational complexities that cannot be justified by the quality of the
available conditional data. For each region and month, distributions are presented
at a nominal distance of 2-00 nm. In general, the data have been taken without mod-
ification from pairs of satellite observations approximately ?00 nm apart. When-
ever possible, data from the same region are grouped to increase sample sizes;
unfort',nately, this was seldom possible.
The data are intended to be used by assuming a straight line probability decay
between unity and the 200 nm value for on-diagonal conditionals (P [3[ 3). etc. ),
behveen zero and the appropriate 200 nm value for off-diagonal conditionals (P (3i2),
etc. L
The. straight line is to termindte at the appropriate ._nconditional value. Since
the sum
_rp(.vlx ) : l for any x
it is necessary that all conditional probabilities defined by a given cloud Lover be
replaced by the equivalent unconditionals if the straight line process places one con-
ditional pro .tbility on the wrong side of its matching unconditional level. Thus, if
at a distanc, of 250 nm.
P(IlS)>P(1), then P(llS)= P'.'!L P(ZlS)= P{Z), P515 = P(5), etc.
Or if P (515)< P (5), the same substitutions are required.
The probable effect of this mode of use can be assessed from Figure 5-6.
The diagonal conditionals may be overestimated "..; distances other than 200 rim. The
region of underestimate is usually small. The ._ff-diagonal conditionals ma_ be af-
fected either way, depending upon the shape of rite curve.
m ;
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Experiments using these data for purposes o£ validation suggest that the weakest
par _- of the procedure lies in the substitut;.on of unconditionals when the conditional
distrlbdtion cannot properly be defined by the straight .line approximation. In Figure
5-6, the straight line approximation to P(112) passes P(1) at about 180 nr,_. If P(21Z )
(not shown) is still materially above P (2) at 200 nm, the effect of coherence will have
been lost. We hope i.n future efforts to substitu'.e a modified procedure which would
permit good express_.on of conditional probabilities at fair distances while guardlng
against the type of an absurdity that can result from extrapolation of straight line
approximations.
5. 2. 4 Temporal Conditionals
The behavior of temporal conditional cloud probability w-_th time is not dis-
similar from that of the spatial conditionals with distance. The bulk of ¢,,ir data was
derived from sun-sync._.ronous satellite observations, and thus represent observations
taken at Z4 hour intervals, It was found that, in general, 2d-hour persistencs can be
demonstrated, as indicated by the diagonal values of the conditional prcbability *..'.:.'_le,
exceeding the matching unconditLonal value. In a number of cases, h_wever, apparent
antipersistence occur1"ed, where relatively improbable cloud events shorted no ten-
dency to persist 24 hours. Much of the apparent antipersistence is probably real,
some the result of short data samples, and some the result of the cloud cover under-
estimate in satellite data. A survey was made of cases of antipersistence to see
whether these were real or artifacts in the data. Table 5-2 summarizes a January
sample of =.II 29 regions; 5 diagonal conditional probability elements were examined
in each region at the 24-hour interval. The hypothesis is made that if antipersistence
is a real rather than random effect, a suitable stratification of the data should show
definite trends. Accordingly, the count of numbers of cases of antipersistence
(diagonal less than the 1300 local unconditional probability) was stratified according
to whether the region was primarily continental or maritime, Northern Hemisphere,
Tropical, or Southern Hemisphere. A X2 test performed on the tabulation gives a
1_ probat,ility that this distribution could arise by chance.
This decnonstration, by geographic stlat_fication, that the occurrencel of
antipersistence are probably real, at least in part, also lends some confidence to
our estimates of persistence for the remaining (80_) of the cases.
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Table __-2
Geographic Stratification of Cases of
Apparent 24-hour Antipersistence
(note: 5/3S indicates 5 out of 35 cases, etc.)
I Con tinental Ma ritim e
i Northern d"
[ Hemisphere 5/35 5/15I
i Tropics 6/10 7/40
! Southern
I Hemisphere 3/10 3/35
We have given some validation to the Z4-hour satellite estimates of conditional
distributions by examination of temporal distributions generated from raw ocean
weather ship data. These were compiled from observations made at 6 hour inter-
vals, so that the behavior of the conditional distribu*.ions at shorter intervals can
be assessed. Figure 5-7 shows characteristic diagonal values for ocean ship Victor
in winter. Like most ocean weather stations, it is in a region (20) of rapidly movin_
weather systems, where clear skies are rare. Broken clouds and overcast are
about equally probaLle.
It can be seen that the straight line approximation to P (5[5) results in a fairly
substantial overestimate of D-rsistence. An even poorer approximation is provided
for P(212) and P(3]3) which becomes antipersistent even at 6 hours, presumably
irom diurnal effects. {It has been found from the ocean weather ship data that diurnal
effects are material at sea, textboek lore notwithstanding. ) It should be appreciated
that this case, selected from the Northern Hemisphere maritime winter season, is
one of the worst cases.
Almost all potential mission simulation applications of the cloud climatology
data "fly" over the same area at intervals of less than 4 honrs, about 12,-hours,
about 24 hours, or 1_oro. t_f these, only the conditional probabilities at the 12 hour
interval may be seriously misrepreeented by the straight line approximation. This
,.ould be of material consequence, for example, i, overestimating the probability of
" success of sequential day-night surface tempera:ure comparisons by infrared radi-
ometrk. Accordingly, some care'is required in 12-hour applications. We do believe,
4O
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Figure 5-7 Var_.tion of Temporal Conditions with Time
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however, that the straight line approximation wilt gener_lly give better simulation
results than an assumption of independence. It is hoped that in the near future con-
diticnal data can be developed for a substantial selection of regior, s at intervals of
6 hours or less; permitting a less crude description of temporal conditionality.
A procedure for dealing independently with diurnal effects while maintaining
temporal conditional relations is outlined in Section 6.
- S
5. 2. 5 Quality of Conditional Distributions
I
5. 2. 5. I Data Quantity
The problems of data quantity can be appreciated from consideration of the
way in which the conditional probabilities are generated. The starting point is a
Z5-elem,__nt joint frequency table. Our characteristic data samples had 85 to 90 pairs
cf observations. In a number of joint distributions, a few elements along the diagonal
contained most of the entries, leaving a scattering elsewhere. At first it seemed
that the best solution tn this probl_m in the absence of greater data amounts, would
be to group data from several regions. However, because the regiohy, were defined
by their cloud clirnatotogical dissimilarity, it was found that this procedure would
result in serious distortion of joint prcbabilities along the diagonal, thus destroying
the major part of the significance of the distribution. To put _his observation on a
Z
firmer statistical basis, k tests of homogeneit T were performed to see if candidates
for grouping could be considered as belng drawn from the same parent distribution.
The results indicated that in spite of the small'sample sizes, the null hypothesis of
homogeneity could not be accepted. As an example, the first test was performed on
Z
distributions for Regions II and 18 in winter, yielding X : 46. 0with 24 degrees of
freedom, significant past the I_ level.
A further consideration mitigating the effect of small sample size is that the
frequency of reference to an element in the conditional probability table should be
in direct proportion to the number of observations that were used to define that ele-
ment. Thus, the variance that can be tolerated in estimating the probability of the
frequently occurring joint events is greater than in the case of the more probable
events. By thc same token, care should be taken in applications of these statistics _.
that the results do not depend critically upon the occurrence of improbable joint
events, the probability of which may be poorly estimated. As an example, if in our
4Z
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!satellite data sample only one case of clear "iky occurred, the conditional probability
table would dictate that any clear day must be followed by whatever cloud cover suc-
ceeded the clear day in the data sample, allother transistions being excluded. The
probability of two successive clear days would be zero.
5. 2. 5. 2 Quslitv of Source Data
r
The satellite data wer_ "observed" by a skilled meteoro)ogical technicial.
with extended experi-_nce in the handling ant.: interpretation of satellite TV data.
Data sources were mosaics of Nimbus II AVCS data prepared by Allied Research for
the Goddard Space Flight Center and similar machine-prepared mosaics of data from
ESSA-3 and ESSA-5. Variations in exposure and processing of Nimbus II data made
consistent quantitative judgment of cloud cocer quite difficult, adding an element of
variabi:ity beyond that to be expected from normal subjecti;,e judgment.
The area from which --loud was to be read was delineated by a transparent
template placed over the cloud field in a position dictated by the machine-superposed
geographical gr,;d marks. These are frequently in error by a degree or more, with
occasional major errors resulting from iailure of picture time coordination. Except
for cases of obvious gross error, the technician was instructed to use the grid for
referer,:'e even where it disagreed with landmark evidence.
A few tests were run to assess the probable error of this class of manual
data extraction, which is really not different in kind i,'om cloud cover estimation b7
ground observers. It was found that data extracted under the same ground rules
were reasonalby consistent (see Fig. 5-5), but that the unconditional (marginal) dis-
tributions could be materially changed by altering instructions t3 the data extractor.
Not unexpectedly, the marginal distributions of the satellite data were found
to give much smaller cloud covers than the correspohding conventionally observed
cloud data. The greatest d, partures came from the Nimbus II data sample, where it
was apparently difficult co differentiate thin cl'_ud and small clouds. Table 5-3 com-
pares the unconditional frequencies in the worst cas _ found. While it is probable that
Tampa and the part of the Gulf of Mexico immediately to its west may be cloudier than
the more maritime parts of the region used in the satellite sample, the differences
are still extreme. The explanation must lie in th r)revalence of sub-resolution slze
cumulus, resulting in a shift from the scattered and partly covered groups into clear;
and the one degree satellite sample si"e which may almost universally exceed the size
' of the large cumulus and cumulonimbvs providing overcasts at Tampa, thus shifting
J" th_.m into cloud cover ,:.lasses vacated by the unresolved small cumulus.
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Table 5-3
Comparison Between Data Samples
For Region 04 - Summer Season
Cloud An'ount August Percentage Frequency
in Octas Tampa Nimbus II (1966) ESSA-5 (1967)
I
o 5z¢
1-2 28 31 32
3-5 , 15 11 16
6-7 21 4 12
8 33 2 14
Section 6. 8 will discuss how the overest .... ted cloud cover of the ground
observer, in the unconditi:,nal distributions, the underestimated satctlite cloud cover
used in the temporal and spatial conditional distributions, and the overestimates of
clouo coherence and persistence resulting from tb.e use of th. straight line approxi-
m2tion all tend to compensate each other in characteristic applications.
An o_erall assessment of the quality of the conditional probabilities cannot be
made without reference Lo their intended use. The techniques to be described in
Section 6 .have been sele'ted to make effective use of the appropriate prope, ties of
".he conditional distributions w_.th only occasio.nal apparent minor errors arising
irom their relative inaccuracy and bias toward clear skie_ {see Section 5.4). Used
in the recommended fashion ix_ appropriate simulation situations, we believe that
these data will give results materially more realistic than those derived from simple
assu_-.ptions on cloud climatology.
5. 3 Data Confidence
A table of data confidence levels, prepared for all Z9 regions, is presented
as Table 5-4. In thistable we have assigned a confidence code for both the uncon-
ditionaland conditionalcloud statisticsand in the case of the conditionalstatistics
for both space and time. This confidence code is a simple l through 3 system, where
I denotes good data obtained directly from long-period record in the case of the uncon-
ditionalstatisticsand from computed conditional statisticsfor the specific map region
; 44
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Table 5-4
Data Confidence Factor
Conditional Statistics
Climatological Region Uncondi.tional Statistics
Space Time
1 1 1 2
2 1 1 1 i
3 1 1 1
4 1 1 1
5 2 3 3
6 2 3 3
7 3 3 3
8 1 1 1
9 1 1 1
10 2 1 2
II 1 1 1
12 1 1 2
13 1 2 2
14 1 1 1
15 1 1 1
16 1 1 1
17 2 2 2
1E 1 1 1
19 1 1 1
20 1 1 1
21 1 1 2
22 1 2 2
23 1 1 1
24 1 1 1
25 2 1 1
26 2 ' 2 2
27 1 1 1
28 1 1 1 i
|- ,
29 1 1 1 [
Legend
!:
1 Good (Unmodified) t
Fair (Modified) i2
3 Poor (Spmthe_tc) "i
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in question in the case of the conditional statistics. A code of 2 denotes a confidence
level of fair, indicating principally that the statistics for these regions have been
modified from long term record data or from cotr.puted conditional statistics for
other regions_ based on climatology and good m.2teorological judgment. A confidence
code of 3 indicates relatively poor data, that in some cases has been synthesi_:ed,
based on firm meteorological considerations, because no satisfactory cloud data for
that region exists. ¢
5.4 Comparison Between Satellite Observed ano Surface
Observed Cloud Cover
A recent study carried out at Allied Research (Barnes et al, 1967) has shown
that satellite observed cloudiness is generally less than surface observed cloudines._.
In this study, which used Nimbus II and ESSA°3 AVCS dat_, cloud amounts were
estimated for or)e degree latitude circles, centered on specific landmarks to be used
in the Apollo program.
5.4. 1 Comparison with Normal (:loud Amounts for Seiected
Landmarks
Satellite observed cloud amounts were ccmpared with normal ground observed
cloudiness for 1500 LST, for a sample of the stations shown in Section 9. 1. The
ground observed cloud arr'oun* is greater than the satellite observed in all except one
instance (see Table 5-5). The average difference in percentage mean is 20 with the
maximum difference for any station being 44.
5. 4. Z Comparison with Concurrent Observations
The ESSA-3 observations were compared with concurrent observations for a
sample of landmarks. For the fivemonth period, the average difference between the
normal mean cloud amount and the satelliteobserved cloud amornt is 16_ {Table 5-6};
the average difference between the concurrent ground and satel1_ obsc;,'vedcloudiness
for the nine landmarks is also 16_; the maximum difference for any landmark ts Z3_.
For a three and one-half month summer sample, the differences were somewhat
greater. In all cases, the cloud cover estimated from the satellitephotographs was
less than that estimated from the ground. Other comparisons were also made, with
similar results.
L •
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Table 5-5
Comparison Between Actual Satellite Observed and Normal Ground
Observed Cloud Amount. (ESSA-3 Sample) From Barnes et al (1967)
I
Landmark [ Reporting Ground S (_) G (_) G-S (_)
Index No, [ Station
1 J
3 [ Miami 36 53 17
334 1 Jacksonville 40 55 15
317 Galveston 51 58 7
20 Kingston, Jamaica 34 58 24
300 S_n Diego 29 39 I0
510 Yuma 16 30 14
60 Georgetown 41 78 37
336 Talara (Dec. Msg. ) 26 40 14
96 Ben Guerir 18 51 33
81 Recife 18 62 44
85 Dakar 24 41 17
524 Cairo 18 45 27
80i New Delhi 05 25 20
811 Accra 24 45 21
• 814 Kyushu 58 52 -6
Mean G-S = 20
Range of Values = -6 to 44
S = Satellite Observed Amount: Mean for Period 9 October 1966 - 2_ February 1967
G = Ground Observed Amount: Normal Mean for 1500 LSTOctober - February
i 47
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Table 5-6
Comparisons Between Satel:ite Observed, Normal GrJund Observed,
and Actual Ground Observed Cloud Amounts; Mean Sunrise-Sunset
Cloud Amounts Used. (ESSA-3 SamFle )
t
Landmark R epo r ring S NG AG NG-S A G-S
Index Ground (_) (_) (_) ($) (_)
Number Station
i
3 Miami 36 j 53 59 17 23
334 Ja cks onville 40 57 60 17 20
- 330 Tampa 30 53 52 23 22
5C New Orleans 51 56 58 5 7
316 Corpus Christi 43 59 63 16 20
512 Abilene 25 50 44 25 19
511 El Paso Z9 39 3_ ]0 5
510 ... Yuma 16 31 30 15 14
300 San Diego 29 45 42 16 13
Mean Difference = 16 16
I
S = S_+.e!lite Observed Amount, Mean for 9 October 1966 - i
28 February 1967
NG = Normal Ground Observed Amount, Mean Sunrise to Sunset Value
for October 1966 - February 1967
AG = Actual Ground Observed Amount, Mean Sunrise to Sunset VaY e
for October 1966 - February 1967
48
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5. 4. 3 Comparison of Dirtributions
Distribution o_ ground-observed(tabulated) data and of satellite data are com-
pared in four regions in Figure 5-8 (sumn_er) and Figure 5-9 iwinter). It is seen that
the distributions are quite differsnt in the summer, some features being inexplicable
except perhaps by the short satellite data sample. In the winter, the distributions are
quite similar except in Region 4, where poor resolution of small clouds has affected
the data, and perhaps Region 9, wher_ the data analystts atter.p_to separate cloud
and snow may have been unsuccessful.
5.4.4 Discussion
,, The landmarks used in _,:s study were located between 35N and 35S, where
cloudiness is predominately cellular (convective). Farthermore, for the sample of
stations in the United States the greatest differences were observed during summer,
when a target percentage of the cloudiness is cellular. It appears that a part of the
differe. _e arises because small cellular clouds are n)t resolved by the satellite
camera systems (i. e. , satellite underestimate). A z,8nificant part is, however,
due to the overestimat_ of cloudiness in surface observations.
Previous investigators have found ind;.cations that observers may overestimate
cloud cover. Appleman (1962) compared cloud amounts extracted from aerial photo-
graphs with surface observations, and B-_rnes (1966) compared cloud amounts extrac-
ted from TIROS .,-_ephanalyses with surface observations. In both of these studies
cl¢_ud amounts extracted from the conventional data were greater.
In a study to determine clear lines-of-sight through the atmosphere, McCabe
(1965) states that, since half the sky dome over which an observer integrates his tc, tal
sky cover is less than 30 ° above the horizon, the observer's view is often blocked
more by the sides of clouds than by their bases. Lund (196_) has computea the aver-
age "earth cover" for Tampa in August, based on a cloud model with typical cloud
dimensions. His computed "e_rth cow_r" is as much as 40_ less than the observed
average cloud cover.
g
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In summary, cloud amounts extracted from satellite photography have bee:l
fo_nd to be generally less than those from surface observations. The true cloudi-
ness very likely lies bet',veen these two estimateJ, due to: (l) sate[lite observations
underestimating cloud cover, especially because small cumulus cells cannot be de-
tected at existing camera resolutions; and (2) surface observations overestimating
cloud cover, because the observer looks at the sides of clouds as well as their bases.
Further studies comparing concurrent satellite and surface_ observations are needed /
to establish more realiably the magnitudes of the errors and determine t._le influences
of cloud amount and cloud type; one such stody 1_ currently underway at Allied Research
under Contract No. NAS 5-I0478.
5.5 Example of Tabulated Cloua Cover Data
Table 5-7 presents an example of the tabulated data in a con-
venient format. Computer printouts of the entire data blank and the
map region _rd decks can be fou.ld in Appendix B.
. °
Table 5-7
Examl)le of Tabulated Cloud Cover Distributions
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6. CLOUD MODEL AND DATA MANIPIJLATION
6. 1 Introduction
For the present pu=poses the cloud cover of the earth's surface is defined as
the fraction of definite ar_a covered by the vertical prGjection of the clowis within
the area. In general, the same cloud cove_ prevails over a number of contiguous
areas. As seen on the grand scale fror,_ weather satellites, most cloud;, form part _'
of large scale organized cloud systems. These systems maintain their identity from
day-to-day, while moving at speeds characteristic of synoptic sy._tems. The cloud
systems, and subsystems within them, move and deform conti_iuously. New systems
= are born, only occasionally explosively, while old systems dissipate more grad-tally.
Accordingly, the cloud cover over one area cannot be considered independently of
that over another nearby area, nor is the cloud cover today necessarily independent _:
of that yesterday.
Computer simulation of earth observatiol_ from space involves "flying" the
mission over many samples of the cloud field that might be observed. • The use of
rea] cloud fields, described by _atell:,te observations or surface observations, would
seem appropriate However, it is difficult to obtain a suffici__nt sample to get reason-
able statistical stability.
During the early phases of our study of simulation applications of cloud cover
data, consideration was given to possible techniques of generating _equences of corn-
: puter maps of cloud cover that would have suitable properties of spatial and temporal
coherence. This approach was rejected on grounds of irrpracticability because of the
large amount of computation involved, the large memory requirements tr obtain suf-
ficient density, and the waste of computed data that would occur in the subsequent%
simulation. In its place, we have adopted a procedure of computing conditional Cloud
statistics "to order,,, following the path of the simulation. The simulation of cloud
-" then takes the form of a simple Markhov chain proceeding from each potential earth
'_ observation to the next (see Section 6.8 for :iiscussion of the propertit;s of this chain).
b. 2 The Cloud Model
The cloud model to be .used for simulation results from the following consider-
-
ations:
i a) Each observation from space has associated with it a certain characteristic +
i area of the earth's surface over Which the cloud cover must be described to evaluatethe success of the observation. This may vary from a fewacres for ground truth
" 55 I
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sites tO some 50,000 square miles for atmosph, ric sounding experiments. The re-
quirements for finding a sr-_all area, whether by an astronaut in real time or later in
the data presentation, increases the mira ,urn size Of area to be considered, since
geographic "lead-ins" are requ':red. A practicalm_nimum area is perhaps a ?O rail". ,--
diameter circPe, corresponding (fortunately}to the ground observer's fieldof view
b) The cloud cover distributionis a strong function of the size of the area
over which the cloud is d,'scribed, ranging from a bimodel 0 and ]00_ far e very _.
small area to a possible constant 40_, for the glebe as a whole.. Evidenc.e from th_s
study suggests that the distribution clia_ges quite rapidly with viewed area size over
the range of interest.
c) Most earth oriented=observa_{ons will be made from fairly low orbit,
ranging from 150 to perhaps 600 miles. Thus, the attempted observations will occur
in a Sequential chain in orbit order, or in the form of isolated diverted attempts to
observe specific targets. Observations from earth synchronous height would also be
made in organized sequence.
d) The same point may be observed at intervals of about one orbit, .two orbits, _
12 hours, 24 hours, o'r much longer. The success of certain experiments may depend
on the ability to make unbroken sequential Observations.
e) Computer sin_ulation of cloud contingent events may take one of two forms:
(l) derived statistical distributions of certain parameters of mission or experiment
success; (2) Monte Carlo simulation of the :ontingent parts of the mission or experi-
ment. Hyb=td applications may also occur; it may be desirable to work out probability
distributions of the observational success consequences of cloud cover, then perform
a Monte Carlo simulation using observational success as the random variable rather
than cloud cover. Such a hybrid system could have be_n used in the simulation exam-
ple of Section 9. I.
The cloud "model" adopted to meet tL_ese requirements and those of computa* __
tional convenience has the following description:
a) The e_trth is divided into & number of regions, described by 29 re_,ional
types. The cloud distributions, conditional and unconditional, are the same every-
where within each region.
b) Regional boundaries are also impermeable boundaries between cloud systems
so that there, is.no condition_.lity acros's boundaries. This is literally true for many.
boundaries, and seems to be effectively true for many o_ the others.
$6
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c) Because cloud cover must always b_ interpreted in terms of its effect on
observation before it can be used effectively in simulation, only 5 categories are used
to describe cloud cover. The most inportant events, clear and overcast, are given
unique categories
d) Diurnal and seasonal cloud variations for most rag!o= s a_"= _u D_,'ong that
unconditional tabulations a( 3-hour interva!s and by month are given.
e) Spatial and temporal conditional distributions are given for one distance
(200 nm) and one tinge interval (24 hours). Only two seasons are represented, and /
no account is taken of any diurnal changes in the conditional distributions.
f) The assumption is made that spatial conditionality is independent of direc-
tion (it isnmt). Serious :onsequences of this assumption are avoided by the limited
meridiona] extent of most regions and the impermeability of region boundaries.
g) Conditional distributions for dis_nces and times other than those presented
are to be found by straight line interpolation (or extrapolation) between the given ele-
ments andthe degenerate (0 or i) conditionality a* zero distm_ce o_ time.
h) Joint probability d_ _trlbutions of dependent events are to be found by
e
P(ab) =P(a) ° P{b[a)
• However, since P (a) and P (bJ a) are drawn from different populations, P (a b) It P (b a).
Further, the two marginal distributions pt ia) = _ P (ab) and pl (b) =_a P (a b) will not
be equal.
i) Sample cloud covers are generated by a simple Markhov chain process; the
cloud cover of the first point encountered in a region is foun4 from a random sample
from the appropriate unconditional distribution, Subsequent :loud covers are found _/ ....
from random samples from an appropriately scaled distribution conditional on the
cloud cover of the prior sample. If the space between observations exceeds 800 miles
or 3b hours, a new unconditional start is made to the chain.
b. 3 Glossary of Terms
:_ We have chosen for convenience to keep track of the variom_ scaled and unsealed
probability distributions by use of a set of FORTRAN mnemonics wk_ich are somewhat
descriptive of the content of the distribution. Table b=l defines thea,i mnemonics. These
t4rms will be used throughout the remaining sections to desi3nate the various distrl=
buti_ns. Techniques for computing the distributions will be describe_d in the remain-
der of Section b and 7. }
_J
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Table 6-1
Definition of Terms
UNCON Unconditional Distribution for Sampiir.g Area Size 30-60 nm.
SCOND Spatial Conditional Distribution for Sampling Area Size 30°60 nm and
Distancc 200 nm from UNCON.
J
TCOND Temporal Conditlonal Distribution for Sampling Area Size 30-60 nm
and 24-hours after UNCON.
SUNCON Scaled Unconditional Distribution for Enlarged Sampling Area Size.
CONNEW Condltional Distribution Scaled for Enlarged Sampling Area Size.
CONDIS Spatial Conditional Distribution Scaled for Distance Other than 200 nm
CONTIM Temporal Conditional Distribution Scaled for Time Other than
: 24-hours.
SCSCON Spatial Conditional Distribu_i_ Scaled for Both Enlarged Area Size
and Distance Other than 200 nm.
! 5CTCON Temporal Conditional Distribution Scaled for Both Enlarged Area Size
and Time Other than 24-hours
! •
TSCON Conditional Distribution Scaled for Both Time and Distance for
30°60 nm Sampling.
TSSCON Conditional Distribution Scaled for Time, Distance and Enlarged
•. Sampl_ng Area Size.
DICON Pseudo-Conditional Distribution Matrix Generated while Scaling
TCOND fo_.nDlurnal Effects.
! DITCON Diurnally Scaled Temporal Conditionals.
76.4 7=alin_ for Distance
i
Data for 200 miles distance from the initial point are tabu!ated in the data bank.
' We present here the mathematical technique for scaling these conditional statistics
for distances other than 200 nm. As mentioned in paragraph 6. 2, the assumption
is made that the conditional probabilities decay linearly with distance. This decay
will be demonstrated and discussed in paragraph 6.4. 1 below.
/,
The procedure for scaling for distance based on the linear assumpt;on is thus
a relatively simple on_. Two,.,mditions are imposed. The first concerns the area
within 200 miles i.e., scaling tor distances !css than 200 miles, the second is for
scaling beyond 200 miles, For scaling within 200 relies, one u_es the following two
formulas. For probabi!ities on the diagonal on the 5x5 conditional matrix i. e. ,
1 given 1, 2 given 2, etc. one uses
Scale (d) (1-SCOND) (1)p (c) = l zoo
If the value in question is not on the diagonal i. e. , probability of 1 given 2, 1 given 3,
: etc. the following formula is used for scaling
P(C) = Scale (d) (SCOND) (21
. 200
_ When tl_e required distance is greater than 200 nm, the following condition is
also imposed. For values on the diagonal, the scaled values (scaled using the formulas
' immediately above) must remain greater than the unconditional probability of the diag-¢
? onal value, _.e., the scaled probabilityof 2 given 2 must be greater than the uncon-
ditionalprobability of 7. If this test fails, the entire horizontal line of the 5x 5 matrix
is replaced with the unconditional statisticsas demonstrated in Table 6-2 below. In
f
, a similar manner for values not on the diagonal, the scaled values must remain below
_ the unconditional probabilityof the given cloud group, i.e., P (211) and P (213) etc.
must be smaller than the unconditional probabilityof 2. If thistest fails,the entire
: horizontal lineof the 5x 5 matrix is also replaced by the uncoaditional statistics.
Thus ifeither the diagonal value is less than the unconditional value or ifthe non-
diagonal _alue on any given line is greater than the unconditional value,thewhole line
: is replaced by the unconditional statistics. This amounts to saying that if either of
! _.hese tests fail, the cloud cover statistics for this cloud category beyond this point
_:re no longer conditional upon the first point but rather assume the unconditional
distributions.
inn immnmmmm mMN _ _"'_ _ , _ i -_. - ,_ ..
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6.4. 1 Validation of Scaling for Distance Procedure
Region l I has been chosm, to exemplify the decay of the conditionaI probabiI-
ities with distance. Figu_'es 6-1 through 6-5 are graphs showing the decay of the con-
ditional probabilities with distance for _inter and summer. In Figure 6-I for exampIe,
the decay of P (I i I ) etc. demonstrated. Note that the linear assumptio_ of decay
(a straight line drawn between probability I. 0 and the value n..arest ZOO miles) approx-
irvates the deca:- of P(l [I), P(Z[Z), P{313)0 etc. The poorest approximation occurs
in the middle cloud groups, in particuler ._ (3 13). Note, hewever, that beyond approx-
imately ZOOmiles, most of the sUttistics are approximated by the unconditional pro-
bability.
6. 4. Z Example for Scaling for Distance
Two examples are presented beIow to demonstrate the scaling of the condi-
tional probability distributions (as tabulated in the data bank) for distances other than
200 nm. In example one (Table 6-2) the scaling has been accomplished for a distance
of 350 nm. Note that, in this case, the additional test for SCALE greater than 200 nm
(see paragraph 6. 4 above) has been imposed. The difference in the 5x 5 matrix shown
at the top of the Table (scoND) valises and those shown at the. bottom (new _NDIS)
values are significant.
In Table 6-3 we show an example of scaling for distances less _ 200 miles
(160 nm). The additional test for conditionality with regard to the unconditional pro-
babilities is not impoted in this case. Note the increas- in the values on the diagonal
of the 5 x S matrix between the SCOND and the CONDIS matrices shown in Table 6-3
Thus as one moves closer than 200nm the conditional probabilities become more
diagonalized (i. e., the cloud cover at the second point is more dependent on cloud
cover at the first point) when the distances are less than 200 nm.
6, 5 Scaling for Time
Scaling the conditional distributions for time is handled in a somewhat similar
way to that for distance. In this case, we assume that the statistics are no longer
conditional (see paragraph 6. 5. I below} for times beyond 36 boors.
J
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ON the diagonal
Scale ('T)P (c): 1 (I- "I'COND)
24
OFF the diagonal _"
P(C) = Scale (T) (TCOND)24
The first formula is used for values which lie on the diagonal of the 5x 5 matrix
while the second formula is used for those which lie off the diagonal (similar Lc the
discussion in paragraph 6.4 above).
6.5. I Example of Scaling for Time Less than Z4 Hours
Data are presented in Table 6-4 exemplifying a scaling of the TCOND (time
conditionals) for an observation 20 hours after the initial observation. The formulas
presented in paragraph 6. 5 (above) have been used to scale the TCOND values. This
results in a new 5x 5 conditional distribution (CONTIM). Note that as time decreases
from 24 to 20 hours the values of the parameters on the diagonal increase. _-
6. 6 Diurnal Change
The Z4-hour conditiona! distributions, and any scaling of them for other time
intervals, contain no direct provision for introducing the effect of diurnal variation,
which in some regions is the principal factor affecting cloud cover, A recommenc_ed
procedure is as follows:
1. Generate a pseudo-conditional distribution (DICON) between the uncondi-
tionsl distributions at the local times of the first and second cloud events. This can
i
be done by first forming a joint prcbabilify distribution between UNCON (A), the
unconditional distribution of event A, and UNCON (B) the unconditional distribution
of event B (later in time than A). The assumption is made that the event D corre-
sponding to a s.pecific event A is the one occurring at the same cumulative probability
level in the uncc, nditional distribution at the second time as does the event A in the
unconditional distri__,tion at the .first time. This satisfies the intuition that diurnal
l 68
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ITable 6-5
Computation of a Pseudo-Conditi6nal
Distribution for Diurnal Variation
UNCON
EVENT
Cloud (A) (B)
Category Prob. Cure, Prob. Cu,,'-n. I
1 ,2 .2 .3 .3
(A) 2 .5 .7 .3 .6
3 .2 .9 .2 .8
4 ,05 .95 .1 .9
5 .05 1,0 .1 1.0
UNCON
Event (A) Event (B)
Joint
Cloud Rated Cell Rated Cloud
Category Probability Probability Number Probability Probabiiity Category
1 .2 { .2 I-I .2
e 1 J
2 .5 .3 2-2 .3 .3 2
(B)
3 .2 _ 3-3 --._.____ ..1 1
3-4__ , I } .1 4 ,
4 .05 { .05 _4-5_
.05 } °f5 .05 _ .05 5-5 .05 .I 5
7O
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mTabte 6-5 (cont'd)
JOINT PROBABILITY
(B)
Total=
1 2 3 4 5 UNGON(A) ,,
.m
1 { .2 0 0 0 0 .2
2 { .I .3 .i 0 0 .5
(C) 3 (A) l 0 0 •I .I 0 .Z
4 { 0 0 0 :, .05 .05
5 [ 0 0 0 0 .05 .05!
I
DICON
C(B)
I 2 3 4 5
I I.0 0 0 0 t, _--
2 .2 .6 .Z 0 ,
(D) 3 C(A ) 0 0 .5 .5 :
4 0 0 0 0 i.0
, 5 0 0 0 0 i.0
g
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change is superposed on more gross synoptic sc_.le variaoil'ty, so that if event A
represents a lesser cloud cover than normal, the _ucceedi: -ent B should also I
represent a smaller cloud cover than normal at thattime. _-_an aid to the reader,
we define PA(1), PA(2), etc. to be the probabilltyof cloud group 1, 2, etc. for
event A, and PB(1), PE(2), etc. to be the corresponding probabilities,'orevent B.
The cloud categorization intervalsfallat differentcumulative probabilitiesix, /
the distributionsof events A and B. Thus itis necessary to divide up the intervals of _._
the distributionof event A and assign them to intervals of the distributionof event B,
assuming uniform distributionwithin an interval. To form the jointprobabilityma-
trix shown in Table 6-5(C), we fitithe fractionalpart of PA(1) that is contained in
(jointlydistributedwith) PB(1). In the example shown in Table 6-5(B), all of PA(1),
0.2, is contained in PB(1). Thus, 0.2 is sntered in the jointprobabilitymatrix at
position A = I, B = 1 (cellnumber of joint:able).Since PB(1) is 10% greater than
PA(I ), thisadditional.0. l in 'PB{I) could not have occurred jointlywith PA(1).
Therefore, itis placed in the matrix (Table 6-5(C)) at position A = 2, B = I.
In a similar :ray, we rate (jointlydistribute)PA(Z) with PB(2) and findthat
only 0.3 are contained in both. Therefore, 0.3 is located inthe jointmatrix at
A = 2, B = 2 Again there is an additionalpart to be a11ocated;thistime 0.1 of
P_{2) must have ocurred with PB(3); itis thus entered in the matrix at A = 2, B = 3.
{For Monte Carlo computational procedures, itmay be more convenient to ._rk with
the UNCON cumulative probabilities.)
This process is continur-.dfor a11 categories as shown. These individual
_tries, divid:d by the marginal totalUNCON (A), become the entries in DICON
(CB CA).
If any element of UNCON (A) is zero, a suitable flag should be entered in the
: cellnumber of the jointdistributionintowhich an entry would fallifthatelement
were very small. In forming the DICON matrix, by division thro _,he,tchro.vby the
corresponding element of UNCON (A), the rt,le is "flag divided b_ zero is I.0."
This results in an appropriate entry in DICON to take care of the eventualityof a
"forbidden" event A materializing as a resuit o_f other manipulations. If an element
of UNCON (B) is zero, no special provisions are required, as the resulting distri-
bution will "lock out" that category.
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2) Form the diurnal - temporal conditional distribution (DITCON) by
5
DITCON (ai[bj) k= =_I DICON (ailck)* CONTIM (Ck[bj)
where CA3NTIM is the scaled derived temporal conditional appropr:.._te to the time
interval.
3) Use DITCA3N in place of the temporal ccr_ditional in question. The DITCON
operation is not required for time intervals of less than 2 hours or approximately
24 hours.
If it is desired that the resulting distribution avoid total lockout of cloud cat-
egories of zero probability in UNCON {2), the lorr_ula for DITCON .,nay be reversed
5
DITCON {ailb j) k (ai (Ckl_J)-= =_I COHTIM [Ck)" DICON
The two formulas differ in the effective order in which the operations of
diurnal change and temporal conditions}fry are performed. The ._irs t procedure,
recommended for most applications, performs the conditionality opera_ion first.
As noted earlier, the straight line estimate of temporal conditional distri-
bution at time intervals less than 24 hours-tends to overestimatc the persistence, i.e.,
produces a distribution too strongly diagonalized. A:large part of this overestimate
may be due to the ignored d_,_rnal change. The DITCON operation reduces the diag-
.-" onalization in a fashion directly related to the degree 3f diurnal change, lending some
confidence to its validity.
6.7 Scaling for Both Time and Distance
Certain simulation sith.Ations may r*-quire that a point or ar_a on the earth be
observed on a given orbit and a secondnearby point be observed on a somewhat later
orbit. For this situation, where the time difference between the first and the second
observation is less than 36 hours and where _he distance between the two observed
points is loss than _800 miles, the conditioual probabilities must be scaled for both
time and distance concurrently. The following procedure has been established to
accomplish this concurrent scaling for time and distance.
13
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6.7. I Procedure for Scaling for Time and Distance
a) Separately calculate CONDIS and CONTIM for the appropriate distance and
time, respectively, from SCOND and TCOND. Perform DITCON diurnal operation on
CONTIM if required.
b)
k=l L
for a. from l to 5 and b. from I to 5.l j
c) If the condi;ionals have been modified /or :viewed area size (see Section 7),
substitute TSSCON, SCSCON, and SCTCON for TSC__N, CONDIS, and CONTIM respec-
tively.
6. 7.2 Example for Scaling for Time and Distance
An example of scaling for time and distance is presented in Table 6-6. At the
top of the Table (la_._.-d A) are data scaled according to the procedure demonstrated
in paragraph 6.7. I. Here the scaling is for 24 hours and 200 nr_ for a sampling area
size of 60 nm. In part B of Table 6-6 the data are scaled for 20 hours, 160 nm and
for a sampling area size of 60 nm. In part C of Table 6-6 an example is shown where
the time has been _caled to 20 hourz, the distance to 160 nm and the s_mpling area
_'ze has also oeen changed and evdarged to 150 nm. _ These matrices can be com-
pared with the unscaled data shown in Tables 6-2 for distance and 6-4 for time.
* Pcocedures for enlarging the sampling area size are discussed in Section 7. i
I
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Table 6-6
Example of Scal;,ng for Time and Distance
A - Scaled for Time = 24 Hours, Distance = 200 nm
Sampling Area Size = 60 nm
.46 .07 .09 . 16 .22
.35 .09 .10 .17 .29
,27 .09 .11 .23 _ 30
.Z8 .08 . 11 .24 . Z9
• 28 .07 . 11 .20 .34
B - Scaled for Time = 20 Hours, Distance = 160 nm
Sampling Area Size = 60 nm
• 53 .07 .07 .14 .19
" .31 . 14 .0q . 16 .30
.23 .11 .14 .25 .27
.25 .08 .10 .31 .26
.24 .06 .10 .19 .41
C - Scaled for Time = 20 Hours, Distance = 160 nm
Sampling Area Size -- 150 nm
• i5 . 09 .20 . 24 .32
• 11 . 10 .18 .28 .33
m
• 09 . 10 .17 . 27 .37
a
• 07 . 08 .17 . 29 .39
• 06 . 08 .17 • 24 .45
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i6. 8 Markhov Chains
6. 8. 1 Introduction
The cloud model we have adopted calls for generation of cloud fields or cloud
statistics as Markhov ch;,ir, s. It is of interest to outline some of the preperties of the
Markhov chain and to ex_rr:ine the behavior of the ch.=in used with our cloud distribu-
f
tions.
A simple first order Markhov process is defined as a stochastic process for
which the current value of the random variable depends upon any set of previo,ls
values, but only through the most recent value. The probability of the joint event is:
P (X1,X z, X3....... Xn) = P(Xl) v_-TrzP (Xv[× v.l)
so that a Markhov process is defi_ed by the initial unconditional d_.stribution p (XI)
and the succeeding set of conditional distributions.
The use of a simple l_arkhov process as a cloud model needs some defense.
Internal e,_idence within our statistics, such as the appearance of what we have termeci
antipersistence in the conditional distributions at some distances, suggest that the
simple Markhov chain model cannot be a complete description of the processes at
work. We believe, however, that it is an adequate model for most purposes, sub-
ject to the provisos that the chains should not be permitted to get too .long, and that.
not too much faith be put in the ability of the model to estimate the probability of
relatively improbable joint events. Perhaps its greatest virtue is its flexioility of
application and the relatively small computational problem involved in its use.
6.8. 2 Behavior of Markhov Chains Using Cloud Data
Use of our data in the .recommended manner in Markhov chains helps compen-
sate for some of the known deficiencies of the data. The Markhov process using our
data is not stationary in the sense that the expectation and variance of any sample
is not independent of its position wi'.hin the chain. The first element of the chain, !
drawn from the ground-observed unconditional distributions, is known to be biased '_
toward greater cloud amounts. The subsequent conditional links are based on
satellite-observed parent populations known to be biased toward lesser cloud amounts.
Thus, the first member of the chain has a ttpessimistic" expectation. Succeeding
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Revents along the _.hain have progressively more optimistic expectations, finally con-
verging on the expectation of the parent satellite distribution. Thus, a chain of an
appropri-_te length will have an overall expectation of mean cloud cover near the
"true" value. Since we do not know the "true" expectation, there is no immediately
satisfactory way of defining a chain length which will have the desired expectation.
The variance of the entire chain would appear to be greater than the "true"
•.._'i_nce because oi the trend of the expectation. However, the artifice of the straight
Iine approximation, to the conditional distribution at less than 200 miles or 24 hours,
which in gene:_-i overestimates the diagonal elements of the scaled conditional distri- I
bution, operates to reduce the variance of individual events along the chain. Since
these variances are greater in most regions than the contribution to variance from
the trend of the expectation, reasonable compensation may occ,_r for chains of moder-
ate length.
6. 8. 3 Use of the IV[arkhov Chain in Simulation
The following procedures are recommended for the use of the Markhov chain.
I. Generating a DLstribution of Joint Events e
Order the events in one region in a logical chain in space and tir:-.e. Section 6. ?
gives some suggestions for the more difficult situations. Normally the chain should
be limited to 3 or 4 dependent events, if for no other reason than to keep the subse-
quent computation and memory requirements withi_i bounds. Then the joint distribu-
tion is given by
P(a i, bj, c k ....... ) = P(ai)* P(bjiai). P(Ckjbj) ....
where the F*(b_Jai) etc. are conditional distributions scaled for space and/or time
between each_ipair of observational events. Note that 5n storage areas and 5n! multi-
pIications are involved in creating the joint distribution, where n is the number of
events in the chain, and the cloud cover iF distribhted in 5 categories.
Normally the joint distribution is used by forming certain marginal or joint
totals; i. e. ,the cloud sequences I-I-5, I-I-4, 5-I-I, and 4oi-I may all have the
same observ&tLonal success conseqllence, and would be grouped together. Such
• groupings can be done during computation, signific&ntly reducing storage required
for interim products.
??
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2. Monte Carlo Simulation
The computational load involved in analytically handling even fairly short
Markhov chains suggests that _olution by random sampling (Monte Carlo) techniques
may frequently be preferred even where analytical expansion is possible. This is
particularly true where the ocurrence of improbable events does not significantly
affect the results. In many other simulation situations, the decision processes under-
lying the observatioP3 may be so complex as to defy tractable analytic expression.
Monte Carlo sampling then offers a straightforward procedure for arriving at a
reasonably confident estimate of the probability of joint events.
The Procedure:
Order the events as before. Here, there is no fundamental objection to
branching chains as a means of keeping the chain length short. Compute the scaled
conditional distributions between each pair of observational trials. Sum all distribu-
tions, including the unconditional distribution of the first observatiox.sl trial, to form
cumulative distributions. Generate a random number uniformly distributed in the
range 0-1. Find the cumulative class interval of the unconditional distribution into
which the random number fails. This class is the cloud category of the first event,
which is appropriately recorded. Estimating the impact of the cloud category on
observational success may require a further r_ndom process.
The cloud category just found becomes the "given" for the next observat'onal
trial. Another random number is generated, and compared with the cumulative dis-
tribution conditional on the previous cloud cover. This results in another cloud cover,
and the process is repeated to the end of the chain. The entire sampling process must
then be repeated a large number of times. The number of samplings depends upon
n_mber of categories into which the final distribution of observational success is to
be divided and an a _ estimate of the probabilityof the least probable joint event
of interest. The number of samplings should be sufficientto give at least 5 such
events.
Section 9. 1 give_ an example of a practical Monte Carlo simulation of a f rly
complex situation.
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6.9 Ordering of Events - The Characteristic Velocity
Because of the basic Markhov chain model we have adopted, the ordering of
observation events is important. As a general rule, the events should be ordered in
a chain of greatest proximity within the region. The chain is broken when the trial
of observations passes out of the region, but is resumed ifthe region is revisited
within 36 hours.
!
Organization intoa chain becomes more complex when subsequent orbits
cross each other inside the region. The chain logicallybranches at the point of cros-
sing, which of itselfcauses no mathematical problems. Care must be taken, of course,
to maintain the proper orcterof conditionality.
Figure 6-6 shows a path of conditionalityfor a characteristic situation. Thrf.c
orbits overlap within a region. Observations are attempted over a series of areas
centered on the subpoint. The path of conditionalityleads from the original uncondi-
tionalentry of the firstorbit to its intersection'withthe second orbit,where & three-
w_y branch occurs. The path of conditionalityruns backward along part of the second
orbit, caasing no logicaldifficulty,since we have postulated that spatialdependence
is independent of direction. Although time is also nominally running backward, orbital
. speed is sufficientto make allobservations on one orbit practicallysynchronous.
2
At the branch point, itmay be necessary to go from orbit l to orbit Z via a
; . temporal conditional transformation if the orbital peziod is ? hours or more. The
: sdme process Occurs at the branch point between orbits 2 and 3.
At the intersection of orbits 1 and 3, a potential ambiguity occurs. The same
area will be observed 3 to 5 hours after it was first observed, but along a conditional
path of some length from the first observation. A decision must be made whether to
terminate the orbit 3 chain before the intersection and to continue orbit 3 dependenti
on the prior observation on orbit I, or to continue the chain across orbit I. In the
present case, the requirement to keep the chain short may compel the firstalterna-
tive.
In other cases, however, many such decisions may be required, and little a
information may be available on the path of conditionality, The example in
Section 9. I is such a case. In these situations, a mechanical pro_ess of ordering the
events is required.
In the general case, the observational events may be randomly ordered in
space and time. We wish to establish a means of comparing space and time so that
we can trace a p&th among the events that orders them in logical proximity. To do
79
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Figure 6-6 Path of Conditionality within a Region
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this we have defined a quantity to be called the characteristic ve]oci_. This is a
Quantity, having the dimensions of a velocity, which multiplies the time base of the
linear decay of conditionality of the temporal conditional distribution to make it con-
gruent with the spatial conditional distribution.
There is, of course, no single such velocity. An estimate of a characteristic
velocity is found by the following process.
I) Find the highest conditionalprobabilityon the diagonal of SCOND. Call it
SMAX.
2) Read the corresponding element of TCOND. Call itTMAX.
200 (l- TMAX) Knots
3) Then V =_ (I-SMAX)
Typical characteristic velocitiesare of the order of 20 knote, giving a feeling
of physical realityto the definition.
Application of the _.haracteristicvelocity in ordering a chain is as follows:
I) Sort the obserw..tionevents by region. Within each region, the initial
order should be the order of probable encounter.
2) Assign a local time of encounter to each event.
3) Compute an equivalent distance between the firstevent and all others; a
convenient formula is
Sz --3600 [(ALAT) 2+ (ALONG)(COS(LAT))2]+ (VAt) 2
where the terms are self evident.
4) The event having the smallest value of S2 t_ecomes number 2 in the chain.
5) The process is repeated using event 2 as the starting point.
6) Ifbranchin_ is to be considered, is the smallest value of S2 found in (5)
larger than the second smallest found in (3)? Ifso, a branch is originated and itw[l_
be necessary to make subsequent comparisons along both branches.
7) Continue the process startingat (5)untilall points are ordered. Unless it
is obvious thatbr&nchlngis required, itis probably best avoided to reduce program
logic and computation volume.
The example of Section 9.1 gives a complete demonstration of the use of thes'_
procedures.
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7. ENLARGING THE SAMPLE AREA SIZE
t
7. I Introduction
Earlier sections have referred to the change in cloud cover distribution re-
sulting from change in the area size over which the cloud cover is defined. It has
beer_ pointed out that dramatic changes take place over the very range of sample P
areas that are to be used in earth-oriented experiments, and thus in simulation.
It i-s required, therefore, that a reasonably ef/ective method be found for generatlng
suitable cloud cover distributions for enlarged sampling areas from already available
information - the available cloud statistics. Collection of adequate samples of raw
satellite data seems prohibitive, at least until suitable compilations of digitized data
, become available.
The general features of the change of cloud cover distribution with size of
sar_ple area c-_n be readily v':sualized. The cloud cover over a point can have but
two values - clear and overcast. The cloud cover over the entire earth seems to
stay reasonably constanL at perhaps 40_, Intermediate sized areas have cloud dis-
tributions which pass from the U shape of small areas to more bell-shaped distribu-
tions at rates which depend upon the prevalence o[ large-scale cloud systems. The
temperate zones, in which large cloud systems are the rule, show characteristically
U or J-shaped distributions at the 30 mile scale size of the ground observer. Tropi-
cal regions may already exhibit bell-shaped distributions at this scale.
The effect of scale size on the distribution can be seen from the examples of
Figure 7-1, which are taken from limited samples of satellite data. A distribution
originally bell-shaped at 1 °area becomes more so at 3° and 5°, at the expense of the
already rare clear areas; overcasts also becomc less probable. A J-shapeddistribu-
lion tends toward a skewed bell-shape. A U-shaped distribution first becomes binodal,
then bell-shaped with increase iv sample area scale. In all cases, thr probability of
clear sky becomes quite small at a 5 ° (300 nm) scale.
The effect of increasing the sample area size can be demonstrated by a simple
computational exercise of doubling the sampling area.
The cloud distribution in the two areas can be expressed as the joint distribu-
tion of the two sets of events. The initial computatio, will assume independence be-
tween events in the two areas. Table 7-1 outlines the computation of the joint distri-
bution from synthetic data.
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Figure 7- I Comparison of Cloud Cover Distributions as Sampling Area
Size Increases
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Pv.
The joint distribution is defined by:
PJOINT (a,b) = UNCON (a) • UNCON (h)
Each element of the PJOINT matrix corresponds to an aver3ge cloud cover
over the doubled area. These cloud covers can be reclassified according to the
original cloud cover grouping scheme (Table 5-1). Table 7-2 gives the cloud group ,_
assignment of each location in the Y JOINT matrix. This location matrix i_ univer-
sally useful in area size computations, and is called KWHERE.
To _btain the cloud cover group values at each lo,ation in the KWHERE
matrix the cloud amounts of the joint eveats were averaged. For example, cloud
cover 1 for the enlarged area can only result if both areas, used in the average, had
cloud cover 1. For all of the upper left to lower right diagonal values in the KWHERE
matrix (Fig. 7-2), the averaged cloud covers remain the same; i. e. cloud cover Z,
averaged with Z, results in cloud cover Z, 3 given 3 in 2, etc. The non-diagonal
values are derived by averaging the mean cloud amounts from each gr_;up i. e. , group
3 with a mean of 3. 5 tenths and g roup'l with 0 tenths ave rages to 1.75 tenths. Trans-
lated back to cloud groups, this is group 2. Thus, cloud group 2 is shown in the
KWHERE matrix at 3 given 1 and 1 given 3. Similarly, for all other non-diagonali
values.
Conversion of PJOINT to the unconditional distribution scaled for the doubled
area size, SUNCON, is achieved by the operation of adding toge'_ther all elements of
PJOINT having the same _,ntry in the matching location of KWHFR_'=. The result,
shown in Table 7-3, ,. rather startling. The previously U-shaped UNCON has be-
come the strongly peaked SUNCON.
This extreme change in cloud co,,er distribution w:.tb a relatively small change
in area size results from the untenable assumption of in,._ependence between cloud
events in contiguous areas. Lets us repeat the computation, now usinj a synthetic
set of conditional probabilities to describe the dependence of e, ents in the second
area on those in the first. Table 7-4 outlines the computation.
P JOINT (a,b) = UI.CON (b) • CONNEW (a Jb)
is the general cale; CONNEW i_ the spatial conditional distributioa appropriately
scaled to the distance between centers of the areas.
)
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Table 7-1
Computation of 5oblt Distribution, Independent Data
Cloud P JOINT
Group UNCON I 2 3 4 5
1 .3 .09 .03 .03 .06 .09
2 .1 .03 .01 .01 .02 .03 I
3 .1 .03 .01 .01 .02 .03
4 .2 .06 .02 .02 .04 .06
5 .3 .09 .03 .03 .06 .09
Table 7-2 Table 7-3
Cloud Group Location Matrix Cloud Cover Distribution for
Doubled Area, Independent Events
Cloud K°WHERE Cloud
Group I 2 3 4 5 Group- UNCON SUNCON
1 l 2 2 3 3 1 .3 .09
2 2 2 Z 3 3 2 .1 .If
3 2 2 3 4 4 3 .1 .41
4 3 3 4 4 4 4 .2 .26
5 3 3 4 4 5 5 .3 .09
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Even though CONDIS is only moderately diagonalized, the resulting SUNCO_
distribution more closely resembles its parent UNCON distribution. Figure 7-2
compares the SUNCON distributions (P2A) with UNCON (PI A )"
Let us now consider the more general case of viewed area size several times
the area on which the statistica_ distributions are based.
7.2 An Approach to Scaling for Enlarged Sampling Area Size.
The information at our disposal for the task of enlarging the sampling area
size is the unconditional distribution, valid for a sampling area of 30-50 nm diameter,
_nd the spatial conditional distribution, defined for areas about 60 nm diameter with
centers separated by about 200 nm. A straight line interpolation or extrapol;.tic, n
has been adopted to find conditional distributions at other distances. No information
is available to define the conditional dependence of cloud events within an area on
more than one of its neighbors.
Let _:s initially investigate some properties of a straight chain of 50-60 mile
square areas, corresponding to a diameter of a larger circle. Let each member of
the chain be dependent o._ly on the first member. The straight line approximation to
the scaling of the spatial cond'_tional distribution then gives rise to _ndividual P JOINT
distributions, the elements of which are linear interpolatiol_s between the unit diag-
onal P JOINT of the first member of the chain, and P JOINT of *.he last. It car. be
seen that the distribution ol the total cloud cover in this chain can be descriL_d by
P JOINT of the last element, internally su.-nmed as before by reference to the
KWHERE locator matrix.
Lacking data for two-way conditionality, we have taken the distribution of
cloud cover in the diametric strip as the distribution for the entire circle. Pragmatic
success of this procedure has led us to seek the properties of cloud cover that contrib-
ute to its success. Cloud syster.l[: are usual17 of larger scale than even the enlarged
sampling areas. The cloud cover, rather than being randomly distributed "_nthe sam-
pling area, simply appears as a gradient across the area. This then reduces the cal-
culation of the cloud distribution over the entire area to a one-dimensional linear pro-
blem, similar to the procedure we have adopted. We have reasonable verification of
the success of the procedure, as outlined in later paragraphs.
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Figure 7-2 Change in Shape of Cloud Cover as Sampling Area
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7. 3 Procedure for Computation of Unconditional Distribution Scaled for Sample
Area Size.
We recapitulate the proced:2re for finding SUNCON.
1) Tabulate the unconditional and conditional distributions for the required
regions, month and time of day.
2) Scale the conditional statistics, using the procedures detailed in Section 6, r
to a distance which corresponds to the diameter of the required enlarged viewea area.
3) The unconditional distribution UNCON is multiplied into the conditional
d'istribution matrix CONNEW.
4) The resultant joint distribution matrix is PJOINT summed using th_
KWHERE matrix for reference.
5) A new uuconditional distribution, SUNCON, applicable to the enlarged
viewed area size results.
7.4 Validation of Scaling UNCON for Sampled Area Size
A few special data extractions from satellitedata have been made to validate
the sampled area scaling process. These validationshave been made for summer
samples from Regions 4, 19, 11, and 9. Figure 5-8, shows the comparison between
the UNCON data and the satelliteobserved distributionfrom which SCOND was corn=
posed, Agreement is indifferentat best. so these data should provide a criticaltest •
of the capabilityof our procedures to produce reasonable v,xluesof SUNCON from the
availabledata.
Computations and satellitedata extractions have been made for 3° (180 nm)
areas. Figure 7-3 compares the satellite-observed and computed results. Agree=
ment is fair, the major disagreements arising from the larger discrepancies in
source distributions. Comparison with Figure 5-8 shows that the computed distribu-
2
tion is a better approximation to the observed than either par,*.nt distribution. X tests
show no evidence that, in a sample of 90 trials, the calculated and observed distribd-
t_on_ did not come from the same population.
b
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7. 5 Ce.,r.putatioRal Procedure for Enlarging the Area Size for Conditional
Distributions
The procedure for enlarging sampling v.rea size for conditional distributions
is similar to, but more involved than the procedure for the unconditional distributions.
Referring to Figure 7-4, we are given unconditional distributions for the area i
represented by "a" and conditional statistics for an area "c" some distance A from
area "a". What we wish to compute is the conditional probability distribution for
new enlarged area B given the unconditional probabilities for new enlarged area A
(both areas have been enlarged to the new diameter _). Thus what is required is to
first expand area "a" to area A using the techniques described in paragraph 7. 3 above.
Then to obtain the new 5x 5 conditional probability matrix for area B, given A we
define:
P (A, B) = joint probability of cloud cover in A and B
The computational algorithm for accomplishing this multiplication of probabilities is
• to perform the multiplications indicated in Figure 7-4 where a schematic form for the
matrices has been used. In this Figure the designators have the same meaning as
- defined in Section 6, CONNEW is the expanded sampling ar_a space conditionals
(SCON D)0 etc. The joint probability of events in all four areas is:
P{ abed)= P(a}, P(bla )- P{dlb ). P(cld )
where the order of conditionality is somewhat arbitrary.
We define the cloud cover in area A to be the average of the cloud cover in a
and b while the cloud cover in B i_ the average cloud cover in c and d. Thus, we can
w rite formally:
p (^,B) =P(_,c-d)
91 i
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To findP (a-'b.c-d),th_ KWHERE locator matrix is used 4-dimensionally. This involves
assigning values to a'_from the a and b locations in the 4-din_ensional PJNT matrix,
and to c'dfrom the c and d locations. The result is the two dimensional jointproba-
bilitytable P (A,B). This is transformed to the conditionalprobabi:ityby division
b7 the marginal total.
P (B IA) =
P CA.B)
I_PCA,B) "
B
The process of findingtemporal conditionaldistributionsof enlarged sample
areas is identical,with the exception that CONTIM is substitutedfor CONDIS.
CONNEW (cld) should be computed for the local time of event B, and the DITCON
operation (Section 6.6) should be Ferformed in finding CONTIM.
7.6 Exa_nples of Conditional Distributions for 180 Nautical Mile Sampling Areas
No suitable data are immediately availablefor validationof the Frocedure for
computing conditionaldistributionsof enlarged areas, so reliance must be placed on
examination of sample calculationsfor reasonableness.
Examples of conditlonaland unconditional distributionsscaled for time and
distance were presented in Section 6 above. Here we present examples of conditional
distributionsscaled for larger sampling area size.
Table 7-5 presents unconditional and conditionalstatisticsfor a sampling
area s_.zeof 60 nm extracted directlyfrom the tabulated data for Region 19. This
data is for 1300 local time for the month of January. Table 7-6 presents the distri-
butions resultingfrom applicationof the techniques described in Paragrap}.s 7.3,7.5
above for an enlarged sampling area of 180 nm. Note the differences in the two con-
ditionalmatrices, particularlythose values which lieo.uthe diagonal. As might be
expected, the middle cloud group, 3, becomes a more probable jointevent.
The SUNCON distribution,found as s by-product, Cone of the marginal totals
PCA, B)), has some interestingproperties. The probabilityof clear skies is
littlechanged. The probabilityof partialcloud almost vanishes in SUNCON, while
_he slightprobabilityof cloud group 3 i,_UNCON is repIRced with a fairlyhigh pro-
babilityin SUNCON. Most noteworthy is the drop in the probabilityof overcast,
nlatched by a distinctlylowered conditionaI 515 in SCSCON. bTone of these feature._
violateour sense of what may be expected, and thus the new distributionsmay be
accepted as providing more information that no knowledge %t all,even ifthey have
not been demonstrated to be "correct. _'
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Some comment is required on the use of these derived distributions in simu-
lation. Each conditional distribution derived for our enlarged sample area represents
a 3-step Markhov chain. Two of the steps are formally removed b] the averaging
process involved, but the variance of elements within the distribution is still at
least 3/2_ the variance of the elements of the conditional distributions from which it
was deI;.ved. In the extreme case, if the variance of the distribution entering the
computations beccmes lalge, all states of the joint probability matrix become J
equally probable and the distributions are defined only by the aver ging process.
Table 7-7 presents the "noise _t distribution. The conditional distribution will show
no conditionality;thus all rows will be identical to the uncond :ional. None of the
computations we have performed have shown any tendency to revert to this distri-
bution, except for those tropical reg*_ons where the parent distribution is already
of this form.
{
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Table 7- 5
Uncond_tlonal and Conditional Distributions for
a 60 nm Sampling Area Size at 200 nrn Separation
Cloud !I SCONDGroup UNCON (60) 1 2 3 4 5
l . 15 .76 .05 .05 .05 .09 r
2 12 . 17 . 17 .08 .08 . 50
3 .04 . 13 . 12 . 15 .30 .30
, 4 .17 . 14 .09 . 14 .45 . 18
5 .52 . 13 .06 . IZ . 16 . 53
Table 7-6
Unconditional and Conditional Di3tributions for
a 180 nm Sampling Area Size at 180 nm Separation
Cloud SCS CON
Group SUNCON (180) I 2 3 4 5
1 . IZ .34 .I0 .30 •13 .13
2 .08 •14 •12 •24 •29 ._1
3 .21 .09 -09 .21 .31 .30
4 .29 .03 .05 .16 .44 ,32
5 .30 .03 .07 .ZO .20 ,50
?able 7-7
Distribution Resulting from Averaging of
Equiprobable Joint Events.
Cloud Category Probability
,it
1 . 04
2 .28
3 ,36
4 28
5 .04
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8. ENGINEERING AND SIMULATION APPLICATIONS
The set of data, tecLniquea, and procedures that have been assembled are in-
tended for a variety of applications in the stddy and simulation of earth-oriented ex-
periments from low orbit. We will list, in no particular order, a number of such appli-
cations by category. In most cases the mode of application depends -ipon the details
of the specific problem. ,"
8. i Design of Experiments
Viewed Area Size. Trade off of entrance aperture of field of view against speed
of response and problem of sorting good from cloud-contaminated data. Particularly
important for radtometric instruments.
Control Systems. Selection of experiment control system and mode of deploy-
lg
ment based on benefit/cost studies over cloudy _kies.
Data Volumes. Where fi._m is the medium, it is important to estimate the num-
ber of exposures over partly cloudy skies required for mission success. Section 9.2
explores this further. The same class of problem may occur with on-board telemetry
storage of less capacity than the maximum data taking rate can use.
Probability of Success. An experiment may be cloud sensitive and require a
reasonably coherent chain of observations to achieve a reasonable level of success.
An example is infrared observation of apparent diurnal surface temperature changes
to estimate the condition of ground cover. Simulation or computation ot probability
distributions may be Oesired to ascertain whether the experiment is wo:th consider-
ation.
,Mternatc Technit]ues. The cloud data may be used to evaluate alternate instru-
mentation _Cot the same general observational purpose. The control system de3ign
is one feature of this.
Cost/Benefit. Earth resource satellite system costs and benefits cannot be
properly evaluated in the absence of cloud information. While the sophisticatb_n of
the techniques presented in this report exceeds that of usual techniques for estimating
• benefits, cloud information at some level is essential.
i
i'
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Orbit Analysis Each exper_r,_ent has an crbit inclination, height, precession
rate, and time and season of injection into orbit that will give opt'mum results. It
does not follow that an orbit optimized for the experiment without reference to cloud
interference will also be the optimum orbit in the presence of cloud. By defining a
suitable measure of experiment success, it should be possible, by trial and error if
necessary, tc find a good, if not optimum, orbi for the experiment o-¢er the real
cloudy world.
8. Z Mission !ntegrat-on and D_sign
Mission integration involves assembly of a number of experiments, the space°
craft, its power, control, communication, and, for manned missions, th& life support
- system and the astronauts into a total mission-oriented system. A large number of
tradeoffs are required. For example, the various candidate experiments may well
have divergent requirements for orbit, spacecraft attitude control, etc. From this
large set of compromises, a workable physical design must emerge. In addition to
the design of the physical system, such features as astronaut skills, the orbit, time
in orbit, and time, azimuth, and season of injection must be determined. The object
of the integration design activity is to maximize probable mission return as defined
by some composite measure of mission success. Constraints of physical realization,
economic limits, astronaut safety, range ,_afety, avaiiable boosters, etc. , limit the
degree of Ireedom.
A major tool for manned _T_ission optimization is a form of mission simulation
computer program which can adjust the free parameters of the mission to establish
either the most feasible mission, or to select the optimum mission design in the
:calm of feasibility. To date, these programs have not considered the earthls cloud
cover except in the most elementary way. Most unclassified, earth-oriented satellite
systems to date have been meteorologically oriented and have not required optimization
with respect to the behavior of the earthls cloud cover. Future earth resources sys-
tem. _., m_nned or unmanned, will doubtlessly require such treatment before the mis-
sion car, b.e fully delined.
The mission integration progrRms generally use various deterministic tech°
niq,:es to arrive at the optimum solutions. The introduction of the earthts cover,
which creates a contingency at each possible observation event, requires techniques
•_bich have yet to be fully explored. However, data ,'.ow available from the activity
reported he:e can be used in unsophisticated form to improve the realism of simula-
tion for iv.te_,r,_tion.
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8. 3 Mission Simulation
Given the space system defined by the integzation activity, a computer mis-
sion simulatiol, can be performed. While this function may be included in the package
of integration programs, it can be separately considered. A number of applications
can be found for mission simulation programs that embody cJoud data in a realistic
fashion, f
Time Lines. Mission integra.'ion will have made up a set of time lines, or
rules for finding time lines, of all the various func:ion_ on the spacecraft. T_,e time
lix:c_ are important in establishing control sequences, data acquisition and dump pro-
files, power profiles, etc. For manned systems they also r,_ust involve astronaut
sleep-work cycles, skill mixes, etc.
In earth-oriented missions where the attempt at observation by some sensors
is cortingent on suitable cloud cover or a forecast of cloud cover, time lines become
stochastic processes oper_-_i_:g within certain constraints. This in turn partially
r,,r.domi--es mission parameters dependent upon the time lines of individual experi-
ments. "b'e are not aware of any attempt to deal with this situation, which can now
be effectively simulated through use of cloud data.
I
Since the concept of only partially constrained random time lines is likely to
be abhorrent to the system design engineers as well as to mission controllers, an
alternate approach is to seek fixed time lines that maximize the probability of mis-
sion success (measured in solae suitable way) in the cloudy worJd. Again, we are
not aware of any procedures that go materially beyond a simple assumption of 50_
i
succes._ in the performance of an observation.
Probability of Mission Success. The observation mission has a set ofapriori
objectives; the degree of success in meeting these objectives can either be measured
ciuantitativcly or be described by a simple success-failure characterization. Having
defined the mission, it is of interest to estimate the probability distribution of some
measure or measures of success.
Section 9. l describes simulation of a mission in which the number of obser-
vations made is crltical to the succes. _ of the mission. It is necessary to be sure
that there is a high probability that clouds will permit at least the minimum number
of observations to be made. There is, of course, a finite probability of no observa-
tions at all.
t
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S2ction 9.2 presents an abridged :'simulation" of a photographic mission, in
which an estimate is made of the probability that at least p percent of a target are _
can be photographed in n passes. This also ,rill give the .¢requency distribution of
the number of blind exposures required to give probability P of covering at least p
percent of the target area. A slight extension of the example would give the frequency
distribution of the number of exposures and the mission length required to give pro-
bability P of covering at least p percent of the area if exposure is inhibited when the s
cloud cover exceeds a value C. This could be traded off against blind photography
to ascextam whether the aOdltlonal compiexlr._ of controlled photograplay is worth
while.
Mission Performance Analysis. Mission sir_.._ulation gives the simulator the
opportunity to trace the events ef the mission, and based on this information to per-
form certain adjustments to the _ission that are outside the province of the mission
integration program. Varxous statistics can be amassed which will help to better
define the characteristics of the mission before flight. Here again, realistic inclu-
sion of cloud cover information will result in a more realistic analysis of the per-
fozrnance of earth-oriented missions.
8. 4 Experi=_ent Scheduling
The scheduling of experiments both before launch and in real time can be ex-
pedited b_ reierence to cloud statistics which can give an assessment of the perfor-
mance expectation and variance resulting from that schedule. This is similar to
time lining, but here refers strictly to the experiments.
_. 5 Dynamic Programming
During flight, a mission assessment program should keep track of the present
3tatus and fractional achievrnent of the mission to date. It is then pc, ssible to simulate
fut_'.re e_,ents, based on certain priorities and scheduling rules, out to the end of the
m,.'_ir.r.. The priorities and scheduling rules may be optimized to maximize mission
performance, and the new rules would then be adopted. The accumulated effect of
co.,_tingencies, both of weather and of the mission, may require further revision of
these priorities and rules at a later time. This process, which we feel is essential
t_ cxpensive missions such as the eventual Apollo Applications system, we call
;-va,nai c pr_gramluing.
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9. EXAMPLES OF ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS
9. I An Application Using Monte Carlo Techniques
9. 1. 1 Introduction
During early t?_7 a study was performed by Allie¢ _ _".csearchAssociates, Inc. "
of cloud effects on op*i _al sighting of land features from Apollo manned missions.
A speciiic objective was *.o determine the probability distribution of the number of
sightings of certain specified landmarks during Apollots first two and one-half revo-
lutions of *he earth. Three different launch times and azi;_auths were studied (Barnes
et al 1967). These will be referred to as "missions."
The cloud data originally used was read from meteorological satellite picture
compilations over the actual landmarks to be sighted. The initial data sample for the
study v. as provided by the Nimbus II satellite, which operated from 15 May through
31 August 1966. Because the early failure of Nimbus II resulted in only three-and-
c,ne-half months of data, an additional four and one-half months of data were extrac-
ted from the ESSA-3 satellite. ESSA-3 observations from 9 October 1966 through
28 February 1967 were utilized. Nearly complete daily global coverage was ava_.l-
;,bl,: during the operation of both satellites.
Since the Nimbl.s II period is essentially representative of the Northern Hem-
isphe-t. :ummer and the ESSA-3 period of the winter, the b_o samples were treated
sepa rat,'ly.
_ A Monte Carlo flight simulation was performed by "flying" each mission over
each day's data sample. The Monte Carlo approach was made imperative because of
the interrelationship between the attempts at sighting successive landmarks; if a land-
mark is sighted, it is necessary to continue to track it until it approaches the rear
horizon. Realignment of the periscope sights and computer functions takes an
additional length of t:me, so that a number of po_.ential landmarks may pass un-
observed following a successful sighting. Handling this situation analytically is im-
practicable, at least without the insights provided by the results of the Monte Gario
simulation.
We have reproduced the same set of Monte Carlo simulations using the
global data generated in this contract, and using the techniques of data application
recommended in this report. Results are similar in nature, but somewhat different
in numerical magnitude. The differences are readily accounted for, and suggest that
simulation using our present data gives results reasonably close to the "truth."
101
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R ecause of the value of this example in demonstrating the application of our
data to a real simulation problem, it will be described in detail. The reader is re-
ferred to Barnes, Beran and Glaser (1o67) for a c__mplete description of the satellite-
data based simulation (which differs only in data sources and handling), and for an
extended discussion of the quality of those data which leads us to the belief that the
present simulation is rnurc realist;.,'.
J
9. I. Z Landmarks
9. I.Z. 1 Description
One hundred landmarks have been selected by the Apollo Project. The land-
marks are located between 35°N and 35°S, with the majority of them found at land-
sea interfaces. The landmarks are plotted on a base map in Figure 9-I. Approxi-
mately three-fourths of the iandmarks were used for the mission simulations.
9. I. 2.2 Landmark Order Numbers
Each of the one hundred landmarks was designated by an index number, which
served only as its identification _nd was not necessarily related to when the landmark
would be sighted by an Apollo spacecraft. Three s_parate missions, each consisting
of-two-and-one-hall revolutions and each containing about 30 possible landmarks,
were defined. Some of the landmarks were repeated withi_i a mission and some were
repeated on more than one mission. For programming purposes, an order numbs,
was assigned to each landmark as itappeared within an Apollo mission; the land-
mark order within a mission conformed to the order in which itwould be sighted.
If the landmark was repeated later in the mission, itwas given a new- number con-
sistent with its new position. When a landmark was used on more than one mission,
it was given different mission numbers and order numbers, again consistent with its
position in a mission. Table 9-I shows the order of possible sightings in two of _.be
three missions.
After the order number within each mission had been established, the time
that Apollo would be over each landma,-'k became a function of the vehic'.e launch
time and the orbital elements. A launch time for each mission was provided, along
with the hour (local time) that the spacecraft would be over each landmark.
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Table 9-1
Order of Landmarks in Each Mission
Order
Number Mission Number 1 Mission Number 3
1 126 524
2 i38 801 "
3 304 802
4 250 183
5 506 221
6 313 237
7 317 240
8 507 524
9 326 803
10 334 538
11 342 804
12 85 805
13 251 151
14 88 163
15 811 178
16 98 194
17 101 214
18 163 216
19 108 96
20 114 522
21 233 524
22 508 806
23 510 537
Z4 509 807
25 511 808
Z6 512 152 '
Z7 507 157
28 326 186 "
29 334 229
30 514 -
31 102 -
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9. I.Z. 3 Landmark Grouping
To simulate landmark sighting on an Apollo mission, the requirements placed
upon the astronaut must be considered. For a successful sighting, the astronaut
must point an optical device at a specific landmark and take a certain number of
"fixes" during the time he is over the landmark. When he attempts to sight a land- ,,
mark, one of two possible events can occur: (1) he is successful in his attemp' to
find the landmark and he proceeds with the prescribed sighting procedure; (Z} he is
unsuccessful, because cloud obscures the landmark, and he re-orients the sighting
mechanism for a try on a new landmark. These events require a different, but pre-
dictable amount of time during which the spacecraft will have passed over a certain
number of landmarks that cannot be used. In other words, it would be unrealistic
to say that each of the landmarks could be sighted on each mission. Rather some
grouping of landmarks, based on succe_s_.ul and unseccessful tries, is required.
A listing of landmarks was assembled, containing the next independent land-
mark {independence being a function of the time required for sighting, or to try a
sighting) for both successful and unsuccessful sighting attempts. Direct application
of this listing would have resulted in some landmarks never being used, because they
were bypassed in both tile"successful" and"unsucossful" colur.ms. Further grouping,
and a random process of selecting the station to be tried within a group, were required
to insure that each landmark had an equal chance of being sighted ('-ring a mission.
The general approach was to arrange the landmarks in a manner which would
make all landmarks _.ccessible from so_,_..¢ previous group. The assumption was
made that the next landmark after a successfully acquired and marked land feature
would have to pass under the spacecraft at least eight minutes later. If the first land-
mark was sought, but not acquired, the next sought landmark must be at least four
minutes away. These time estimates were based upon simulated operation of the
orbital navigation program and associated sighting procedures. Time to process data
and re-position the optics were the import._.'at contributions.
To determine a set of groups which would contain the "used" and "unused"
landmarks, a"logic tree," shown in Figure 9-2, was prepared. The order numbers,
for mission number 1, are listed down the center of the diagram. The lines drawn
from the order number lead to the next i,-._pendent landmark; successful tries are
on the left, unsuccessful tries are on the right. Starting with order number 1, the
line o_, the left, representing success, extends over at,d down to order number 3; the
line on the right, representing failure, goes over and down to order number 2.
107
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LANDMARK
GROUP No SUCCES.c ORDER NUMBE_ FAILURE GROUPNo
1
--3
, 4 ! / 14 ..
2 I 5 I /
_..=_L..-. | 10 _
4, 11 • 4
l i _, 12
13 16
5 14 /
q
-4-- -15. _,l_
I
6 18
_ r-'-- [
,,- I lr- o 1
_ _21 t 8 "8_._,
_ 22
23 1 1824
27 ......... 20
_ 31 '
Figure 9-Z Logic Tree for Landmark Grouping in Mission Number l
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EF'r_m order number 2, the right and left line both go to order nulnber 3. The dashec:
line of the success side indicates the, it was impossible to get to number 2 through
a previous success; a previous failure, however, would have led to order number
2, so the solid line on the failure side extends all the way to the numDez. Order
number 3 leads to number 9 for success and to mlmber 7 for failure. Since either
success or failure on a previous number would have led to number 3, the lines ex.-
tend all the way to the number. As with nurnbe,- 3, order number 4 leads to namber
9 for success and to 7 for fail_re; however, since there is no possible ,_ay to reach
number 4 from a previous nv.rriber, the lines leading away from 4 do not extend all
the way to the number.
The p_ocedure of drawing lines from the order number to the next independ-
ent order number for both success and failure was continued until the diagram was
complete. Whet. exami_ ng the logic tree, the reader should keep in mind that a
dashed line at the beginning of a leader represents a landmark that can only be
reached by an opposite result from a previous number (i.e., a dashed line on the
success side means the ._.urnber was reached by a previous failure and a dashed
line on the fail,are side means the number was reached by a previous success). If
the leader lines do not extend all the way to the numbers, it m_ans that the land-
mark cannot be reached by any route, it
The logic tree provided the basis for grouping the landmarks. S_.arting on
the success side and working down, each order number *.hat could not be reached
by a previous success, occurrirg under an order number that could be reached
fror, _. above, was grouped alpngwith the one that could be reached. Referring to
Figare 4-Z, order number 3 can be reached by a previous success, but order nur -
hers 4, 5, 6, 7, ana _ :=nnot be reached by a previous success. A group was,
therefore, made up of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and .Q Number 9 could be reacl_ed from a
previous success, so it is the beginning of a new group. Number 10 is the only
landmark under 9 which cannot be reached by a previous success, therefore the next
group is made up of order numbers 9 and 10.
This process was continued until all order numbers had been grouped on the
success side. The same procedure was then repeated for the failure aide of _b.._
logic tree. The groupings determined by this procedure are shown along the sides
of the logic trec (Fig, 9--_}. The groups are numbered in ascending order starting
with the first successful group and continuing down the left side of the diagram,
then to the first failure group and number down the right side. The first group
on the failure side, containing order numb^. `. 1, does not require., a group number,
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as it will automatically be included in the first trial during the simulated flight.
Certain groups on the failure side are given the same group number as one of the _-
success groups, since they contain the same landmarks. The 99, which appears at
the bottom cf the diagram, indicates that the mission has been completed.
This procedure was repeated for the remaining missions. Listings for each
mission, prepared in this way, are shown in Table 9*2, and include: (I) the groups
for each mission, (2) the number of landma='ks in each group, and (3) the order hum° _,
ber of the landmarks within a group. An array showing the "go to" group for each
order number within each m_ssion was also prepared, as is shown in Table 9-3
9. 1. ] Sighting Probability
The probability of sighting a landmark in a region of cloudiness of amount
described by one of our cloud groups was assumed to be 95_ for cloud group 1 (clear),
and descending linearly to 40_ for grouv _ and then to 4_ for group 4. As discussed
earlier in this report, the probability of sighting a landmark is probably smaller
than this wo'J1d indicate, but this error is compensated in great measure by the
ground observe-'s overestimation of cloud amount in partial cloud cover situations.
A somewhat di_erent sighting probability curve was used in the original
simulation using sa.'ellite cloud cover data. There, it was known that cloud under-
estimates were the rule, particularly: in regions of scattered small clouds. _c-
cordingly, a probability of sighting of 80_was assigned to clear skies, descending
linearly to zero " ,r 75_ cloud cover. For reasons to be discussed in Section 9. I. 5,
this continues to :_mewhat overestimate the Frobability of sighting a landmark.
q 9. 1.4 The Simulation Program
Fig'lre 9-3 presents a gross block diagram of the simulation program using
our cloud statistics in recommended fashion. The change in source data required a
near-total rewriting of the program; care has been taken, however, to preserve the
identica£ logic of landmark ._nd landmark group sequencing. Listing = of the original
n progrz.m and of the program described her_ can be made available b_ Allied Research
A_sociates, Inc. to those interested in tracing the procedures in de_, _I. A descrip-
tion of the prograrr, follows:
I
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Table 9-2a
..
Groups in Missi_.n 1 and Order Number": of -*
Landmarks Within Each Group
Number of [ "1
Group Landma rks [ ;::Nurr.ber in Group Order Number of Landmarks in Groap
I
1 2 [ 1 2
2 6 3 4 5 6 7 8
3 2 9 10
4 1 11
5 4 12 13 14 15
6 4 16 17 18 19
7 1 20
8 i 21
o 6 22 23 24 25 26 27
l0 1 28
11 2 29 30
12 1 31
13 | 2
14 4 3 4 5 6
1S 4 7 8 9 10
16 3 i2 13 14
17 1 15
18 4 22 23 24 25
19 ! 26
20 I 27
See Table 9-1
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Table 9-2b
Groups in Mission 3 and Order Number of
Landmarks Within Each Group
Number of
r oup Landmark ,
Number in Group Order Number of Landmarks in Group
I I I _"
2 1 2
i
3 2 3 4
4 3 5 6 7
5 2 8 9
6 1 10
7 i II
8 2 12 13
9 1 14
10 2 15 16
II 2 17 18
12 1 19
13 2 20 2l
14 1 22
15 2 23 24 I
I_¢ 1 25
1 _ 2 26 27
18 l 28
]9 l 29
20 I 3
21 I 4
22 I 5
23 2 6 7
?.4 I 8
25 1 9
26 Z l I 12
27 I 13
28 I IS
29 I 16
30 I 20
31 l 21
32 2 22 23
33 2 24 ?.5
See Table 9-1
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Table 9-3a
Next Independent Group for Each Landmark
in Mission Number I
If Sighted If No.._tSighted
Landmark Go to Group Go to Group
Number Number Number
I 2 13 "
Z 2 14
3 3 15
4 3 15
5 3 15
6 4 l._
7 5 4
8 5 4
9 5 16
lO 5 16
11 5 16
12 6 17
13 6 17
14 6 17
15 7 6
16 8 7
17 8 7
18 8 7
19 8 7
20 8 8
21 9 18
22 10 19
23 10 19
24 10 19
25 I1 20
26 II I0
27 12 11
28 12 12
29 12 12
30 12 12
$1 99* 99*
indicates the mission is completed
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Table 9-3b
Next Independent Group for Each Landmark
in Mission Number 3
If Sighted If No...__tSighted
Lar, dmark Go tc Group Go to Group
Order N_maber Number Number ..
1 2 Z
2 3 20
3 4 21
4 4 Z_
5 5 23
6 5 24
7 5 24
8 6 25
9 7 6
10 8 _
4 II 9 27
lZ I0 9
13 II 28
14 11 29
15 12 II
16 12 II
17 .lZ lZ
: 18 12 12
19 13 30
20 14 31
zi ]5 3Z
22 16 33
23 17 33
24 17 17
Z5 18 17
26 19 18
27 I9 18
28 19 19
29 99* 99':'
* 99 indlc&teo the million il completed.
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I I.put Map..g,on'_I I SortLa.d..o,_C,_.,,,o.',
I C..lrd|. 1 _ By R,_i,ons
r.., c.,o,,.c!.,.,.ic
bility Table and NO. I Velocity for Each Regmn.
OaWMonth | j
script for Entry Into Un-
conditional Table.
1
(Launch Hr.,Fits/Day, _ Reorder Within Each Region
Million NO., Months/ In Space-Time Order.
to be Pmcelled.) |
[ Compute and Assemble 7
| Conditional Probability / 4("=1 / Tablesfor Each Landmark.
I L
i Transform Probability 1I ables into CumulativeForm.
J Input Descriptors h
for Landmark Groups J
• Ir |
" / Fred RtQmn No. tar Each I
L Landmark. I
I "R" Where Uncondltiona; Stat[stlcsare Appt_prlato_ They are
I Initialize Random Number I Written In Duff`my ConditionalGener tor. Form.
e
Input Cloud Data for IMonthtAII 2g Regions.
Figure 9-3 Block Diagram of a Possible Monte Carlo Program to
; Generate Probability DistrVoution of Photographic Coverage
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Required data is entered from cards. These data consist of: the set of de-
scriptors that permit the map region _ubprogram to identify the region in which each
landmark falls; sighting probabilities connected with each cloud group; a calendar
that identifies the number of days in each month; a control card containing which
launch hour, number of flights/day, mission number, and the morths to be processed;
the location of each landmark; the landmark group assignments; and description(s) of
the landmark sequence(s) based on time(s) and azimuth(s) of launch. The global
cloud cover statistics are on magnetic tape, having been transferred from a card ,_
deck in a prior operation,
The landmark subprogram is called reveatedly to assign a cloud climate
region to each landmark. At this point the landmarks ar, _ered in order of poten-
tial encounter. The random number generator subroutine'_, initialized in an appro-
priate fashion to assure an independent set of random l,urrbers for each run.
Assembly of statistics for a sample frnm one mon'=h can now be done. The
appropriate month's section of the cloud data tape is read into memory.
1) Preparatory to organizing data in form suitable for establishing a chain of
conditional statistics within each region, the landmarks are sorted by region. With-
in each region, they still occur in order of encounter in each mission.
2) The "characteristic velocity" for each region is computed by finding the
largest spatial conditional value on the diagonal of the region's spatial conditional
table, locating the corresponding entr/ in the temporal conditional table, and entering
the appropriate formula (see Section 6. 9).
3) The local time at each landmark is found from the time after the known
hour .nflaunch at which each landmark is encountered. This local time is converted
to a row subscript to find the unconditional distribution appropriate to the time ol day.
4) They are then reordered by space-time proximity in a straight chain start-
ing with the first encounter in each region. This is done by computing an equivalent
distance for each landmar_ from the first, using
d 2 _- V2(At)_ + (As) 2
where V is the chara=teristic velocity, At is the time difference between landmark
encounters, and As is the great circle distance'between landmarks, calculated from
" their latitudes and longitudes. The landmark having the lowest d 2 is ordered as num-
ber two, and then serves as the origin of another set of d 2 calculations to find its
successor. The entails (n - 1)1 computations, where n is the nurr.ber of landmarks
t
in a region.
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In the present case, the number of landmarks in each region wa_ sufficiently
small to keep this d _ operation from becoming time-consumlng. In other situations
where large numbers of points may fall within a region, it will be desirable to intro-
duce logic to break the list =nto statistically independent segments. Nearby points
may also be grouped together as always having the same cloud cover. These expe-
dients will keep the length of the Markhov chains reasonably short; as pointed out
earlier, the quality of our present statistics cannot justify chains appreciably longer
than 5 or 6 elements. In the present program, one chain of 9landmarks occurred
within Region 19. Grouping, which occurred naturally because some of the land-
marks were in fact repeats of th_ same landmark encountered on a previous orbit,
reduced the effective chain length to 5.
Each landmark :s to have a conditional cloud probability table associated with
it, conditional on the cloud cover at the landmark which preceded it in the space-
time order in the region. The cloud cover of the first landmark in each region is,
of course, not conditional on any predecessor. We have arbitrarily set the limit of
statistical dependence in space-'.ime at 800 nm, so that the cloud cover at any land-
mark separated from its predecessor by more than this amount would also be drawn
from the unconditional table appropriate to the hour of encounter. Also, in a number
of cases the range of validity of the spatial conditional tables did not extend to the
physical distance involved, requiring the substitution of unconditional statistics. For
convenience ir._ processing, the 5 entry unconditiona! t_ bles are written in a dummy
5x 5 conditional form, with all r_ws identical.
Compilation of the conditional cloud probabilit/ tables follows the procedures
of Section 6. In the present case, the time intervals are quite short, and there'_ore
major contribution to the content of the derived cor dition.al tables comes from the
spatial separation of landmarks.
For convenience in subsequent processing, the conditional tables, real or
dummy, are summed from leftto rightto form cumulative probabilitytables.
Simulated flightnow occurs. For consistency with the prior simulation, a
day of the month and number of iteratedflightsper day (lO)are maintained, although
300 iterat_.cn_of one day would of course be statisticallyidentical.
F_rst, a cloud cover is assigned to each landmark, This is done by formally
considering the entire string of landmarks, now ordered by region and by proximity
within regions, as a long Markhov chain with transition probabilities defined by the
conditional probability table, real or dummy, associated with each landmark. A
random number is drawn, uniformly distributed in the r_,nge 0-I. It is compared
llS [_"
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wlth the entr_es in the associated conditional probability table in the row defined by
the cloud cover found previously. The random number will fall on a cun-ulative
probability corresponding to one cloud group, which then is the designation of the
cloud cover at the landmark. To start the chain a dummy cloud group "I" is provided.
As described earlier, the landm',rks are grouped logically to describe their
cxLlusive ,iccessibility; only one landmark of a group can be used. A random number
is generated to decide which landmark of the group is to be attempted. A check is
made to see whether the landmark is in darkness; if so, a failure is registered and
the flight pru_ eed_ to th_ n_xt _,*'uup. If in light, the sighting probability is drawn
from the appropriate table. A_ noted earlier, the sighting probability _s one minus
the median cloud cover for th_ cloud grGup. A random number, uniformly distributed
in the range 0-t, is drawn and compared with the sighting probability. If the random
number equals or exceeds the sighting probability, a sighting failure has occurred
and is so tabulated; otherwise, the landmark has been sighted and is appropriately
tabulated.
The next group of landmarks to be attempted is determined, based on the
success or failure of sighting of the specific landmark, and the process is repeated
until the end of the mission. A summary is made of which landmarks were sighted,
and the mission is repeated ten times, each time over a fresh cloud field. The
whole operation is repeated for the entire month.
The simulation then proceeds to the next requested month until all requested
months have been processed for the mission. Tabulation and outputting of the results
obtained in each month is then _nitiated for the entire mission. The frequency d'_stri.-
butions of landmarks sighted are converted, for convenience, to the (revex'se) cumu-
lative probability of seeing at least n landmarks. The simulation then proceeds to
the next mission.
The organization of the program expedites computer computation. A charac-
teristic run, covering nine months of data, two missions, each flown 300 times a
month, requii'ed 0. 89 minutes on _BM 360/75-50, including compiling the Fortran IV
source deck and outputting to tape.
9. I.5 Results of Simulation|
• The product of the simulation program is a tabulation ol the frequency distri-
bution of the number of landmarks sighted per missionD a,_d a tabulation of the cumu-
lative pro' bility of seeing at least n landmarks. Table 9-4 d_.splays a few frequency
i
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Table 9-4
Frequency Distributions of Landmark Sightings
Cloud Statistics Simulation Satellite Data Simulatit_n
Mis s;.on 1
Month Month
r. Nov Feb June Aug Nov* Feb ¢* June_ Augi
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 9 7 4 0 _: 2 0 0 _"
2 47 36 14 13 27 18 2 1
3 87 67 51 30 47 65 20 8
4 80 83 89 74 g6 92 45 39
5 56 56 78 97 78 63 g9 67
6 16 _6 52 75 45 29 85 103
7 I "_ 5 II 15 II I0 53 73
8 ] 0 _0 1 6 1 1 6 ]9
Mission 3
n Nov F' " June Aug Nov _ Feb _ June_ Aug*
0 Z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1i 8 0 0 1 2 0 0
3 37 12 6 0 3 5 0 0
4 55 44 20 7 3 I0 i 0
5 85 58 53 19 12 36 3 4
6 39 66 95 71 44 67 12 7
22 49 67 96 62 73 30 48
8 1_ 33 44 77 71 50 61 70I
9 I 8 6 9 32 62 23 81 77
10 I 0 t 6 S 35 14 66 75
1! I 0 1 .,0 0 6 0 34 21 '
I .
IZ 0 0 0 _ I 0 9 8
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
14 0 n 0 0 J 0 0 '. 0
* Da:.a irocn ESSA-_ _ Data from Nimbus II
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tabulatl,ms _elccted to _how sea_or,al variability. Matching t,LbuiatIun__arc also
presented of the results of performing the same simulatlon ,,s_.ngdaily satellite data.
Figures 9-4 to 9-'1 show the ct:mulative plots for Mission I, con'Iparing the res__ts
of slmu[at,e,.s ?;ased on satellite data and on the cloud statistics. The plots have
been made on p"obability paper to suitably expand the scales. I
I_It is seen that M_ssion I results are quite simllar for the two data sources,
particularly in the qaonths of Novenaber and February, wben data were taken f _.,n
ESSA-3. There seems to be a constant _ifference of about l/Z landmark s_ghting s
bt:t\_een the _wo sources. The slopes are similar, indi_,_lng tha_ the variance in
,_.,,mbcr of sightings is about the same in each case. The June and August simula-
ti(_:.:, \_lich use satellite data from Nimbus I1, show a difference oi about one l_nd-
. ,ark sighting
While these differences may not seem great, they are operationally fairly
important. Validati ,- studies of the satellite data, performed in support of the orig-
inal ._imulation effort, indicate that gross underestimates of cloud cover have occur-
red in regions normally having h vy convective cover, particularl'f of small size.
At the extreme, Georgetown, Guye-,a, was apparently underestimated in tke Nimbus II
sample t_y 61{. Stations like San Diego, Talara, Peru, and Benguerir, Moraceo, [
had their mean cloud cover rather accurately esti.'ne.ted; they are, of course, in re-
gions of coastal stratus. On the a erage, tbe undcrest:mate was judged to be about
25:_. It is not ._.asy to translate the effect of cloud cover underestimates into their
effect on the simulation, since an increased number of failures perrx_its an increase
in the number of trials. On Mission 1, flown over satellite data, an average of 9. C.
• trials per mission occurred. Flown over the cloud statism.its,I0. 0 trials were at-
tempted. The percentage of successful sightings were 63 and 42 respectively. The
suggestion is strong, therefore, that the simulation based on our cloud statistics is
closer to "truth." ,_
The ESSA-3 results ,_.reconsi.-lerably closer to those obtain,_d from cloud sta-
tistics. This can be accounted for as a combination of two effects. The. I_.SSA-3 data,
while nominally of the same resolution, had better contrast than the Nimbus data.
This contrast difference makes it easier for the data abstractor to note detail indi-
cating the presence of cloud of size smaller than the minimal resolutlon element.
The bulk of Mission l landmarks are in the North,_rn Hemisphere; ESS&-3 data were [.
used in the Northerx_ Hemisphere. winter. Nimbus II in the summer. Seasonal effects
on cumulus convection may have also contributed to the I]2 landmark difference be-
tw_.en satellites (assuming the statistical data to be a stable n_rmal).
IZl
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Figure 9-8 is included as an example of the error that can result _rom casca-
ding biases. Mission 3 wa0 designed in an attempt to demonstrate that a suitable
choice of launch hour and azlmutb could cause the spacecraft to p.as_ over a combi-
nation of landmarks of low cloud amount during daylight hours, with the landmarks
separated in such fashion that a maximum number of opportunities for observation
would occur. The cloud cover estimates came from the satellite data. Using the
same data for 'Jtmulatlon resulted in an apparent eminen_ success. H..wever, the
simulation using cloud statistics was materially less optimistic - by nearly 3 land-
mark sightings in the case plotted. However, comparison w'th the Mission I data
shows that the Increase in the number of opportunities resulted in an increase of
about 2 landmarks sighted, at any probability level, with some In__rease in the vari-
ance of the ,_umber sighted.
It will have been noted that when plotted on probability paper, the cente, sec-
tions of the cumulative probability curves become essentially straight lines. This
suggests that the probability distribution of successful landmark sightings approxi-
ma*.es the Bernoulli or binomial distribution. This is not surprising, since they
arise from the sampling of a finite number of success-failure alternatives. However, p"
there is nothing in the statistics that gives an a _ estimate of the parameters of
the distribution. For example, the distribution obtained from our cloud statistics
has a mean of 3.61 slghtings and a standard deviation of I. Z6 Jightings. The Bernoulli
formula s,
X = sp
Z = spq
q =l-p
where _ is the mean number of successes in s trials, p is the probability of success
on any one trial, and q is the probability of failure, yield p = • 562 and • = 6.4. A
program trace indicates that In fact the average number of sighting trials was I0. l,
with a probability of success p _.. 368.
This computation of Bernoulli distribution parameters is primarily intended
to demonstr&te that the Monte Carlo procedure yields distributions which cannot be
readily |enerat_d from elementary considerations. However, it may be 0f interest
to speculate on the |ignlflcance of the derived parr.meters. The diminished number l
|Z6
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of apparent samples may result in part from cloud coherence. Of the 31 landmarks
to be sighted in daylight on Mission I, 17 bad cloud covers described by conditional
distributions. Thus the number of independent samples was smaller than the num-
ber of trials.
As pointed out earlier, the number of trials is related to the number of fail-
ures. This tends to reduce the variance of the distributions, which upon consider-
ation of the formulas for the mean and variance of the Bernoulli distribution, can
p
be seen to cause a decrease in the apparent number of samples at.d thus an increase in
the apparent probability of success.
The distributions have some further properties of interest. First, it is
possible, even if not very probable, to have no landmark sightings at all. Mission 1
has an apparent absolute maximum of 8 sightings, resulting from the distribution
of landmarks and daylight along the orbital track. Mission 3 would appear to have
a maximum of 14 sightings, a number never reached using cloud statistics as a
s imulation base.
9. 2 A Typical P_mulati -I Problem
Let us suppose we are designing a photographic mission for mapping or for
agricultural surveillance. A prime Larget area of size 3{}0x 300 miles is contained
within one cloud region. The proposed orbit provides coverage of the area with
favorable illumination every 3 days. (We make this stipulation to avoid the use of
tcmporal conditional statistics. ) If the area is fairly cloudy, we are willing to piece
together our map from cloud-free segments of the photographic coverage, although
-: we would, of course, prefer to i'Id the ,;ntirearea cloudless and complete our mis-
i sion on a single pass. The questions that may be asked are:
: I) How many passes are required to give a probability of 95_ (or some other
level) of at least one clear pass over the area?
2) If the number of passes required to reasonably assure one clear pass is
excessive, what is the amount of pieced-together coverage expected in N passes?
3) How many passes are required to give a 90_ {or some other level) proba- "%
bility that at least 90_ (or some other fraction) of the area can be photographed?
i All of these questions can be answered from a probability distribution of piece-
wise coverage (which includes total coverage) as a _unctlon of the number of passes.
i To arrive at this distribution, make the dubious that the cloud in the
we assumption
area are always completely randoml'l scattered over the whole area, so that the
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in_rL'mental photographic tort:rage of each pass is:
p{i) --{l-B)(I-C)
where B i_ the already photographed fraction of the area, _.d C is the cload cover
encountered on the pass. By induction, the fraction of the area photographed is:
N
B(N) = I - [IC
n p
• where C is the cloud cover encountered on pass number n, N is the total number of
n
The unconditional cloud distribution for the 300 mile area should be generated
from the basic unconditional and sl-,atial conditional data. For ease of computation,
we have assumed a distribution which might be typical of a 300 mile square area in
southeastern U.S. in summer or spring, at noon, as shown in Table 9-5.
Table 9-5
An Assumed Distribution
; Group Mean Cloud Cover Frobability
. I 0 .I
2 .25 .2
3 .55 .3
,j i
i 4 .75 .2
: 5 1.00 .2
¼
A direct approach to the problem is through elementary combinatory analysis.
! First, it should be noted that if cloud group I occurs at leastonce in a sequence of
N passes, the l_hotographic coverage is 100_. Accordingly, the probability of 100_
coverage _s:
Pl00_ = I - [I - P (I)1N
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hwher_ 9 (I) is the probability of occurrence of clear sky over the whole area. From
this '.he answer to question (1) for the assumed distribution is that 28 passes must be
programmed to provide 95_ probability of encountering clear skies. Under the pos-
tulated conditions, this will take nearly 3 months.
The remaining four cloud groups can occur in any combination, and under ouz
assumption will always give _ess than 10G_ coverage. The number of cc.rnbinations,
N at a time, of the four cloud groups (see, for _xample, page 59 of IY'ivex (1965)) is: I
C(4 + N - l, N) = (N+ ,3,!!BiN!
Table 9-6 shows the number of such combinations.
r
Table 9-6
Combinations of 4 Things With Replacement
2 3 4 5 6 7 8. ? 10 IN 1 I
. C 4 10 20 35 56 84 120 165 220 286 I
By a systematic listing it is possible to generate all possible combinations.
Table q-7 lists the combinations for N = 3.
The various combinations are not equ!probable. The number of ways each
combination can occur is:
W = ,,, N!
a]b]c[d]
"W
%
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Table 9-7
Computation of Probability Distribution of
Photo Coverage, 300x300 Mile Are-% Region 11,
Number of Passes : 3
Probability of at Least One Cloud Group 1 = .271
f
Cloud Group Cumulative
Combination W W IT P (C) Probability B (3)
n .,
J .271
222 1 .008 .279 .984
223 3 .036 .315 967
224 3 .024 .33q •95
225 3 .024 .363 .938
_33 3 .054 .417 .924
234 6 .072 .489 .89
235 6 .07_ .561 .863
244 3 . 024 . 585 . 84
245 6 .048 .660 .80
i
255 3 i .024 .738 .75
333 1 .027 .612 •834
334 3 .054 .714 .758
335 3 .054 •792 .687
344 3 •036 .828 .648
345 6 . 072 . 900 . 56
355 3 I .036 .944 .45
I444 1 .008 •908 .488445 3 024 968 36
455 3 [ .024 .992 .2
555 1 [ .008 1.00 0,0
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where a, b, c, d ._re the number of times cloud groups 2, 3, 4 and 5 occur in the
combination. Table 9-7 gives the c¢_rresponding W for each combination. The pro-
bability of the event represented by any combination is then W times the joint proba-
bility of the individual events of zach pass, cr
N
W'l]"P (Cn)
where P (Cn) is the probability of the clo,_d group represented by the n th element of
the combination. Table 9-7 also lists the probabihty o_ each com_,ination.
The next step is to generate cumulative probabilities. Since we are inter-
ested in the probability of obtaining at least a certain degree of photographic cover-
age, we start from a base of the probability in N passes of I00_ photo coverage, ad-
ding the probabilities of combinations with successively smaller area coverage. As
will be noted from close examination of the example of Table 9-7, the area coverages
do not necessarily fall in descendiv, g order with the logic we have used for ordering
the combinations.
Figure 9-9 shows the results of such computations. The curves for N = 2,
3, and 4 were generated by the process described. The curves for N = 5, 6 and I0
are rather gross _xtrapulations from those curves, using a process similar to that
used {properly) for finding the probability of N cloud-free passes. For convenience
of display, the curves are plotted on "probability paper." The fact that they a_e
nearly strsight shows that the prc.babili_'_l distribution of areas photographed in N
passes is nearly Gaussian in the range of interest.
To the exte.-It that the distributions are Gausslan, the most probable photo ,
coverage can be estinmted from the 50_ i¢"ei (ignoring the probability spike at I00_
I
coverage). Table 9-8 sho_ the estimate of most probable :overage.
Table 9-8
Most Probable Photographic Coverage
I 1
No. of Passes: 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? or more
[Coverage, _ 55 75 88 94 97 99 100
".
t
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F.xact computation by the combinatory procedures,outlined here is feasible on
a large computer up to N = I0 or 12. However, before tb_at point, it is probably more
expedient to resort to Monte Carlo procedures.
Use of Monte Carlo permits easy injection of a rather important effect which
we have neglected in the combinatorial approach. The assumption was made that
partial cloud cover is always sufficiently dissected to make valid an analytic descrip-
tion of the incremental photo coverage of each pass. In truth, the incremental photo I
coverage nasa probability distribution which can be estimated from a consideration
of the ways in which the cloud cover might be aistributed over the area. One obvious
result of a distribution of incremental photo coverage is the appearance of a finite
probability of achieving 1004 photo coverage even though no single pass was clear.
It may be seen, then, that neglect of the distribution of partial cloud cover
has resulted in a pessimistic estimate of the probability, of total coverage.
A Monte Carlo procedure would facilitate the introduction of temporal condi-
tional probabilities, as would be required if the interval between cases of suitable
orbit position and illumination is 24 hours or less. The combinatorial appreach also
permits use of conditional probabilities, but since the order in which a combination
of cloud covers occurs now affects the probability of occurrence, the computation
becomes considerably more voluminous.
While we have not programmed a Monte Carlo approach to this problem, it
may be of interest to explore how one would be organized. The ground rules remain
the same, but now we remove the restriction on time interval and will insert a pro-
vision for a random distribution of incremental photo coverage.
The first order of business is to compute area-scaled tables of unconditional
and of temporal cor_ditional cloud cover by th: procedures outlined in Section 6. For
sun-synchronous orbits, the temporal conditional table would be computed for 24 hours.
OrbS.is of lesser ipclination might require several tables at diffez.ing intervals. If at
all possible, it is desirable to operate from pre-computed tables to avoid additional
cvmputer load. We will assume a sun-synchronous orbit and a single temporal con-
dittonal table. All tables are organized as cumulative probabilities in ascending
nraer of cloud cover.
Figu:'e 9-I0 is a gross block diagram of tb_ program. Iteration number Q
and pa.,s number n are initialized. The first draw is made fcom the unconditional -. i
tabl_ by [inding which cloud group probability interval contains the random number
RAN. if the cloud group is number I (clear), I00_ photo coverage hab occurred;
the-re is no need for further photography, and lO0_ II noted in the tabulation for each
nu-_ber of passes.
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Figure 9-10 Block Diagram of a Possible Monte Carlo Prog.-arn to
Generate Prooability Distribution of Photographic Coverage
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H the cloud group is other than number I, a photo cover,tge is assigned. The
pass over the area is initiated, The new ct-oud cover is now generated from the llne
in the conditional probability table corresponding to the previous cloud cover, ff
cloud group I occurs, 1004 cumulative coverage is tabulated for the pass and all
subsequent vasses
The incremental photo coverage is comp_ted as a stochastic function of ex-
f
isling coverage and the cloud group. The form of the function depends upon the dis-
"d
section of the t:Ioud cover, which cazl be estimated from the orzgin&t cloud cover
distribution observed from the ground. Formu1&tlon of the statisti_-s of illcrementaI
coverage can be the subject of a separate investigation.
"he incremental coverzge may result in total coverage. If it does, the pro-
cess is aborted as before. If not, the coverage achieved is labul--ted _mder pass
number n. The process is repeated for the N passes of interest. Then the whole
process is repeated HOG times. In similar s{mulations, we have found I'[OG of I00
to 300 give excellen_ convergence with very short compater times required.
4,
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I0. RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK
Throughout the later sections of this report we have Ir,d{cated areas in which
imporved functional descriptions, techniques, or data could have improved the utility
of the global cloud cover data bank. These recommendations are summarized here
into two categories; first, those recommendations for improving the statistical base,
second those recommendations with regard to further applications of the world-wide s
cloud cover data.
10. 1 Recommendations for Improving the Statistics
a) Further explore the differences between ground-based statistics and cor-
ze_ponding observations from space, so that improved utility of the ground based data
can be obtained in the simulation of earth-.griented space experiments.
b) Derive an improved functional description of the conditional probability
as a function of distance and time. This improved functional relationship will elim, i-
nate the straight line extrapolation procedure now required for distances different
from ZOO nm and times different from Z4 hours.
c) Examine in more detail the directional conditionality of the cloud cover
distributions.
d) Increase the sample size from which the conditional statistics are drawn
It may be possible to synthetically correct the conditional probabilities to make the
joint probability matrix symetrical (i. e. , conditional statistics should be drawn from
• the same population as the unco,Aditional statistics). It might also be possible to use
• digital ATS or ESSA-5 sateUite data to obtain this goal with a greater precision.
:_ Such data tabulation is not difficult, but a large computer would be required.
Q
e) Add more seasons to the conditional probability data i. e. , obtain spring
. and fall distributions as well as summer and winter.
_ f) Refine the regional distribution and in particular some of the regional
boundaries where required.
g) Include a means for incorporating cloud system motion (where simulatior,
requirements demand).
"* h) Obtain raw data for one or more of the conventional stations and prepare
conditional distributions from long-term records. These can then be used as guid_
. posts for the data derived from the satellite observations. The computer program
/' for these summations and correlations is already available at Allied Research.
_ 137
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i) Obtain further meteorological sateltite data for uae in checking the enlarged
sampling area size computational procedure.
I0. 2 Recomme1_dations for Future Applications of the Data
a) Organize the potential applications of the cloud data in a systematic
fashion, so that a relatively small number cf stock procedures can be prepared (dis-
tinguish be_veen situations which do and do not require Monte Carlo procedures).
b) Determine what cloud amc,Ant is significant for various specific objectives
or experiments.
c) Organize a group to provide expert information on applications.
d) Prepare procedures for forecast a_d forecast varilication in overa'll sys-
tem simulations.
e) Prepare an actual simulation of a chosen example drawn from the real
world.
f) Study the role of simulation in dynamic experiment programming.
g) Prepare techniques for the use of the statistics in cloud prognosis.
J
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IAPPENDIX A
SOURCE DA I'A
This apoendix describes in some detail the "*_-^'_. n ....... • and procedures follewed
i- obtaining the cloud cover data tabulated for use with computer _.igrulation routines.
In the Final Report (the report to which this is an appendix) the proposed uses for
these data are described, as well as suggested engineering applications and demon-
strations of their use. The Final Report presents the _bjectives of the study and the
assumptions involved in the tabuiatior, of the data. Thus, we include here only a
brief statement of the objectives and ground rules which governed the data search,
and a review o r the data sources whichwe e used.
]. OBJECTIVES
The basic objective of the world-wide cloud cover study was the creation of
_.- a master file of tabulated cloud statist,;.csand cloud distributions for regions repre-
:* senting all of the earth's surface." The requirement was that these st_..istics be
: tabulated and made available either on IBM punched cards or magnetic tape, so that
7
statistical analyses of cloud amounts could easily be performed for monthly, seasonal,
i! and annual reference periodc far selected areas on the earth.
,.: ?
-: In addition, conditional statistics were required to take, account of the time
;-: and spaco dependence of the cloud regime at one point on that of another poi:,t nearby
in either space or time, The tabulated etatistics include provisions for taking account
,_ of the "urnal variatton in cloud cover throughout the day _tnd night,
Several secondary objectives also existed. For example, a comparative
' analysis was necessary to evaluate the relationship betwee,, cloud cover as it might
:: be viewed from a satellite versus that observed from the grourd, so that the prob-
. :;i ability that the earth's surface can be observed from a satedite c_n be inferred from
ground-observed data, An engineering interpretation of the tabulated cloud sSa*.istics
and cloud distribut,ons in ter,na of requiroment8 for an earth satellite sensor opera-
tion was performed to demonstrate the use of and to validate the tabulated statistics.
." Several guidelines were provided in the contractual statement. These included
the following:
,.,.
,!
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1. A mJ_imurr, numbor of stations should be selected for the purpose of
charaterisin_, the monthly, seasonal, and annual distributions ¢_f cloud types for
selected r_gion8 which typify the diverse cloud tyl_s and frequencies.
. the statistical data will be draw,: from existlng records, where possible,
an_ extrapolated, interpolated and evaluated for appropriate areas over the earth.
• 3. Day-night and monthly reference periods may be feasible.
In addition to these stated _tidelinesp it became obvious carry in the performance
of *he work that much could be gained from trips to NASA centers and to various NASA
cortractors to determine requirements for cloud co,_er data in current mission planning
and sirnutation endeavorr.. The details of the data presentation system have resulted
from information gair.ed from such visits.
2. UNCONDITIONAL CLOUD COVER DISTRIBUTIONS
_nconditionaI cloud statistics (in the form of frequency distributions of the
frac,ion of the sky covered, expressed in percent frequency) were prepared for use
in computer simulations. Ideally, it would have been desirable to prccess the
individual cloud cover observations from a large number of observing stations in a
,_ consistent fashion to obtain a reasonably homogeneous form of summarization.
Since availableresources were limited, however, existing summaries had to be used
wherever po-,sible. A Iirc, ited amount of raw cloud data was summarized.
2. I ._at_ Search
Twenty-nine cloud climatic regions were selected to represent the entire
earth's surface. It watJ hoped that for many of these regions a single station could
be used to represent the cloud climatology; however, it was also desirable to obtain
data for more than one station for most region_ so tha_ an indication of the homoge-
neity of the region and "representativeness" of the station could be established. Cloud
summaries were obtained for approximately 100 observing stations distributed through-
out the _orld. The initial selection was made from station locations indicated or,
Northernand Southern Hemisphere upper air Raob and Rawineonde network charts, ,.
based on the idea that better quality cloud observations would be available from such
stations. A visit to the National Weather Records Center (NWRC) revealed that useable
g
! i
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summaries were not available for se-eral of the originally selected stations. When-
ever possible, sm_rnaries from nearby stations were substituted. The final data
sample consisted of 108 land stations, plus six ocean weather ships.
2.2 Form of the Existing Data Summaries
Cloud observations from different parts of the world are summarized in various I
forms. Observational times, and even observing techniques, vary from place to
place. The data summaries from wl:ich the unconditional statistics were derived
were in three basic forms: (1) Revised U_,iforrn Summary of Surface Weather Obser-
vations (A-F); (2) Original Uniform Summary of Surface Weather Observations (A
and B); and (3) NIS _ or N-Summary. Of the 108 stations, the Revised Uniform Sum-
maries wer- _ available for 33, the Original Uniform Summaries for 23, and the NIS
Summaries for 52 stations. Most of the NIS Summaries were designated as Old
Type N-Summaries. Also, ten years of raw data (on magnetic tape) were obtained
for six ship stations, and unconditional statistics were derived directly from these
data.
The Revised Uniform Sumn_aries provided the most useable data (see Fig. A- I).
For *hess statlons, cloud amounts are summarized in tenths by percentage frequency;
frequencies are given for three-hourly groups for all months. The sta*ions for which
the Revised Uniform Summ&ries are available are concentrated in only a few clima-
tological regions, particularly those within the United States. These summaries
also exist, however, fo_ several United States Air Force bases throu_l,_ut tnc wc:id.
Original Uniform Summaries for most stations are in a somewhat similar form,
except the number oi observations is given instead of the percentage. A second dif-
ference is that the cloud cover is summarized by groups, as shown in Figure A-2. Fer
some stations, however, the cloud amounts are not summarized by tenths, but by
categories, such as clear, scattered and low broken. For these survmar!es, it was
necessary to assign a cloud amount to each category (see Fig. A-3).
The N-Type Summaries were in the least useable form, since the summarizing
Jrocedures vary from station to station. The most con_:,on form (sometLn_es called
NIS Summary #17) gives the mean number of days per month with the following sky
covers: 0-1/8, 0-2/8, 3-5/8 and 6=8/8 (see Fig. A-4). Moreover, the data are
generally available for only a few hours of the day. These summaries, therefore,
required considerable reworking to be of any use.
NIS Summaries a_'e pz spared by the National T.ntelltgence Survey
A-3
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A second form of the N-Summary has the following categories: _<3/10, 4-6/10,
_>7/I0 and > 9/I0. Here again the number of observations in each category are tabu-
late_for certain hours of the day (these reporting hours also vary from stationto
station)(see Fig. A-5).
A third form of theN-Summary has categories of <2/I0, 3-6/I0, > 7/I0 and
__9/I0(see Fig. A-6).
As can be noted from the foregoing, some of the summarization formats are I
mutually exclusive. Thus, criteriahad to be established,so that representative
stationselectioncould be made. For simulation purposes there is a strong require-
ment that clear skies, overcast skies and skies having less than 3/I0 cloud cover
be separately delineated. Any summarization scheme must,therefore, include the
possibilityof tabulatingthese three cloud groups. One of the principal factors
involved in choosing the old A and B and revised A and E summaries as the preferred
data sources,was the ease of obtainingthese cloud cover groupings.
2.3 Final Selection of Stations
The stationsrepresentative of ea£h region from which the unconditional
statisticswere derived are given in Table A- I. The type of data summary available
and the number of years of observation are also given. The climatological regions
for which the statisticswere modified from other regions are so indicated.
2.4 Regional Homogeneity
#
A second criterion for picking a representative station for each region
comes from the implied requirement that the station must indeed be representa-
tive of a homogeneous area. Thus, wherever possible, all of the stations within
a region from which we had summaries have been compared, one with the other.
These comparisons were usu,dly made for a winter and summer month and for
two times of the day, usually early morning and late afternoon. Such compario
sonswere made in 15 of the 20 kasic regions {tabulatedin Table A=2). These i
comparisons are shown in Figures A-7 to A-21. Herep we willonly mention briefly
the comparison for two regions and leave the comparison of the remaining regions ""
to the reader, The overall homogeneity as demonstrated in these Figures is
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Table A-, 1
Representative Stations for Unconditional Distributions
REGION | TYPE OF YEARS OF
NUMBER 1 STATION COf_RDINATES DATA RECORD
i -i -= i -- i
I Dhahran, SaudiArabia Z6-17N 50-09E Z II
I (Alrheld)
2 Tripoh, Libya 32-54N I]-I7E l 19
(W elus AFB)
3 Angeles, Luzon, P,I. 15-1iN 120-33E 1 tl
(Clark AFB)
4 Tampa, Florida 27-51N 82-30W , 1 23
(Ma cDill AFB) j s
L_s Angeles, California 33-56N 118-2]W 1 19
(WBAS) Hours 10-19 (May-October)
Modified
6 Talara, Peru 04- 32S 81.14W 2 5
01 and 22 Hours-Synthetic
7 Synthetic Data -
8 Mountair, Ho._e, Idaho 43-03b 115-51W 1 Z0
(AFB)
9 Fort Yukon, Alaska 66-35N 145-18W ._ 18
(WB)
10 Harbin, China 45-45_ 126-38W 3 7
11 Bellevdle, Illinois 38-33N 89-51W 1 27
(Scott AFB)
12 Ban Me Thuot. Vietnam 12-41_/ 108-07E 1 IG "-
(City Airport)
1 ._ Shrp D 44-00N 41-00W 4 10
(Atlantic)
14 Adak, Alaska 51-_3I v 176°38W 1 L5
(NS)
15 Resolute NWT, Canada 74-41N 94-55W 2 7
16 Fort Kobbe, Canal Zone 08-55N 79-36W l 19
{Howard AFB)
17 Bangalore, India 12-57N Y7-38E 3 7
(FIindustan A,rport)
18 San Francisco• Califorma 37-37N I_.?.-Z3W 1 18
(WBAS)
19 Shreveport, Louisiana 32=30N 93=40W I 27
(Barksdale, AFB)
20 Ship V 31-00N 164-00E 4 I0
(Paci.qc)
;_1 Seasonal Reversal of Region 12 Legend for Type of Data. [(1) Revised Liniform Summary (A-F)
22 Seasonal Reversal of Region 13 (Z) Origins, _ Uniform Fummary (A and B)
?--3 Seasonal Reversal o! Region 14 ($) N tq Sumn_ary
24 Seasonal Reversal of Region IS (4) Raw Data I_hip Stations)
25 Seasonal Reversal of Region lb; He.to 10, 13, 16 for May - Sop:ember Modified
26 Seasonal Reversal of Region 17
27 Seasonal Reversal of Region 18
Z8 Seasonal Revereal of Region 19
:*9 $oa0onal Reversal of Region ZO
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mTable A-2
J
Tabulation of Regions to Which Regional
Homogeneity was Established from Conventional Data
Region Number of
Stations
] [ 3
Z 2
3 5
' 64
9 3
I0 2
II 6
12 5
13 3
14/23 4
16/25 5
17/26 4
18 4
19 2
20 6
I .,,
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Figure A-7 Cloud Co_,er Distributions Demonst_'ating Regional
Homogeneity for Region I
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fconsiderably better than one might intuitively expect considering the large extent of
the regions, their diversity and separation around the globe, and their separation
into Northern and Southern Hemisphere (reversed) regions.
Flg_:re A-10 shows the cloud distribution for Region 1 1, which covers the
northeastern United States and North Central Europe. Distributions for six stations
are shown, ranging in apparent climate from that of Minot, North Dakota, through
Kennedy Airport at New York City, to Furth, Germany. The "prototype" we have ..
chosen for the region is Scott AFB, at 8elleville, Iilinois. it can be seen that
,x inter cloud cover is remarkably similar at all sta,_ions; summer cloud cover is
more variable, particularly in the incidence of clear and overcast skies. However,
the characters of the summer distributions are quite similar.
Figure ._-7 shows distributions for Region 1, comprising desert areas.
Dhahran is the "prototype. " The data have been graphed in the only common form
available. Distributions are so similar the year around thav we did not reverse
the seasons for Alice Sprin&_, Australia, although a slight =mprovement in
representativeness _ould have resulted from such a reversal.
2.5 Seasonal Reversal
In nine cases prototype data from the Northern Hemisphere available in
suitable form were used to define the cloud climatologies of Southern Hemisphere
regions where suitable data were not available. The remaining eleven regions
either occ,_r in only on_ hemisphere or occur in both hemispheres without need of
s_asonal transposition: We have verified the validity of the seasonal procedure in
thre_ of the cases. These are shown in Figures A- 16 to A- 18. Note, for erample,
(Fig. A- 16) the comparison of the cloud cover distribution of Adak, in the Aleutians,
with those o: Campbell Island, south of New Zealand, and Laurie Island, in the South
Orkneys east ot the tip of South America. Daytime observations were also available
from Stanley in the Fa!klPJad Islands. It can be seen, with the possible exception of
Laurie Island and Stanley in the winter (which are exposed to Antarctic Polar out-
breaks_, the agreement is excellent.
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Z. 6 Special Tabulations
[-'or two of the regions (13 and 20) no oceanic data could be obtained from
standard summaries. In addition it was desirable to check the validity of using
certain other Land stations {or island ,,tations) to represent certain mostly maritime
regions. Since no data tabulations in form suitable for obtaining cloud cover
distributions were available, the raw data were obtained and tabulated for the ocean
ships. Ten years of data for six ocean vessels (as shown in Table A-3) were _"
obta;ned,and special tabulations prepared, to obtain frequency distributions of our
flx-e cloud cov'_r ,roups. These frequency distributions were obtained for the
eight times of day in a similar manner to the other tabulated data (see data forJ
regions 13 and 20 in Appendix C),so that the diurnal variation could be represented.
In addition, temporal conditional statistics were obtained for six hourly periods
running from six hours to 48 hours. The results of these temporal conditional
distributions will be discussed in Section 3 below.
Data from two of these weather ships has been selected to represent regiors
13 and 20. In addition, a comparison was made for: (1) ,Ship C, Ship M, and Adak
(the prototype data) ior Region 14 (see Fig. A-22 for a summer and winter sample
" at 0400 and 1400 local tithe); (2) Ship D and other stations in Region 13 (see Fig. A- 15);
and ./3) Ships N and V with four other stations in Region 23 (see Fig. A-21). In Region
: 14 (Fig. A-22), note the extremely good agreement of all samples (stations) in cloud
groups 1 and 2, and the near zero probabil:.ty of clear skies.
,. 2.7 Synthetic Data
,. )
There is no station from. which to get data for Region 7. Thus a synthetic set
of statistics for this region had to be generated. These synthetic data were prepared
.. using data from adjacent regions modified by using the known special climatology
: of Region 7 (see also Table 3- 1 of the final report_. This modification highlights
:" the large diurnal variations in cloud amount and the persistent occurrence of
strat_form type clo'_d in the summer period.
Region 6,which includes Peru and other parts of South America, had no
reh,_tble observatien_ in the middle of the night (2200 and 0100 hours local time).
• " Thus synthetic data was generated for these two hourly periods based on good
' meteorological judglnent and t;_ediurnal variations inherent in this climatic region.
m
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ti Table A-3
Location of Ocean Ships for Which
Special Data Tabulations We,re Made
Climatological
Ocean Ship Latitude- Longitude Regions
C 52.8N - 35.5W 14
D 44N- 41W 13
K 45N- 10W 13
M 66N- 2E 14
N 3aN- 140W 20
V 31N- 164E 20
,b
......... ._j_ Uli|
Jt]__ _ .. _ it .... . .
!
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Region 25 required that hoars 1000, 1300 and 1600 local time for the months
of M_.y through September be modified to account for known cloud climatological
variations which were not direct seasonal reversals of Region 16. Thus in this
region, synthetic data were generated for these hours and for these mo.,.._ns.
Region 5 also required a modification in the mid-day hours for the period
May to September. During other times of the day and seasons, the data closely
resembled those for Region 18.
t
In Regions 10, 17 and 26, NIS Summaries had to be uqed, for whtch the
frequency of clear and overcast were not uniquely specifted. The frequ=ncies of
occurrence of the category 1 (clear) and category 5 (o, ozcast) were generated from
plots of the existing summarized data for each time ,¢" :tay. Data for the appropriate
categories were then extrapolated from the plots.
: 3. CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS
It is important for simulation purposes to know the probability of occurrence
of an event at some later time or at some short distance from an initial point. Such
spatial and temporal conditional distributions cannot be derived from existing sum-
1
ma,-ies. Therefore, raw data for each c.f tlae stations representing the 29 regions
must be obtained. The use of raw conve.utional data from various parts of the world
to generate these distributions would involve an effort which was prohibitive. There-
fore, satellite observations for short periods of time were obtained for most of the
climatologicalregions; statisticsfor the remaining regions were modified from
the statisticscomputed directly for the regions with data. A second reason for using
satellitedata to estimate the conditionaldistributionswas thatdata sufficientto describe
tropical regions were already available.
Conditional probabilitydistributionswith regard to time and space were
derived for each climatological region. From the statisticswith regard to time,
the probable cloud amount frequency distributionfor tomorrow can be determined
for a given cloud amount today. Similarly,from the statisticswith regard to distance,
the probable cloud amount frequency distributionfor a location at a specifieddistance
from a base loc'_tioncan be determined for a given cloud amount at the base location.
A-3Z
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3. 1 Data
For tropical areas, between about 30°N and 30°S, little data extraction was
r_ecessary, as use could be made of data on hand from previous studies. From a
study of the cloud obscuration of terrestrial landmarks to be used in the Apollo
Navigation System, Barnes et al (1967),daily satellite observed cloud amounts were
available for 100 iandmarks (stations) in the tropics, Although these stations were
not evenly distributed, observations were available for most climatological regions, f
The cloud amounts in this data sample were extracted from within circular areas
of one degree latitude diameter.
The statistics derived from a satellite data sample collected by Sadler (1966/
were strongly biased toward middle cloud amounts (3, 4, 5 octas), and thereforer
were not used. These results emphasized the magnitude of the sampling area size
problem, discussed in detail in Section 7 of the Final Report.
In extratropicai areas, cloud amounts were extracted for several locations
(stations) within each major climatological region. The statistics for some regions,
particularly those of s, ,ller size, were modified from the results for other regions.
The stations for which data were extracted, generally five to ten for each region,
were oriented in an east-west direction, providing uniform distributions for the
computations with regard to distance. As in tropical regions, the cloud amounts
were for one degree circular areas.
Summer and winter (Northern Hemisphere) data samples were ob alned.
The summer sample, obtained from NimbusII AVCS photography, consisted of
all available observations during Juae, July, and August 1966, the period of opera-
tion of this satellite. The winter sample consisted of observations taken during
December, January , and February., i_66-67, by the ESSA-3 satellite. A limited
data sample was also obtair.ed from the ESSA-5 satellite, for _une, July, and
- August 1967.
Although the nominal camera resolution of the Nimbus AVCS photography is
0.5 miles, compared with two miles for the ESSA satellites, the impro,_ed pictur-"
quality of the ESSA photography provides comparable data. The summer 1967
sample from ESSA- 5 provided an opportunity for a limited comparison with the
Nimbus data for a similar period in 1966.
A-33
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f3.2 Temporal Conditionals
Computations for temporal conditional distributions were carried out for time
periods of 24 and 48 hours. Only three inonths of record for each of two seasons
were available; thus, observations from several stations within the same climatological
region were combined to provide a more meaningful data sample. In most regions,
from five to seven stations were used. In addition, probabilities were computed on
P
a seasonal rather than monthly basis, to further increase the samule size. Even
so, samples were materially smaller than desirable.
The results indicated littleconditionality past 74 hours, so only the 24 hour
probabilities were included in the final statistics (see Section 3.2, I below). Methods
were developed for computing temporal conditional statisti,s in other increments
of time (see Section 6 of the Final Report).
For regions 13 and 20, tempo-'al conditional distributions were compiled
frorr_raw ocean ship observation data during processing of these data for unconditional
distributions. It is reassuring to find that these compilations are similar in kind to
tho., e obtained frown much shorter samples of satellite data.
3.2. 1 Decay of Tern ral Conditionals with Time
For all but 2 of the 20 basic regions, temporal conditional data were computed
from sun-synchronous satellite observRtions, and thus represented observations
taken at 24 hour intervals. For these data, it was found that there was little
conditionality beyond 24 hours. Examples for Regions 11 and 9 are shown for
winter and summer in Figure A-23.
For two regions (13 and 20) we were _.ble to c_mpute temporal conditional
distributions for each 6 hour interval from 0 to 48 hours.
Figure A-24 presents winter and summer distributions o£ the diagonal values
of the co.':ditional matrix for Ship D (Region 13) and Ship V (Region 20). Both of these
ships, like most weather stations, lie in a region of rapidly moving weather syste_p_
where clear skies are rare. Broken cloud_ and overcast are about equally probable.
It can be seen that the straight line approximation to P(515) results in a fairly sub-
stantial overestimate of persistence in the winter season. In the summer season,
however, the straight line assumption to P(515} is a reasonable approximation.
Even poorer approximations are provided for P{212) and P(313),which becomes
essentially antipersistent after six hours.
A-34
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3. 3 Spatial Conditlonals
In each region studied, a "base station" (a fi.:edlocation) ..',,asselected to
become the "given" for each of the other stations in the group. In the tropical aata
sample the stations were ,_otevenly distributed. The stations selected ,forthe
extratropical regions were evenly distributed in an east-west direction. In both
samples, distances between stations varied from approximately ]00 to 1,000 nnl.
As with the temporal distributions, seasonal compilations were made to increase
the size of the data sample.
3.3. 1 Decay of Spatial Conditionals with Distance
Figure A-25 gives a schematic of the variation of conditional probability of
clear skies (cloud group l) as a function of distance from the given station. At zero
distance the probabll: y is zero for other given cloud groups, 100_o foreiouo group I.
As the distance between locations increases, the probability tends toward the uncon-
ditional probabilitynf clear sky (P(1)). Some difficulty occurs tn defining the con-
ditional probability - _ituation_ where the areas over which the cloud cover is
described overlap; however, ,nos_ applications d_ not require information ot this
-ang_'.
The decay of th¢ spatial conditionals with distance is shown in Ftgures .A-?.5
to A-3(J for Region ll, and in Figures A-31 to A-35 for Region 19. The figures
presented in this form show the real data in a similar fashion to the hypothetical
case shown in Figure A-25. In this form, the data should show convergence to the
unconditional probability as indicated by the horizontal straight line on each of the
o
figures.
These figures have been drawn to illustrate effects that are noted in the real
data. When the distance between points somewhat exceeds the probable radius of
clear areas in the region, the conditional probability P(1 I,) may fall below the
unconditional level to return at some Later point. In a few cases, oscillations occur
out to some distance, which ma_ result from either insufficient data or from synoptic
scale waves. Similarly, the conditional probabihties of clear skies in the vicinity
of an area of scattered rlouds may exceed the unconditional p:obability of clear.
.- Some of the conditional relationships found are somewhat mystifying and ca.Lmost
easily be ascribed to chance variations resulting from data insufficiency {see
2
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mSectxon 5.?,.5. 1 of the FinalRep,_,rt). Some of these strange behaviors are particularly
noticeable xn the sum--her season of F_gures A-32 _.,d A- 34. Good c,mvergence is
demonstrated for tLe winter :_eason in Figures A-32 and A-33. In general, the con-
-w
ver_,ence to the unconditional probability i_ better during the winter season than during
the summer.
An alternate way of presenting the same data such that the sum _f all the
probabilities at any given distance must equal one are shown in I.'i_ares A-36throu_h
/.-4C for Region 11.
Because of the smallness of the data sample and the requirement that the
data bank be kept relatlvely small from a computational point of vlew, we have not
defined, at this time, a generalized m,_hematical functior_ describing the decay of
conditional prob bility with distance. In its place we have adopted a simplified
procedure to permit general use of the data without invoking data volumes and
computation" _ _omplexities that cannot be justified by the quality of the avaJlable
conditic, nal d,,_. For each region and month, distributions are presented at a nop_-
inal distance of 200 nrn. "_ general the data have been take,,, without modification,
from pairs of satellite obse" *ions approximately 200 nm apart, Whenever possiblL.
the data from the same region are grouped to increase sample s_zes; unfortunately,
this was seldom possible. The data are ime:ided to be used b_ _ssurning a strai_ht
line probabil;_ty decay betwven unity and the 200 nm v_lue for on- Jiagenal condit'_,_nals
• (P(3[ 3), etc_ and between zero and the appropriate value for o_f-diagonal conditionals
(P(312),etc). The straight line is to terminate at the ap_,'op_i_.te unconditionalvalue.
For further discussion of the use of spatial conditional distributions, see Section 5.2. 3
of :he F:nal Report.
3.3.2 Correlation Analysis
During the course of the computation of the probable cloud frequencv distri-
butions for pairs of stations to obtain conditional probabilities wxth distance, correla-.
*._on coefficients were computed for both the one degree satellite data and the two
av.d one-half degree satellite data cbtained from Sadler (1966}. As might be expected
from the data shown in the foregoing several figure_, the correlations were round _.o
decrease rapidly with distance reaching a v?l.ue of approximately 0.6 at an average
distance of about 200 nm. For rnest regions in the tropics and extratropics _h_'
s correlation coefficient is a well behaved function of distance, out to about 200 nm.
Y
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In some regions, the correlation coefficient is well behaved out to distances of
400 to 500 miles {where the values are often below 0.4). In all regions beyond
500 miles, the corrc.ation coefficient becomes not well behavec_and in all cases 1he
coefLicie:_ts are very small.
3.3.3 North-South Data Sample
J
As discussed above, the data points for most of the c'.imatological regions
were Griented in a-i east-west d;rection. A sample was also obtained, however,
for a group of stations oriented north-south. Available resources limited ':his san_ph"
to a single region and single season, with the data being extracted from ESSA-5
photography for the summer of t967, for a group of five statiors, four being in
Region 11 and one in Region 9.
The resulting cloud frequency distribution for the five stations combined
: is very similar to that obtained for a group of east-west stations in the same region.
• Conditional probabilities both with regard to space and to time arp also similar to
those computed for the east-west sample. In the computations with regard to
_ distance, however, the correlation between stations appears to decrease more t
_" rapidly in the north-south group of stations. While the correlations are similar
in the two groups for stations about lE0 nautical miles apart, a much lower cor-
:. . relation was obtained in the north-south sample for stations about 300 nautical m_les
* apart (a correlation coefficient of 0. 14, compared to 0.64 for the east-west group_.
k
_, The decrease in correlation in the north-south direction probably reflects
0 the more rapid changes in cloud climatology with latitude than with longitude.
Although a larger data sample is required before conclusive results can be obtained,
these results tend to cortSirm the choice of a narrow latitudinal dimension for many
i °
of the climatological regions.
,, • 3.4 Quality of Cor,ditional Distributions
3.4. I Data Quantity
: • The problems of data quantity can be appreciated from consideration off
'2 •
the way in which the conditional probabilities are generated. The starting point is
a 25-element joint frequency table. Our characteristic data samples had 85 to 90
l
psirs of observations. In a number of joint distributions, a few elements along the
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diagonal contained most of the entries, leaving a scattering elsewhere. At first
it seemed that the best so!ution to this problem in the absence of greater data
amounts, would be to group data from several regions. However, because the
regions were defined by their cloud climatological dissimilarity, it was found that
this procedure would result in serious distortion of joint probabilities along the
diagonal, thus destroying the major pat.t of _he significance of the distribution,
XZTo put this observation on a firmer statistical basis, tests of homogeneity were
performed to see if candidates for grouping couid be considered as being drawn
from the same parent distribution. The _'esults indicated that ir spite of the small
sample sizes, the null hypothesis of homogeneity could not be accepted. As an
example, the first test was performed on distributions for Regions II and 18 in
•."inter, yielding X2 = 46.0 with 24 degrees of freedom, significant past the I% level,
A further consideration mitigating the effect of small sample size is that
the frequency of reference to an element in the conditional probability table should be
in direct proportion to the number of (,hservations that were used to define that
element. ",.us, the sariance that can be tolerated in estimating the probability of
the frequently occurring joint event_ i8 greater than in the case of the more probable
events. By the same token, care should be taken in applications of these statistics
that the results do not depend critically upon the occurrence of improbable joint
events, the probability of which may be poorly estimated. As an example, if in
our satellite data sample only one case of clear sky occurred, the conditional prob-
ability _able would dictate that any clear day must be followed by whatever cloud
cover succeeded the clear diy in the data samp!e, all other t1"anaitions being excluded.
The probability of tw_ succe,,_ive clear days would be zero.
3,4. _ G_ality of Source Data
The satellite data were "observed" by a skilled meteorological technician
with extensive experience in the handling and interpretation of satellite TV data.
Data sources were mosaics of Nimbus II AVCS data prepared by Allied Research
for the Goddard Space Fligh+ Center and similar machine-prepared mosaics of
data from ESSA-3 and ESSA-5. Variations in exposure and processing of Nimbus I!
data made consistent quantitative judgment of cloud cover quite difficult, adding
an element of variability beyond that to be expected from norrz,.al subjective judgment.
+
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The area from whxch cloud was to be read was delineated by a transparent
template placed over the cloud field in a position dictated by the machine-auperposed
geographical grid marks. These are frequently in error by a degree or more, with
occasional major errors resulting from failure of'_icture time coordination. Except
for cases of obvious gross error, the technician was instructed to use the grid for
. reference even where it disagreed with landmark evidence.
A few tests were run to assess the probable error of +his class of manu_tl
data extraction, which is really not different in kind from cloud cover estimation
by ground observers. It was found that data extracted under the same ground rules
were reasonably consistent, but that the unconditional (marginal) distributions
could be materially changed by altering instructions to the data extractor.
Not unexpectedly, the marginal distributions of the satellite data were found
to give much smaller cloud covers than the corresponding conventionally observed
cloud data. The greatest departures came from the Nimbus II data sample, where
it was apparently difficult toc_ifferentiate thin cloud and small clouds. Table A-4
compares the unconditional frequencies in the worst case found. While it is prob-
able that Tampa and the part of the Gulf of Mexico immediately to its west may be
.%
cloudier than the more maritime parts of the region used in the satellite sample,
the differences are still extreme. The explanation must lie in the pre-a!cnc of
sub-resolution size cumulus, resulting in a shift from the sca:tered and partly
covered groups into clear; and the one degree satellite sample size which may atmost
universally exceed the size of the large cumulus and cumulonimbus providing over-
casts at Tampa, thus shifting them into cloud cover classes vacated by the unresolved
small currwalus.
Table A-4
" " Comparison Between Data Samples
" For Region 0'* - Summer Season
Cloud Amount August Percentage Fret_uency
In Octas Tampa lqimbus II (1966) ESSA-5 (1967)
0 3% 52% 35%
1-2 28 31 32
3-5 15 1 1 16
" 6-7 21 4 12
8 33 2 14
¢
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Section 6.8 of the Final Report discusses how the overer, t_mated cloud cover
of the ground observed, in the unconditional distributions, the underestimated satel-
lite cloud cover used Jn the temporal and spatial conditional distributions, and the
overestimates of cloud coherence and persistence resulting from the us e of the
straight line approximation all tend to compensate each other in characteristic
applications.
• t
An overall _ssessment of the quality of the conditional probabilities cannot
be made without reference to their intended use. The techniques (described in
Section 6 of the Final Report) have been selected to make e_fective use of the appro-
priate properties of the conditional distributions with only occasional apparent
minor errors arising from their relative inaccuracy and bias toward clear skies
(see Section 5.4 of the Final Report). Used in the recommended fashion in appro-
priate simulation situations, we believe that these data will give results materialy
more realistic than those derived from simple assumptions on cloud climatology.
3.5 Data Confidence
A table of data cordidence levels, prepared for all 29 regions, is presented
as Table A-5. In this table we have assigned a confidence code for both the uncon-
ditional avd conditional cloud statistics and in the case of the conditional statistics
for both space and time. This confidence code is a simple one through three system,
where one denotes good data obtained directly from long-period record in the case of
the unc,_.idRional statistics and from computed conditional statistics for the specific
map region in question in the case of the conditional statistics. A code of two denotes
a confidence level of fair, indicating principally that the statistics for these regions
have been modified from long term record data or from computed conditional statistics
for other regions, based on cllmatology and good meteorological judgment. A con-
fidence code of three indicates relatively poor data, that in some cases has been
synthesized, based on firm meteorologtcai considerations, because no satisfactory
cloud data for that region exists.
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AFPENDIX B
FINAL DATA FORMAT AND COMF)UTER SUBROUTINES
This appendix presents a brief disucssion of (l) the may region and data card
decks, {2) printouts of these data decks, al_d #_i discussions of a few computer sub
routines to be used in data manipulation. For example, subroutines for obtaining
map region fre._.,the latitude and !eng:._ade of a desired po:,nt on the earth, and for I
scaling distr_,butions for distances other than 200 nm or times different from 24 hours
are discussed Formulas for enlarging sampled area size are also presented.
I, WORLD-WIDE CLOUD COVER
_- CARD DECK DESCRIPTICN
Two decks of cards contain all input data necessary to use the world-wide
cloud statistics. The first deck contains map region numbers and boundaries
(F-g B-l). "me second contains twelve months of cloud statistics for each of tile
29 regions_
t
! 1 Ma D DeckrJ
¢
, Data for the first deck were extracted from the map in Figure B-I in the fol-
[ lowing manner.
Boundaries of each region fail on even r.umbered latitudes and longitudes.
_- The area between 70 degxees south and 70 degrees north is divided into 70 swaths
-_ at odd numbered latitudes which extend from 0 degrees to 360 degrees eastward
from Greenwich. The areas above 70 degrees north and below 70 degrees south
require other logic since one region number defines the entire area. By scanning
eastward from Greenwich along each swath, the number of the r egion previously
. encountered and thevalue of its terminating longitude (numbers between 0 and 360)
.o
_ were recorded and punched on cards. The maximum number of terminating longitudes
,. in one swath was nineteen. Two cards were used to catalogue one swath even though
data for some swaths did not extend ;nto the second card. The card setup is illustra-
ted in Figure B-2.
B°l
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The flow chart in Figure B-5 is of a subroutine that may be used to extract
the region numbers frorr a given latitude-longitude location on earth In this sub-
routine it is assumed that the cards have been read into an array made up of 70 rows
and 3B columns and that values of latitude are negative south, positive north, and
longitude negative west, positive east.
I.2 The Data Deck
S
The second deck, containing the cloud statistics,is illustratedin Figure B-3.
Figure B-4 further demonstrates the individualcard setup for the statisticaldata.
As can be seen, 5 cards make up 3 matrices, the firstbeing the unconditional proba-
bilitiesfor fivecloud groups and eight local times. The second matrix is the 24 hour
temporal statistics and the third is the 200 nm spatial statistics with the five given
cloud groups listed on the left and the corresponding five cloud groups listed on the
top.
A complete listing of all the map region data cards and cloud statistic data
cards may be found in Section 2. I and Z. 2 of this appendix.
i
!
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2. COMPUTER LISTING OF CARD DECKS
2. 1 Listing _f the Map R¢,gion Cards
lul_#3ou
" lo2_gl_ _1,_32902_3UU
£u2 #
1uJdW160232902w3bU
au5
lu_J33_U
lobd33_l)
Ebb
lot)aS360
cUO
..lu7d33bO
I_S_3360
tad
lu9233b0
• l_a_33ud
III_'229UU_29o2_3bU
all
llaa2aguila2962236u
• a,a
:l_(t290U_29_2itbU
ll#_229UOZ2962_3bU
llb_i29Ub_2962_3bU
. 21b
lloZgl#U2d15U29Z82062_b27deOO22942830#293bU
?lb
Ill_91_U2olSU2928_O528u2729002_94283042936U
- _17
lZ6_911_271_U2d154292_20528827290022942B30_293bO
llg_90302_O#bO_ObO2911427140281542928205_0229428308293_O
l_O_90140_O_bigo3uibO_bO_OoO291142712002142281542928206288022942831029360
2¢U
l_lu300_ObO140_g302bO4(_O4Ubo2gl14271200214_2b1540419029250042640328205288
2_1U22920_3100332_0_35003360
• I_2u3OO&UbUl_O20302CO#_O411qOili201136021_2015_O_I90292500_26_O32820528B
• 2_2U22920_310033_0_35003360
l_303UObObO140gO202_O_bO41140212201136021_i261540_i6_03a82052880229204310
_3633_O_350033bO
t l_()30060_Ol_O_0202bO_O_1082_ll_021220113_O_1_22615_O_26_032820528802292
2_u_302_131gO332_O_3bO033_O
l_bu300&O_OIZO_Ol_2bO_O_lO82bll_O21;22&lS_O'+2&qO3_A2062920_302213120332_
2_bo_350o3360
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RlZ60300bOSO1202016260_80_lOB2611_O2130261500_160031760_26_O32820629225310
2_62132q0_35003360
l_70300605012020162bO_80qlOB261500q1600317bOq26_0328206290253102132_O_350
2_7033b0
1_8030060501_260202503_OqO_O2bO500q10826130251_O_1600317_O_26_O328006286
2_8253182132_0_35003360
129030060501_2bO202503_Oq3_O2b05021090251_O_16003176C_19_022_O0_27003280
22906286253182132_O_350033bO
130 10 _ 503qO_O_O2bO5021090251_O_1600317bO_Z9_O22_OO_Z70032780628_03302
230253182132_0_33_023_20_3b0 "'r
1312101_250_O_6_O0205021090251300q1500317bO_19_022_O0_270032780628_03302
23125318_132_O_3320_3q20_3bO
1322101_503qO_O_oo205021090251200_l_OO317_o_lgqo225_O_2700327b0628203302
2322532_0_332023_0_3_0
133210182503_O_O_o020500_0902511bO_1320317bO_19_0225_O_270032760628003302
23_2532qOq332023q20q360
l_210_82503_u_O_go20500_O90251100_1320317bO_19_O225qO_,'780332_O_32023_2
23_Oq3bO
135030180_OqOO20500_O90120980_132031760q2780332qOq360
235
130030180_O_020_20_090120980_llbO31760_2780332qO_35003360
230
137030180_0_0_0_20_090120980_116032_0_27803360
237
1381bO36170_O20620_O90121020_t16032_O_2521_2780335616360
1391bO36170_O20620qogo121020_l16032_O_2521828803330123@O163bO
239
l_016036170_O20620_O96121080_l16032_qO_252;b28803330123¢016360
2_0
l_1170_O0206217098121100_11_031700_2181223bO_2521627817300123_O173bO
l_2170_O0236217098121100qllbO31700_2181223_O_2521726816278173001233b_7360
_2
l_30_362170701bO98121100_ll_O31_OO_2181223_O_252172681_2781730012336173_2
2_302360
l;;020;qOlO5bO20_Z17070160981210;191120_218122360_2521726;O_31012336173_R
2_02360
l_5020;qOlOSbO2062170701bO981210;191120;218122q6172600;31012336173_2023bO
2_5
l_6010&OO206_lTO701&og81210_lgl122013OO_218122_6172600_33012336173_202358
2qbO13bO
l;7010600206;176701609819118201300;218122qbO225_l?2600;33012336173_202358
2_7013b0
1_8010600_0681707_1b09819118201800;218122_6022;801252022600;33012336173;2
2_80235801360
1_90106002068170761609819122201800;21812238072_6012520Z2600;310203_;02358
2_9013b0
1500105202072170801bOgB191222023212238072_bO125202260192e02035002358013602_0
151020821b098191===0=3=12238072_01_;80226019=802035002360
251
152020821b098191222023=05=_012_802260192802035018360
252
153180380209810130131bO=O23205=_O182;_O22b01928_2035018360
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263
lb_I807002098101301323205238182W_O226G1928_2035018360
2b_
lb51807002098101301323205236182_40825_l128613350_8360
265
1_o18o7o0209810136132380825_112901335o18360
2bb
' lb7110281_OTOOZO9810136132380825_i12901335Ul13bO
267
lb8110281_O700209dlOl_O132360825_113NO1335611360
2b_
1_911038180700209_lUl_Ol_230132380825q113001_3301335611360
lo011098101_1_230132380825_113001_3301335611360
2bd
lt_1110980_110101_1_23_132380825_113001_3301335611360
l_1109809110101_l_23_1126UO93001_3_O1335UlI360
2DE
lb3110oOU_llOlO1501_23_l12bOO93001_350113bO
2o_
1o_0021106009_1U101601_230093001_360
i_b1_OU2110500912_lO1601_230093001_350
lool_OU81105OO912_lU1701_220093001_360
1o71_01_1ZO_20912_lO170092=6_O280093001_,_lO153201_360
2u7
lbo1_O1_l_O_20912_10170092_610280093001_31015330)_360
• 2oh
• lbgl_O_EOglE_lO_70092_blO28009300153501_3bO
1101_0_20912_10170092_b102800930015360
• 270
o
,i
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2.2 Listing of Cards Containing Cloud Distributions
IVIOllb263_9_4_59_59850d0502008107030900
lu_U121_121716181_lB15781205050hTOlOOO2000
lt'lO130607IOOgOTlolOOB7510IOOSOO572gOOl_OO
lulul_lllU14_O_2U1710800bObO5055UO007291_
1UlUlSO768101111120908vO0_0505020000000199
lulO21373_221817172_31730bO_IlOb6311N22103
1ulO22191o20212119222UTO1010050550000NilO5U
lulO23100blllO12131212o013001_1320002020_O "*
IulG242223333532332_2_30_Ob2622220022223_ "
lUl{_2b12161_16181_171329070335262500121350
lulL)31171oO50_OlOlO_Oq171o17_20830202020IU
IblU322_2521191113_22051_2%_2110025255000
lulU331_1313161_1713130215273917aO0046_608
IoLU_27233332_I3_3_3_O30921bOI70000057322 _:-
lUlO35_O212829313U3122050_185221_:;:}'._(_159
lulu_l_2_26211bl_2_38_5171_.4_2_O?_50_
lulU_21_13192123252318362'_19170_027270609
lUlU43050bO8101212090922312519032822222206
Iulu_151_1920_8272_1523122_3308102230320b
IulO_52_2o282_2122202U_SPUI323191002135025
lu1051_1_133343_313q_175150505007515050500
1ulub2121212131_l_l_1315701005OOlb70100500
lO10530bObO_O_O60oO_-C)blO1U68100_05_0681502
1ulu5W121U1617171_lu_,,;OSO8721500U20A7218
101055303_35322928_7_ _jUO2_U780000022078
lulbh1202o2333271919E_OlbObOOOO751505050U"
lUIUb_2021201120202_3_07_0500001570100500
lUlOb3050_O61515130blU_O105000000510681502 L
IUlU6_IbO719252632392{_Sb_I30550050_O208T21d
lUlbbb_O3_321612101320_b_O51035000OO2207R • "_
1uIu7120262333Z7191920801joS(;O907515050500
lUlO7220212011202o2330207bObO_,::;157ntOO_C_O
IuI073050o061515130010_0105000000_0681502
I_IU7WI507192520323920350505500500h208721_
_010/b_038321612101320_5050510350000022078
1uIuBI20161307070_lkIB31090613WIW111211611
1u1082091011111313111016111520381325251225
IuIU83U_ObOSOSObOSO7051_I_I_193910_O2030ZO
lulUSW151W20212321181bOSDgOS_252000825W225
lulu_Sb255515652535251100308255WO002052370
lUlUglSBbb393230315b_5_501081_32_O01133313
lUl(_9_lOOb08101012_O16_O051010352510102035
101U93020_OWOWO5060202190620292600002829W3
lUlUgWO507111317090_09260012273500000056_
1U%O95_52838W13eW_29281500031666000000069W
I011C15758W5W6WbW_5055601ulOIOlOWO01133313
lUIIO2_217161817252325502015051G2510102035
IUllO302U30WOW050W0203250530202000002829W3
1UllOWO911221717101109259510_535000GOO56WW
IulIO510_II31515131_O8200UO530_5000000069_
lUlll13332181_lb15233031090613_l_111211611
lUlI130WOWO60WO50bOWO51_I_lW19391020_03020
B-IO
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_oI11_I00913191919131U0909082252000825,_225
lu1115_b_?_951_9_9_biOO30825_UO02057371,
lu1121030_O2020iOlO203bOl_OSO808019900OCO_
1uI12205262315122i120912_5281005105;2C17C,
IUIL23012o2326263U2bO7U53_3128020_28332_3,:
lU112_2627_2_953_u252_O533263_O20e2828331.
101125651710630_0o305716175017003333003_00
IUI13100010000000U0000009_010000610_131309
I01_32121001120_O_030700131136WO50WOO50500
lUl13309IUllllOOOSObO600IOOR32500515552005
lu113_3028393150_6_73_000_07_0_70_00160020
101135_951_9_6_2_/_50000609_0_50503053057
1UlI_I0_0_020000000102280208283_610_131309 li_
IolI_210090703030_06091010_0301050_0050500
Iu11_3080_060705050707150309_92_0515552005
IuiI_2_2627_0_13_2518059838310400166020
lull_55_56585051525757230IOb3535.J03053057
IUI1516160665639_55559_501081_32_001133313
lul152100bO51_19111509kOO51010352510102035
101153020_020_05030_03190620292600002_29_3
I0115_0708030_07120o07260012273500000056_
IuI15520232_22302820221500031666000000069_ o
IuII61696_3_I200033u6_79130_O_OO920800000U
1uI162172"3339283_3016115_25090130o3070000
1u11630505101528190907053_312802255025_000
1u116_06071623312717090533263_020050500000
lu1165030307111313080_161750170010_0_01000
.u1171_01816151513355079130_0_009208000000-
lo11722530222125322628115_25090130630700C0
IulI73ZOIS1513332220_lO53_3128022550250000 "
10117_10253233222310070533263_020050500000
• J01175051_15180510100_161150170010_0_01000 . .
Iu11_13_322_222223313550091121095_I_111506
1011821008090912111211252U1721173838121200
101183060405030506050519222717153317083309
. i;_18_12121_19202015132_I_2129101717303105
JuI18538_8_7_I_0373610111333330010105030
Iu11913130181616162_3052070618177605050509
101192080609081210100533180819221717080850
101193040_0_0_0406050521181132181312153030
10119_111015161721161_23100535271_091_518
1U1195_6505_5652_7_5_3230_0720_61306121653
lU1201000UO0010201010000_02030107605050509
1U1202111009222928201182280830321717080850
101203090812160912161502191533311312153030
lU120_5_6_32_252729_7001_1238361_091_5_8
101205353636373_323_27011612373_1306121653
' 101211000000000000000018320935065025250000
181212011007030000010111311538052936002807
lU121300211610071213000312225310003618_600
i
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lul_l_lO_lb_728273_21_O81620_b110712205_07
IuI215892023151115_85070722_9150UO01050_O
1012210_O_07_tOlO2030321201209381010253520
1_12221717151_1;131212051_0838311_20_01610
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3. COMPUTEP SUBROUTINES
The f zlowing sections briefly describe several propolled subroutines for data
handling or cata manipulation.
3 1 Subroutine for Extracting Region N.mbers
f
Figure /3-5 is a flow chart of a subroutine that may be used to e_tract region
numbers from a given latitude-longitude location on earth. The routine assumes
that the cards (see Fig. B-2) have been read into an array made up of 70 rows and
3_ columns and that values of latitude are negative south, positive north, and longi-
tude negative west, posit_.ve east. Table "-_ a FORTRAN Program prin*out of
this subroutine.
Table B- 1
FORTRAN Printout of Map Region Subroutine
SU_KOUTINE: KEGIUN
CL,.4MUN PLAT,PLUNG,MAPI/Oe._I ,IKEGUN
L kN[Er¢ .llri A LATITUL)E t; NL)KTH - SLJ[Ht LJ,_IIuo= ul: O[d
L l¢JO uEbRE:$ & E4._T - wEST.
L KE[JKN NITH THE CLIMATOLOGICAL F,LblON NUNmI:m IqHL_: Irl_-
C LOOK01 _alt:_ _ESI uE.
• IFIA_SIVLATt,.61-,IO,01 GU [g II
I. IL&T = {PLAT&11,C|/2,O _..5
[LJNL,; = PL_JNG
IF( ILUNG.LT,OI ILuNG = ILdNb&Jba
DO 7 1=2_3ts_2
IFI_IAP|ILAIrtII.LI. ILLN_| GL TO 7
lkEGUN = MAPIILAT,I-II
• _0 TO 1.,'
1 CONTINUE:
_E T_¢N
II IREbuN = L5
IF(PLA! i l*0,01 IRI:GLN = 2_
I-NO
, B-47
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Dimension Map (70, Z8)
Enter With: /
PLAT - Some Latitude, + N,-S
PLONG - Some Longitude
Return With:
Region number where the point
YES resides
1 _ (R_ SUBSCRIPT) _
[ ILAT= [(PLAT. 71.0)/2.0) "0.5
ILONG : PLONG
I _ %0
I lLONG+360 j: "] i
DO
t
I iREGON- MAP, t..., ]
@ ,-
[ IREGON=15 p
| 0J
[ ,
_, :I ,_,c,oN=2,,I -
i ._. ,re B-S Flow Chart for Map Region Subroutine.
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" Z Proposed Computer Subroutine for Scaling Temporal or Spatial
Conditional Distributions
Figure B-0 is a flow char. and FORTRAN versit;n of a subroutine for scaling
the conditionals for distance or time. Table B-2 lists the necessary defin;,tions,
inputs, restrictions, etc. Table B-3 provides a list of terms and definitions which
are used throughout the following paragraphs.
The scaling procedure is described in detail in Section 6. 2 of the Final Report
The follc_wing paragraphs have been extracted from this discussion, to outline the
basis for this subroutine.
3. Z. 1 Sc_..ling for Distance
Data for 200 miles distance from the initial point are tabulated in the data
-_ bank. We present here the mathematical technique for scaling these conditional
._tatistics for distances other than Z00 nm. The assumption is made that the condi-
tional probabilities decay linearly with distance.
: The procedure for scaling for distance based on the linear assumption is thusga
a relatively_ 'Ample one. Two conditions are imposed. The first concerns the area
_ ithin Z00 miles, i.e. , s.caling for distances less than 200 miles; the second is '2or
".t
._ , scaling beyond Z00 miles. For scaling within Z00 miles, one uses the following two
:- formulas. For probabilities on the diagonal of the 5x 5 conditional matrix, i. e.,
1 given 1, 2 given 2, etc., one uses
", Scale (d)
P(C) = 1 200 (I-SCOND) (1)
If the value in question is not on the diagonal, i.e. , probability of 1 given 2, 1 given 3,
etc , the following formula is used for scaling
; P(C) = Scale (d) (SCOND) (Z)i 200
When the required distance is greater than Z00 nm the following condition is
also imposed. For values on the aiagonal, the scaled values (scaled using the formulas
"|
" immediately above) must remain greater than the unconditional probability of the diag-
onal value, i. e. , the scaled probability of 2 given 2 must be greater than the uncon-
i _, ditional probability of ? If this test fails, the entire horizontal line of the 5 x 5 matrix
)
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tJ)---i _ FOR_COLUMNS(Jl I'-------('NCREMENTJ)_( JNC RE/_,.ENT
itl i
1
NO ._ON THEDIAGONAL?) YES
J
= NO<SCALE > DIV> YEs
{$u6stitvte t_is row wit_ unc_itionols)
i DOFO_5COLUMNS(K)[
t
"_ ( INCREMENT! ) =
FORTRAN TV Version of SCAT.NG (KA=[, KB=.T0 KD=K _oT reference to above chart. )
_UuHOU| 1,.it. L_C,,Li',b
Lb.'-;-_OrJ I;_,<L._ZITuI_(3wh) plJ:_C (5) ,SCALFeLIV
.,6 ", _,/,"LPb
I.U _ K_J-.L e_
lF[r_A.l:.u._b) ,,.,0 TO 1
IF(]Ok_(e,_t, LI)._T.U_C_,'/,U) .ANb. _CAL_.GT.DTV) GO TO 3
,.,O 102
I lU_iK_e,d) : 1.-_CAI..Fe(1.-TOK_iKAet_d)I/DZV
LF(IOH_(e,_eI_)._T.UNC(KB)) GO TO 3
IuR_(KAehu) = UI4C(KU)
•. CuNT lt_UE
,_L.[URN
L I_ID %
Figure B-6 Flow Chart and Fortran Printout for Scaling Subroutine.
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Table B-2
Subroutine for Scaling
VDENTIFICATION:
Title: Subroutine SCALNG
PURPOSE:
T'.tis is a subroutine that may be used for linear .qcaling of temporal
or spatial conditional statistics derived from the world-wide cloud "
cover study.
USAGE:
Calling Sequence:
CALL SCALNG (TORS (5,5), UNC(5), SCALE, DIV)
Where (1) TORS is a 5x 5 matrix of temporal or spatial conditional statistics
to be linearly scaled. Rows of this matrix are defined as the 5 given
cloud groups increasing from top to bottom.
(2) UNC is a 1 x 5 matrix of selected unconditional probabilities that can
be used for substitution into appropriate rows of the conditional
matrix should certain tests justify.
(3) SCALE is some number expressed in nautical miles .vhen scaling
spatial conditionals, or hours when scaling temporal conditional_
(4) DIV is equal to ZOO when scaling for spatial conditionals, or 24 when
-. scaling for temporal conditionals.
RESTRICTIONS:
SCALE should never be less than or equal to the sampling area size
from _hich the spatial statistics were derived when scaling spatial
conditionals (i. e. , _ 60 nm).
• COMMENT:
Return with the scaled conditionals in TORS.
B-SI
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Table B- 3
Definition of Terms
UNCON Unconditional Distribution for Sampling Area Size 30-60 rim.
SCOND Spatial Conditional Distribution for SampLing Area Size 30-60 nm and
Distance 200 nm from UNCON.
rCOND Temporal Conditional Distribution for Sampling Area Size 30-60 nm
and 24-hours after UNCON-
SUNCON Scal¢_l Unconditional Distribution for Enlarged Samp:ing Area Size.
CONNEW Conditional Distribution Scaled for Enlarged Sampling Area Size.
CONDIS Spatial Conditional Distribution Scaled for Distance Other than 200 nm.
CONTIM Temporal Conditional Distribution Scaled for Time Other than
24-ho,Jrs.
SCSCON Spatial Conditional Distribution Scaled for Both Enlarged Area Size
and Di,_tance Other than 200 am.
SCTCON Temporal Conditional Distrt,_ation Scaled fc, r Both Enlarged Area Size
and Time Other than Z4-hours
TSCON Conditional Distribution Scaled for Both Time and Distance for
30-60 nm Sampling.
TSSGON Conditional Distribution Scaled for Time, Distance and Enlarged
Sampling Area Size.
DICON Pseudo-Conditional Distribution Ma'rix Generated while Scaling
TCOND for Diurnal Effects.
DITCON Diurnally Scaled Temporal Conditionals.
B-5I
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is replaced with the unconditional statistics. In a similar manner for values not on
the diagonal, the scaled values must remain below the unconditional probability
of the given cloud group, i. e. , P(21 1) and P(213) etc. must be smaller than the uncon-
ditional probability of 2. If this test fails, the entire horizontal line of the 5x5 matrix
is also replaced by the unconditional slat'stick. Thus if either the diagonal value is
less than the unconditional value or if the non-diagonal value on any given line is greater
than the unconditional value, the whole line is replaced by the unconditional statistics.
This amounts to saying that if either of these tests fail, the cloud cover statistics for
this cloud category beyond this distance are no longer conditional upon the first point
but rather assume the unconditional distributions.
3. 2 2 Scaling for Time
Scaling the conditional distributions for time is handled in a somewhat similar
way to that for distance. In this case, we assume that the statistics are no longer
• conditional for times beyond 36 hours. To scale the time conditionals the following
formulas are used:
ON the diagonal
" Scale (T)
P(C) = l - (l - TCOND)
24
OFF the d_agonal
Scale (T) (TCOND)P(c)-- z4
• The first formula is used for values which lie on the diagonal of the 5x5 matrix
while the second formula is used for those which lie off the diagonal (similar to the
discussion in paragraph 3. 2. I above),
l
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3. 3 Scaling for Diurnal Change
The 24-hour conditional distributions and aay scaling of them for other time
intervals, contain no direct provision for introducing the effect of diurnal variation,
which in some regions is the principal factor affecting _loud cover. A recommended
procedure is as follows:
I. Generate a pseudo-conditional distribution(DICON) between the uneondl- "_'
tionaldistributionsat the local times of the firstand second cloud events. This can
be done by firstforming a jointpr,_babilitydistributionbetween UNCON (A), the
unconditionaldistributionof event A, and UNCON (B) the unconditional distribution
of event B {laterin time than A). The assumption is made thatthe event B corre-
spond;.ngto a specific event A is the one occurring at the same cumulative probability
level in the unconditional distributionat the second time as does the event A in the
unconditional distributionat the firsttime. This satisfiesthe int_itionthatdiurnal
change is superposed on more gross synoptic scale variability;so that ifevent A
represents a lesser cloud cover than normal, the succeeding event B should also
represent a smaller cloud cover than normal at thattime, As an aid to the reader,
we define PA(1), PAl2), etc to be the probabilityof cloud group l, 2, etc. for
event A. and PB(1), PB{2), etc. to be the corresponding probabilitiesfor event B.
The cloud categorizationintervalsfallat differentcumulative probabilitiesin
the distributionsof event A and B. Thus itzs neceesary to divide up the intervalsof
the distributionof event A and Rssign them to intervalsof the distributionof event B,
assuming uniform distributionwithin an interval• To form the jointprobabilityma-
trix shown in Table B-4(C}, we findthe fractionalpart of PA(I} that is contained in
{jointlydistributedwith} PB(1). In the exampla shown in Table B-4iB}, allof PA(1],
0.2, is contained in PBil). Thus, 0.2 is entered in the jointprobabilitymatrix at
positionA = I, B = l {cellnumber of jointtable}. Since PB(1) is 10_ greater than
PA(1), th_s additional 0. I in PB(1) could not ha, e occurred jointly with PA(1).
Therefore, it is placed in the matrix (Table B-4(C) at osition A = 2, B = I.
In a similar way, we rate (jointly distribute) PA(2) with PB(Z) and find that
only 0. 3 are contained in both. Therefore, 0. 3 is located in the joint matrix at
A -- 2, B = 2. Again there is an additional part to k.. a1_ocated: this time 0. I of ,"
PA(2) must have occurred with PB(3); it is thus entered in the matrix at A = 2, B = 3.
(For Monte Carlo computational procedures, it may be more convenient to work wlth
the UNCON cumulative probabilities.) _"
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Table B-4
Computation of a Pseudo-Conditional
Distribution for Diurnal Variation
UNCON
EVENT
Cloud (/_) (B)
Category Prob. Cure. Prob. Cure.
1 .2 .2 .3 .3 ,,
(A) 2 .5 .7 .3 .6
3 ,2 .9 .2 .8
4 .05 .95 .1 .9
5 .05 1.0 . 1 1.0
UNCON
Event (A! Event (B)
Joint
C loud Rated Cell Rated Cloud
(:ategory Probability Probability Number Probability Probability _.ategory
.2" ( .2 I-I .2) .3 1°Q • 1
2 .5 .3 2-_ .3 _t .3 2
[ .1 J
2-3
.1 .1
• 3 .2 { "_ 3-3 _ } .2 3.1 .l
4 .05 .05 _ . 1 , 1 4
4-5 __ . 05
5 .05 ( .05 5-5 .05 ) .1 5
• I
P
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Table B-4 (cont'd)
JOINT PROBABILITY
(B)
Total=
l 2 3 4 5 UNCON(A)
1 .2 0 0 _ 0 .2
Z .l .3 .l _' 0 .5
(C) 3 (A) 0 0 •I ., 0 .2
4 0 0 0 0 .05 .05
, 5 0 0 0 0 .05 .05
i
I
DICON
c(B)
I 2 3 4 5
l l.O 0 0 0 0
2 .2 .6 .2 0 0
(D) 3 C(A ) 0 0 .5 .5 0
4 0 0 0 0 1.C
5 0 0 0 0 1.0
t
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This process is continued for all cateooories as shown. These individual
entries, divided by the marginal total UNCON (A), become the entries in DICON
(CB CA).
If any elemen, of UNCON (A) is zero, a suitable flag should be entered in the
cell number of the joint distribution (See example in Table B-5) into which an entry
would fall if that element were very small, in forming the DICON matrix, by divi-
sion through each row by the corresponding element of UNCON _A), the rule is "flag )
divlded by zero is I.0." This results in an appropriate entry in DICON to take care
of th_ eventuality of a "forbidden" event A materializing as _tresult of other man[p-
_.'l,,tions. If an element of UNCON (B) is zero, no special provisions are required, [
as the resulting distribution will "lock out" that category.
2. Form the diurnal - temporal conditional distribution (DITCON) by
5
DITCON (a i bj) = _ DICON (ai[ck)' CONTIM (Cklbj)k=l
where CONTIM is the scaled derived temporal conditional appropriate to the time
interval.
3) Use DITCON in place of the temporal conditional in question. The DITCON
operation is not required for time intervals of less than Z hours or approximately
• 24 hours.
If itis desired that the resulting H_.3tribution avoid total lockout of cloud cat-
egories of zero prob_tbility in UNCON (B), the formula for DICON may be reversed:
5
DITCON (aiI ): r CONTIM(ail%).DmON (ckiwi)
•b.i k = I
The txvo formulas differ in the effective order in which the operations of
t
d_urnal change and temporal conditionality are performed. The first procedure,
r,.L.omn,ended for most applications, performs the conditionality operation first.
• As noted earlier, the straight lint:estimate of temporal conditionaldistri-
bution at time intervals less than 24 hours tends to overestimate the persistence, i.e. ,
produces a distribution too strongly diagonalized. A !""Z" part of this overestimate
may be due to the ignored diurnal change. The DITCON operation reduces the diag-
onalization in a fashion directly related to the degree of Jiurnal change, lending some
confidence to its validity.
# •
_x
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Table B- 5
Computation of a Pseudo-Conditional Distribution
for Diurnal Variation With a Zero UNCON Entry
UNCON
Event (A) Joint Event (E)
Cloud Rated Cell Rated Cloud
Category Probability P robP.bility Number Probability T_robability Category
1 .4 .3 |" .3 .3 1
'" ""_0 2_
_ f
.1 .3 2
2 .3 .2 "_'_- 2- 2 _ .2
"- 2.3_
3 .2 .I --_____.3_3 .I .2 3
.i _ .l
.1
4 0 0 4-4 0 .I 4
5 .1 .1 5-5 .1 .1 5
JOINT PROBABILITY
(B)
1 2 3 4 b Total
1 .3 .1 0 0 0 .4
2 0 .2 .1 o 0 .3
3 (A) 0 0 . i .1 0 .2
4 0 0 0 * 0 O*
5 0 0 0 0 .1 1
DICON
C(B)
1 2 3 4 5
1 .75 .25 0 0 0
2 0 •67 .33 0 0 ,.
3 0 0 ,5 ,5 0
4 CIA) 0 0 0 I. 0 O
5 0 0 0 O 1.0
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a 4 Scaling for Both Time and Distance
Certain simulation situations may require that a point or area on the earth be
observed on a given orbit and ,. second nearby point be observeO on a somewhat later
orbit. For this situation, where the time difference between the first and the second
observation is less than ._6 hours ann where the distance between the two observed
points _s le_s than 800 miles, the conditional probabilities must be scaled for both
time and distance concurrently. The following procedure has been established to
at _.omplish this concurrent scaling for time and distance
3 4 1 Procedure for Scaling for Time and Distance
a) Separately calculate CONDIS and CONTIM for the appropriate distance and
t,,me, rt.spe_.tiw'ly, from SCOND and TCOND. Perform DITCON diurnal operation on
C_:ONTIM if required
bl
5
TSCON
r. CONDIS (=;ICk), CONTIM (cklbj)(ai'bj) = k = 1
:,._ from 1 to _ a_,d b. from 1 to 5
J
" c) If the conditional have been modified for viewed area s'ae (see Section 3. 5),
• o s,lbstitute TSSCON, SCSCON. and SCTCON for TSCON, CONDIS, and CONTIM respe¢-
,: vel'_.
_. 5 Suggested Procedures for Enlarging the Samp/-. Area Size
• The change in cloud cover distribution resulting from change in the area si_e
ovt.r which the cloud cover is defi.ned is discussed in detail in Section 7 of the Final
Rcp.,rt. It was pointed out that dramatic changes take place over the very range of
sample areas that are to be used in earth-oriented experiments, and _,us in simu-
lation. It is required, therefore, that a reasonably effective method be found for
generating suitable cloud cover distributions _or enlarged sampling areas from al-
_j ready available information - the available cloud statistics. Collection of adequate
, samples of raw satellite data seems prohibitive, at least until suitable compilations
of digitized data become available.
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P
The general features of the change of cloud cover distribution witt_ size of I _"
sample area can be readily visvalized. The cloud cover over a point can have but
t_vo values - clear and overcast. The cloud cover over the entire earth seems to
stay reasollably constant at perhaps 40_. Intermediate sized areas have cloud dis-
Lributions which pass from the U-shape of small areas to more bell-shaped distribu-
tions at rates which depend upon the prevalence of large-scale cloud systems. The
temperate zones, in which large cloud systems are tile rule_ show cha,'acteristically
U c_" J-shaped distributions at the 30 mile scale size of the ground observer. Tropi-
cal regions may already exhibit bell-shaped distributions at this scale. A distribu-
tion originally bell-shaped at a I ° area becomes more so at 3 ° and 5°, at the expense
of the already rare clear areas; overcasts alSG become less probabJe. A J-shaped
distribution tenc-s toward a skewed bell-shape. A U-shaped distribution first be-
comes binodal, then bell-shapedwith increase in sample area scale. Iv all cases,
the probabil;_ of clear sky becomes quite sm_ll at 5 ° (300 nm) scale.
The ei_ect of increasing the sample area size ca,l be demonstrated by a simple
computational exercise c _o_,bling the sampling area. In this exercise, the cloud
distribution in the two area_ c-n be expressed a_ the joint distribution of the two
sets of events• The initial computation will assume independen_e Letween .:vents
in the two areas. Table B-6 outlines the co,nputation of the jeint distribution from
synthetic d_._a. The joint ¢_istribution is defined by:
PJOINT (a,b) = UNCON (a). UNCON (b)
Each e|ement of the P,IOINT matrix corresponds 'to an average cloud cover
over the doubled area These cloud covers can be recla,'_siqed according to the
original cloud cover grouping scheme (1 through 5). "Iable B-7 gives the cloud g, oup
assignment of each location in the PJOINT matrix Thi,,; location matr;x is univer-
sally useful in area _ize computations, and is called KWHERE.
Conversion of IaJOINT *_o the unconditional distributio_ scaled for the doubled
area size, SUNCON, is achieved by the operation of adding together all elements of
PJOINT having the same entry in the matching location of KWHERE. The result,
shown in Table B-8, is rather startling. The p:eviously U-shapedUNCON has be- t
come the strongly peaked SUNCON.
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Let us imtially investigate some properties of a straight chain of 50-60 mile
-_iuar,. areas, corresponding _o a diameter of a larger circle. Let each member of
the ch.tin be dependent only on the first member. The straight line approximation of
the ._aling of the spatial cond,_Lonal distribution then gives rise to individual PJOINT
dlstr:b_:tions, the t'lementa of which are linear interpolations between the unit diag-
onal P JOINT of the first member of the chain, and PJOINT of the last. It can be
s_._._., that the distribution of the total cloud cover in this chain can be described by
PJ©INT of the last etemenL, internally summed by reference to the KWHERE locator
matrix (see Section 7 of the Final Report)
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This extreme change in cloud cover distribution with a relatively small change
in area size results from the untenable assumption of independence between cloud
events in contiguous areas. Let us repeat the computation, now using a synthetic
: set of conditional probabilities to describe the dependence of events in the second
area on those in the first. Table B-9 outlines the computation.
In the general case,
, P JOINT (a,b) = UNON (b) • CONNEW (a b) _
wh,,re CONNEW is the spatial conditional distribution appropriately scaled to the dis-
: tance between centers of the areas.
Even though CONNEW is only moderately diagonalized, the r_qulting SUNCON
t
distribution more closely resembles its parent UNCON distributior:.
! Let us now consider the more general case of viewed area size several times
. the area on which the statistical distributions are based.
3. 5. l An Approach to Scaling for Enlarged Sampling Area Size.
i The information at our disposal for the task of enlarging the sampling area
_ size is the unconditional distribution, valid for a sampling area of 30-60 nm diameter,
. and the spatial conditional distribution, defined for areas about 60 nm diameter with
, centers separated by about 200 nm. A straight line interpolation or extrapolation
• has been adopted to find conditional distributions at other distances. No information
is available to define the conditional dependence of cloud events within an area on
• more than one of its neighbors.
Let us initially investigate some properties of a straight chain of 50-60 mile
square areas, corresponding to a diameter of a larger circle. Let each member ofI
the chain be dependent only on the first member. The straight line approximation of
the scaling of the spatial conditional distribution then gives rise to individual P JOINT
" distributions, the elements of which are linear interpolations between the unit diag-
onal P JOINT of the first member of the chain, and PJOINT of the last. It can be
seen that the distribution of the total cloud cover in this chain can be described by
P JOINT of the last element, internally summed by reference to the KWHERE locator
_j
matrix (see Section 7 of the Final Report),
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Table B-6
Computation of Joint Distribution, Independent Data
Cloud _' ' PSOINT i
Group _ UNCON 1 2 3 4 5 .
1 .3 .09 .03 .03 .06 .09 ' "i
2 • 1 .03 .01 .01 .02 .03
3 . 1 .03 .01 .01 .02 .03
4 .2 .06 .02 .02 .04 .06
5 • 3 • 09 • 03 . 03 . 06 • 09
Table B= 7 Table B- 8 B
Cloud Group Location Matrix Cloud Cover Distribution for
Doubled Area, Independent Events
Cloud KWHERE Cloud
Group 1 2 3 4 5 Group UNCON SUNCON
1 1 2 2 3 3 1 .3 ,09
2 2 2 2 3 3 2 .1 ,15
3 2 2 3 4 4 3 .1 .41 ,
4 3 3 4 4 4 4 .2 .26
5 3 3 4 4 5 5 .3 .09
o
_ .,,.,
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#3. 5. 2 Procedure for Computation of Unconditional Distribution Scaled for
Sample Area Size
We recapitulate the procedure £or finding SUNCON.
I) Tabulate the unconditional and conditional distributions for the required
regions, month and time of day. (These scaled conditionals are called CONNEW. )
2) Scale the conditional statistics, using the procedures detailed in Section
6 of the Final Report, to a distance which corresponds to the diameter of the required
elllarged viewed area. (These scaled condition.s are caUed CONNEW. )
3) The unconditional distribution UNCON is multiplied into the conditional
distribution matrix CONNEW
4) The resultant joint distribution matrix is PJOINT summed using the
KWHERE matrix for reference.
5) A new unconditional distribution, SUNCON, applicable to the enlarged
viewed area size, results.
3.5.3 Computational Procedure for Enlarging the Area Size for
Conditional Distributions
"i The procedure for enlarging sampling area size for conditional distributions ,
is similar to, but more involved than the procedure for the unconditional distributions, i
Referring to Figure B- 7, we are given unconditional distributions for the area ""
represented by "a" and conditional _tatistics f0 _. area "c" some distance A from
i-
area t'a'*. What we wish to compute is the conditional probabiUty distribution for
new enlarged area B given the unconditional probabilities for new enlarged area A
(both areas have been enlarged to the new diameter a). Thus, what is required is to
first expand area "a" to area A using the techniques described in paragraph 3.5.2 :_
above. Then, to obtain the new 5 x 5 conditional probability matrix for area B, given _
A, we define:
P (A, B) = joint probability of cloud cover in A and B
i
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Figure B-7 Scheme for Computation of Spatial Conditional Distribution of
Enlarged Sample Areas,
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fthe cmnputational algorithm for accomplishing this multiplication of probabilities is
to perform the multiplications indicated in Figure B- 7, where a schematic form for
the matrices has been used. In this figure, where CONNEW is the expanded sampling
area space conditionals, etc., the joint probability of events in all four areas is:
P(abcd) : P(a). P bJa) • P(dJb) . P(cJd) '_
where the order of conditionality is somewhat arbitrary. •
We define the cloud cover in area A to b" the average of the cloud cover in
a and bewhile the cloud cover in B is the average cloud cover in c and d . Thus,
we can write formally:
P(A, B) : P(a-_,_'d)
To find P(a'b, c_), the KWHERE Locator matrix is used 4-dimensionally. This involves
assigning values to a'b from the a and b locations in the 4-dimensional PJNT
matrix, and to c'd from the c and d locations. The result is the two dimensional
joint probability t&ble P(A, B). This is transformed to the conditional probability by
division by the marginal total.
P(BJA) = P (A, BI
L'P (A, B)
B
o
The process of finding temporal conditional distributions of enlarged sample
areas is identical, with the exception that CONTIM is substituted for CONDIS.
CONNEW (c Jd) should be coml_lted for the local time of event B, and the DITCON
operation (Section 3.3) should be performed in finding CONTIM.
3. 5. 4 Example of Computation Procedure for Enlarging Area
Size for Conditional Distributions
We choose as an example the expansion of the condltional statistics for
Region 19 (southeastern U. S. ) for mid-day in January. The tabulated data for
30-50 nm area and 200 nm distance are shown on page C-7. The conditional dis- t'. i
tribution is scaled for a and _ as shown in Figure B-7 and described in Section
3.2. I For this example 180 nm was chosen for both a and A. The input values ,_,
for the computation discussed in Section 3. 5. 3 and illustrated in the lower half ¢_
'_ Fisure B-7 are shown in Table B-10.
r e
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ITo find the joint probability
P(A, B) = P(a--_,cd)
we use the summation matrix (KWHERE) twice i. e., use the KWHERE matrix for
the set a,b and again for the set c,d (Table B-If) Entries in the joint probability
matrix P(A, B) =PJNT (A, B) are derived by reference to Table B-If. For example " I
if KWHERE (a,b) ----I, B =I; ifKWHERE (c,d)= I, A = I. Reference to Table B-If
indicates that the only way KWHERE (a,b) can equal I is for a = I and b = I. Simi-
larly for KWHF.RE (4, d) = I, c = I and d = I. Thus, the only entry in PSNT (A,B)
atA = I, B = I results whena = b = c = d = I.
Refer again to Table B-If. Entries in PJNT (I, 2) result if A = I which again
implies that c = i and d = I. However, B _ 2 can be obtained in seven ways, i.e.
b=2 b=3 b=l b=2 b=3 b=l b=2
a=l a=l a=2 a=2 a=2 a=3 a=3
Similarly for A = I, B = 3, we find c = 1 andd = I while a and b are paired in |
Jin nine possible ways (all"three" entries in KWHERE (a, b). This procedure is fol-
lowed to find all of the subentries in P$NT (A, B). To find each entry in I:'$NT (A, B) • |
we must sum the subentries obtained by multiplying the appropriate values as extracted ,-
from Table B-10 (according to the following formula for all possible combinations of
a, b, c, d (as obtained just above).
P(abcd) = P(a)' P(bla)" P(dlb)' P(c[d)
For PJNT (I, I)
P(a} _p(1) _.I5
P(b[a) = P(I[I) =.78
P(d[b) = P(l[ I) = . 78
P(c[d) = P(l[l) =.78
Thus, P,TNT(I,I) ffi.15x.78x.78x.78 =.072 #
Emer this value in Table B-12A at PJNT (I, I)
t
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" Table B- l 1
Four Dimensional Locator Matrix (KWHERE) f
I
KWHERE ,(a,b)
Cloud
G rm,p I 2 3 4 5
l l z z 3 3
2 2 2 2 3 3
3 2 2 3 4 4
4 3 3 4 4 4
5 3 3 4 4 5
KWHERE (c, d)
Cloud
"i Group 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 2 2 3 3
_. 2 2 2 3 3
3 2 2 3 4 4
4 3 3 4 4 4
• 5 3 3 4 4 5
B = KWHERE (a, b)
A = KWHERE (c, d)
W
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•" For PJNT (I, 2), the values from Table B-.10 are
1a=lb = 2 • 15 x 045x 153 x 784 = . 00081c=ld=l
at1 t
b = 3 15 x 045 x 117 x 784 = . 00062
c=l " i
d=l
A
at2 }
b = I 12 x 153 x 784x 784 _= . 0112
c=l
d=l
at2 I
b--. 2 12 x 253 x 153 x 784 : . 0036
c=l
d=l
a=2 t
b = 3 12x 07Zx I17 x 784 = .00079
. C-I '
d:l
at3
_ b=l
,_ c = 1 .. 04x 117 x 784x 784 = . 00288 '
d=l
b
a=3
b=2
•04x 108x 153 x 784 = .00051
c=l
i d=l
The sum of these seven values (.0204) is entered in Table B-12A at
_ P/NT (1,2). The remaining entries are found in a similar way. The result ,
_i is shown as Table B-12B. If P/NT contalns a row of zeros insert "i" in
the diagonal position.
' The marginal totals in both directions are important. The marginal totals
resulting from summing over A gives SUNCON (The scaled unconditional distribution)
" while the marginal totals resulting from summ4ng on B are used as divisors to obtain
P (A l B) or SCSCON. Each entry in a row of PJNT (A. B) is divided by the marginal
sum to obtain a row of entries in SCSCON. See Table B-IZC where • 072/. 212 = . 341
etc. The values in SCSCON matrix are the distance conditionals scaled to a 180 nm
viewed area and 180 nm dittant from the unconditional event. •
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